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Introduction
Welcome to the first Planning

& Building Control Today of
2018. After what I hope was

a restful festive period, we look ahead
to some exciting new opportunities for
the industry, as well as some familiar
challenges. 

Back in October at Digital Construc-
tion Week, PBC Today sat down with
Enterprise Ireland’s Senior Strategic
Adviser for Construction, John Hunt,
to discuss these very topics. Our wide-
ranging interview looks at how Irish
companies are harnessing offsite and
BIM to challenge traditional methods
of construction. 

November’s Budget contained a lot
for the construction industry to chew
over – not least the government’s
target of delivering 300,000 homes 
a year backed by £44bn in capital
funding, loans and guarantees. 

It certainly sounds promising but, asks
David Edwards of Place-Make, will a
growing skills crisis, not to mention
the potential impact of Brexit, jeopar-
dise the construction industry’s ability
to deliver? 

Indeed, Tony Howard of the Building
Engineering Services Association
argues that while Philip Hammond’s
speech was widely praised, the Chan-
cellor missed an open goal on skills –
and he urges the government to ditch
the “same old, same old” approaches.

Meanwhile, Ian Pannell of Buildoffsite
cautions that getting anywhere near
the 300,000 homes a year target will
require not only the wholesale adop-
tion of offsite construction techniques

but also sustained support from 
ministers.

With flooding very much on the
agenda at this time of year, Anthony
Guay of Ramboll UK looks at what can
be learned from some international
examples of flood resilience. Closer to
home, WYG’s Matthew Elliott asks if
the flood defence budget is well spent. 

Elsewhere, Andy Radley of Kier 
discusses the role of BIM in improving
health and safety on site by mitigating
risk through better site planning, hazard
identification and the minimisation of
non-essential site visits. 

We also have some fascinating legal
insights. Emily Albou of 2 Temple 
Gardens examines a Supreme Court
ruling on contractual interpretation
that should give all construction firms
pause for thought about the work
they agree to do for their clients, while
DLA Piper’s Amy Truman highlights
two recent cases that underline the
importance of consistency in planning
decisions.

With it being the New Year, we are
also looking ahead. Stefan Webb and
Dr Joseph Bailey of the Future Cities
Catapult write about the importance
of innovation in planning data, Dr
David Coley of the University of Bath
discusses the development of a
smarter smart meter and there is an
in-depth look at the data-driven cities
of tomorrow.

As ever, a big thank you to all our
expert contributors and if you would
like to add to the debate, please do
get in touch. ■
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Wates Group chief departs for Carillion
Wates Group chief executive Andrew Davies has stepped down to take the helm 
at Carillion.

Davies, who joined Wates Group in 2014, left his position on 10 November.

He will become chief executive of Carillion on 2 April 2018.

Wates’ chief financial officer David Allen has been named acting chief executive until a permanent successor
is appointed. Rod Holdsworth will act as interior chief financial officer.

Carillion, which employs around 43,000 people worldwide, has been without a chief executive since Richard
Howson stepped down in July after the firm issued a profit warning and suspended its 2017 dividend amid a
deteriorating cash flow and higher than expected net borrowing. It announced an £845m write-down linked
to three major PPP schemes in the UK and the cost of pulling out of construction projects in the Middle East
and Canada.

This prompted Carillion’s board to announce a “comprehensive review of the business and the capital 
structure”, adding that the firm would only undertake future construction work “on a highly selective basis
and via lower-risk procurement routes”.

Wates Group chairman James Wates CBE said Davies is leaving the contractor in a strong position and “well
on its way to achieving its strategic goal of becoming a sustainably profitable £2bn turnover company”.

Philip Green, chairman of Carillion, said: “Andrew has the ideal combination of commerciality, operational
expertise and relevant sector experience to build on the conclusions of the strategic review and to lead the
ongoing transformation of the business.”
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BIFM names property and construction 
veteran as commercial director
The British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM) has named property and 
construction industry veteran Jacqueline Balian as its new commercial director. 

As part of a senior management team led by CEO Linda Hausmanis, Balian will help define BIFM’s future
strategic direction to address the opportunities and challenges facing the sector, including meeting shifting
customer expectations, attracting and nurturing talent and adopting new practices and tools that support
greater productivity and performance. 

She brings extensive experience in the property and construction sectors, having previously been 
commercial director of the Chartered Institute of Building, head of Renewable Heat Incentive Operations at
energy regulator Ofgem and managing director of the Chartered Institute of Building Services’ commercial
arm, CIBSE Services.

BIFM chairman Stephen Roots said: “As an industry, we account for around 7% of UK GDP, but the impact
good facilities management can have on wider organisational performance is far more significant.

“With the dynamic, high profile and talented senior team we have in place, we can focus our efforts on 
providing a framework for ever-greater support for FM professionals, both in terms of our work to highlight
the importance of our members’ influence in the workplace and the education we offer.”

Construction minister replaced 
after just 10 months
Construction minister Lord Prior of Brampton has left his post after just 10 months in 
the job.

Lord Prior was appointed parliamentary undersecretary of state at the Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy, a role which included the construction brief, on 21 December 2016.

He has been replaced by Lord Henley, who was previously parliamentary undersecretary of state at the
Department for Work & Pensions. Lord Henley held several junior positions in John Major’s government from
1992-97.

Brian Berry, chief executive of the Federation of Master Builders (FMB), said: “Lord Henley is clearly an 
experienced minister who will be able to bring to bear knowledge and understanding gained in a number of
other government departments.”

“Construction is a key strategic industry, with particular needs, and it is important that the minister assigned
to the industry recognises this. His work with the Construction Leadership Council will be important, but we
will also expect him to remain aware that the vast majority of the industry’s employment and activity is
undertaken by small and micro companies.

“A comprehensive strategy for the future of the industry needs to include these firms and provide a roadmap
for the on-going professionalisation of the wider industry.”
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Lindum Fire chief takes Fire & Security 
Association chair
Tom Brookes of Lindum Fire Services has become the new chair of the Fire & Security
Association (FSA). 

He has over 25 years’ experience in the fire industry, starting out as a fire engineer in 1992. A decade on, he
bought Lindum, a Lincolnshire-based fire detection and alarms specialist. 

Brookes has also been involved with a number of industry bodies, serving as a technical committee member
at the British Standards Institute and as chairman of the British Fire Consortium. 

He takes over the chairmanship of the FSA as it prepares to the respond to the independent review of building
regulations and fire safety commissioned by the government in the wake of the Grenfell Tower disaster. 

Steve Martin, head of the FSA, said: “With the fire industry currently in the spotlight, Tom is the ideal person
to ensure that the FSA becomes a key player in ensuring standards and safety are placed at the forefront of
building development and improvement.”

HS2 names new HR director following 
redundancy payoffs outcry
HS2 has named former Post Office group people director Neil Hayward as its new 
HR director following criticism of the company for paying out millions in redundancy 
packages that were not approved by the DfT.

Hayward has previously worked in a number of senior HR posts in the public and private sector, including 
BT, the Ministry of Justice and Serco Group. 

His appointment comes after the National Audit Office said HS2, the company set up by the government to
deliver its high-speed rail link between London, Birmingham, Manchester and Leeds, had paid out £1.76m in
redundancy packages over and above the statutory redundancy terms imposed by the DfT. 

The NAO said the department had told HS2 it would not approve any enhancements to bring redundancy
payments in line with the civil service but this was not passed on within the company. 

In October, HS2 chief financial officer Steve Allen told MPs on the Public Accounts Committee that the HR director
at the time, Peter Gregory, had told the board that the DfT had given its approval to the enhanced scheme. 

HS2 chief executive Mark Thurston added that in May it was agreed with Gregory “that we would not be part
of the future of the organisation” and he had left without taking redundancy. 

Announcing Hayward’s appointment, Thurston said: “HS2’s success will come from its people, and Neil’s
experience in defining and implementing change at FTSE 100 and 250 companies, and in central government,
will be extremely valuable as we transition from a development company to one delivering Britain’s new
national high-speed rail network.”
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Sir John Parker named Laing O’Rourke
chairman
Laing O’Rourke has named Sir John Parker as its new chairman. 

The company said Sir John will work with chief executive Ray O’Rourke to create and
implement strategies for continued success, build early relationships with key clients and drive innovation
throughout the organisation. 

He joined Laing O’Rourke on 1 November from Anglo American, one of the world’s largest mining companies,
where he had been chairman for more than eight years. 

He has also previously held the chairmanship of the National Grid and the Court of the Bank of England, 
and is a former president of the Royal Academy of Engineering. 

In 2016, Sir John carried out a review of the UK Naval Shipbuilding Strategy for the Ministry of Defence and
chaired the government’s review of ethnic diversity on boards.

Separately, Sir John has been appointed as the lead non-executive director for the Cabinet Office, a role he
took up on 15 November.

Stewart Milne Homes names new 
construction director
Stewart Milne Homes has named Bryan Galloway as its new construction director for 
Central Scotland as part of its drive to deliver 500 new homes in the region year-on-year. 

Galloway, who has 30 years’ experience in the construction sector with housebuilders including Wimpey,
Miller and Barratt, will be responsible for ramping up delivery for the company, which currently has over a
dozen activity outlets and is investing in land for new sites in the Central Belt. 

Over the past year, Stewart Milne Homes has acquired land with a sales value in excess of £100m across
central Scotland. It plans to invest in land with a turnover value of around £150m over the next 12 months.

Galloway, who will also join the board of Stewart Milne Homes Central Scotland, said: “I’ve long been an
admirer of the team at Stewart Milne Homes and am excited to be representing one of Scotland’s leading
privately owned housebuilders. 

“This is a great opportunity to be part of an experienced management team who have a mandate to grow
the business by adding attractive sites in the East of Scotland to its strong West of Scotland strategic land
pipeline of developments.”

Stewart Milne Homes is part of the Stewart Milne Group, which has a turnover of around £200m and
employs more than 800 people in Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester and Oxford.



Opportunity knocks – but can the
construction industry deliver?
Will the New Year bring hearty helpings of opportunity for the
construction industry or a skills shortage hangover? David Edwards
of Place-Make examines the evidence
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As one year closes and another begins, it is
probably an apt time for reflections, forecasts
and resolutions. According to the Office for

National Statistics, 2017 brought a modest uplift in
growth and productivity in the construction industry
before slowing in Q2 and Q3. Indeed, in January, 
construction output was 29% higher than the lowest
point of the last five years and, despite falling back
again, output in Q3 was still 25.7% above January
2013 levels. 

The New Year brings reasons to be optimistic: in
November’s Budget, the Chancellor reaffirmed the
government’s commitment to a new target of
300,000 new homes each year, while the Mayor of
London has recently announced plans to create
650,000 homes in the capital by 2029. 

We’ve been here before, of course. In 2015, ministers
declared the government’s intent to deliver one 
million homes by 2020. In 2016, DCLG reissued its
2014 garden settlements model to create an additional
170,000 homes across the UK. For now, though
(looking through the half-full glass of mulled wine),
the assertions of 2017 coupled with the measured
Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) are once again
reasons to be positive about the year ahead. 

But (isn’t there always a ‘but’!), while the New Year
brings the prospect of greater growth and expansion,
there are murmurings about an iceberg that has 
the potential to sink a buoyant sector and with it,
thoroughly dampen our enthusiasm. 

At the end of November, a number of leading
authorities in the industry, including the Federation
of Master Builders, Association for Consultancy &

Engineering, Build UK, Civil Engineering Contractors
Association, Construction Products Association,
Home Builders Federation and National Federation
of Builders, aligned to present the government with
the robustly titled Construction Industry Brexit 
Manifesto. The underlying message was clear: a skills
shortage in the industry would have a significant
impact on productivity. In short: commitments, fund-
ing and reforms aside, the government will not meet
its targets if there are not enough workers to build
new homes and infrastructure. 

This raises an alarming question: if 2018 were to
present the opportunity for the most ambitious
building programme since the 1960s, could the
industry deliver? 

Certainly, the vitality of the construction sector is
dependent on many interrelated economic, social
and political aspects but the prospect of it being 
held back by its own limitations presents a real cause
for concern. This would not only be worrying to the
three million people in the UK whose professions 
are tied to construction but also, as the industry 
generates around 6.2% of the nation’s GDP, the
impact of underperformance would be more 
widely felt. 

While it would be easy to blame Brexit for any 
immediate reduction in labour, the reality is that
trade skills have been depreciating for some time. 
In 2014, the Guardian reported that a lack of skilled
workers, such as joiners and bricklayers, was holding
back housebuilding. At the same time, the Irish 
Independent projected that only seven plasterers,
eight painters/ decorators and twenty-six bricklayers
would be newly qualifying in the country in 2018.
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More recently, in October, the Federation of Master
Builders surveyed almost 350 of the UK’s small to
medium-sized (SME) construction companies to
determine the extent, if any, of staff shortages. 
The findings are alarming: almost 60% of the firms
surveyed had experienced difficulties recruiting 
carpenters, joiners and bricklayers, while the same
percentage anticipated an increase in the cost of
salaries and materials as a result of reduced supply
in the labour market. According to Brian Berry, chief
executive of the FMB: “Material price hikes and skills
shortages are putting the brakes on growth among
the UK’s small building firms.” 

The skills shortage appears to be as much of a 
concern in the office as it is on site. According to the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, the lack of
sufficiently skilled workers remains an obstacle for
many businesses, noting: “Having eased throughout
2016, the intensification of labour shortages is biting
once more, with 62% of contributors in Q3 citing this
as an impediment to growth.”

Equally, research by Engineering UK in March 
determined that an additional 1.8m engineers and
technically qualified people will be needed by 2025.
At current rates, this represents a 20,000-a-year
shortfall on the number being produced by Britain’s
education system, a deficit that is presently being
balanced by EU/overseas staff. While the Royal Insti-
tute of British Architects has noted that the profession
is yet to feel a post-referendum impact on skills, it
does emphasise that other areas of the industry are
beginning to feel a pinch. Interestingly, of the 32
Skills Shortage Occupations, a list that is used as an
indicator for processing visa applications, 35% have
a relationship to construction. 

As the survey by the Federation of Master Builders
appears to suggest, any reduction in the availability
of labour would presumably lead to an increase in
construction costs. In the first instance, this would
be most acutely felt by SMEs, which, according to the
Housing White Paper, are significant to kick-starting
growth from the bottom-up: “We will diversify the
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housing market, opening it up to smaller builders
and those who embrace innovative and efficient
methods.” 

Any cost crunch would surely impact the competi-
tiveness of smaller developers and contractors and,
through this, restrict rather than encourage diversifi-
cation. To maintain quality of service, it must be
assumed that an allowance of greater costs will ulti-
mately be transferred to the customer. This presents
the concern that not only will there be insufficient
people to plan, design and build 300,000 new homes
each year but also that rising costs could impede
growth and existing levels of government funding will
not be enough. 

The last building boom saw house building levels in
the 1960s reach a post-war peak of up to 400,000
homes per year. To achieve this ‘on time and on
budget’, a mix of prefabricated units, tall buildings
and typical layouts were adopted, many of which
have since been renewed or redeveloped to meet
contemporary living requirements. 

Although the quality and conditions of high-rise living
and prefabricated homes have significantly evolved
since the 1960s – and each of these will have a vital

role if we are to reverse the housing crisis while using
land and resources efficiently – there is a real fear that
any present day attempts to meet current targets with
insufficient resources, care and attention will negatively
impact living, building and spatial quality – the very
aspects that growth should be seeking to improve.

In essence, the government’s commitment to 
significantly increase home building across all
tenures presents a fantastic scale of opportunity for
the construction industry in 2018 – not only for pro-
ductivity but also as a catalyst for improving quality
and efficiency. If harnessed, the UK’s construction
industry can become an exemplar for the design and
delivery of new homes, communities and regeneration,
while also stabilising the sector for the future and
increasing GDP. 

“In short: commitments, funding and
reforms aside, the government will not
meet its targets if there are not enough
workers to build new homes and
infrastructure.”

However (there’s that ‘but’ again!), unless the industry
is sufficiently equipped to respond effectively from
the bottom-up, it may be an opportunity that is 
inexplicably missed to the detriment of all of us that
are directly and indirectly connected to construction,
the quality of the built environment and, most signifi-
cantly, those with the greatest need for new homes
and facilities. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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David Edwards, Director of Place-Make
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Budget 2017: Hammond got his
sums wrong on skills 
Philip Hammond’s Autumn Budget got a warm reception from much of the
construction industry – but Tony Howard, training director of the Building
Engineering Services Association, says the Chancellor missed an open goal on skills
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Philip Hammond might be in the construction
industry’s good books following the Budget –
it was even described in some quarters as a

“Budget for builders”. The Chancellor has been
widely praised for his pledge to build 300,000 new
homes a year supported by £44bn of capital funding,
loans and guarantees. His support for SMEs with a
£1.5bn boost for the Home Building Fund was 
particularly helpful, but the big unanswered question
was: who is going to do all this work to the necessary
quality, both now and in the future? 

Just £34m of the multi-billion pound pledge to 
construction was allocated to supporting skills. When
this discrepancy was pointed out, the government
reiterated its ambition to create three million new
apprenticeships by 2020 – but the fact is that
apprentice numbers are going backwards. Department
for Education figures revealed a 59% collapse in
apprentice starts to 43,600 between May and July,
down from 113,000 in the same period of 2016.

In response, the department said its apprenticeship
reforms had “put control back into the hands of
employers so they will gain the skilled workforce they
need to compete globally”.

The Chancellor did promise that the government
would keep “under review” the arrangements for how
employers access funds from the new Apprenticeship
Levy but BESA believes urgent action is needed. 

Valuable
The levy has raised valuable funding that could unlock
thousands of badly needed opportunities across UK
industries, but the money is not being allocated
properly and, as BESA has pointed out, the Chancellor’s
“review” only applies to large employers who pay into
the levy. 

The DoE said this year had been a “period of huge
change for employers, but it is right that they are
taking their time to plan ahead and maximise the
opportunities the Apprenticeship Levy can bring”.

The department is either being naïve or deliberately
misleading. 

The dramatic drop in apprenticeship starts coincided
with the introduction of a mandatory contribution
from employers, despite there being a pot of
£650m sitting in the Treasury waiting to be spent
on apprenticeships. 

We have thousands of willing employers; tens of
thousands of young people keen to take up vocational
training opportunities; and a raft of new training
providers but no money is being released to make it
all happen. 

The Chancellor made delivering new housing and
infrastructure a top priority but doesn’t seem to
understand the link between these economic targets
and a skilled workforce. Holding back this funding is
making our skills deficit worse and the government’s
apprenticeship target is increasingly distant. 

BESA is campaigning for changes that will restore
incentives for employers to recruit apprentices – of
all ages – and a guaranteed minimum budget for
non-levy payers’ apprenticeships, which will ensure
that there are opportunities right across the country
and for employers of all sizes. 

We have highlighted major gaps in targeted training
provision that could be tackled if more providers
were given access to the funds, particularly in crucial
building engineering-related professions suffering
from acute shortages. 
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BESA’s view has been echoed by many business
leaders, including Neil Carberry, managing director
of people and infrastructure at the Confederation
of British Industry, who said the poor apprentice
numbers came as “no surprise to companies, who
have repeatedly made clear that the current design
of the Apprenticeship Levy system is not effective”.

“Businesses believe in apprenticeships but there can
be no argument now – reform of the levy system is
needed urgently to ensure its success,” Mr Carberry
added. 

BESA believes there is a lack of understanding in the
Treasury about the role of vocational training. Not
only can it help to deliver the government’s often
repeated ambition to improve the UK’s housing stock
and infrastructure, but also it is central to driving
social mobility by putting thousands of people into
careers with good prospects and improved pay. 

The government needs to stop funding the same
old, same old basic plumbing and heating courses
and start getting behind the new generation of 
Trailblazer apprenticeships, which it asked industries
to create to deliver the skills employers actually need. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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On shaky ground: The Robin Rigg case
A Supreme Court ruling on contractual interpretation serves as a warning
to contractors that they need to be careful about the work they agree to do
for their clients. Emily Albou, barrister at 2 Temple Gardens, takes a look
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MT Højgaard A/S v E.On Climate & Renewables
UK Robin Rigg East Ltd & Anor [2017] UKSC
59, better known as the Robin Rigg case, con-

cerned a liability dispute after the turbine foundation
structures of two offshore wind farms failed. 

The turbine foundation structures, located in Solway
Firth, were designed in December 2006 and subse-
quently fabricated and installed by MT Højgaard A/S
(MTH) on behalf of E.ON. The project was completed
in February 2009, but in April 2010 started to fail.

Repair work began in April 2014, agreed by the 
parties at a cost of €26.25m. The question arose as
to who should bear the cost. 

E.ON brought a High Court action to determine
whether MTH was liable to pay. MTH argued that it
had no such liability, having exercised reasonable
skill and care and complied with its contractual 
obligations. E.ON contended that MTH had been
negligent and was responsible for several breaches
of contract, making it liable for the failure. 

Mr Justice Edwards-Stuart found for E.ON – chiefly
because MTH had breached the contract terms: the
foundations were to be fit for purpose as determined
by reference to the Technical Requirements (which
were part of MTH’s tender documents); and those
requirements necessitated the foundations to be
designed with a lifetime of 20 years. The judge held
that this conclusion was further supported by other
contractual clauses.

MTH successfully applied to the Court of Appeal,
which held that an inconsistency existed between the
paragraphs relied upon by Mr Justice Edwards-Stuart
and several other contractual provisions. In his lead

judgment, Lord Justice Jackson (supported by Lord
Justice Patten and Lord Justice Underhill) stated that
these contractual provisions should prevail. The 
paragraphs relating to the Technical Requirements
that Mr Justice Edwards-Stuart had relied upon were
described by Lord Justice Jackson as “too slender a
thread upon which to hang a finding that MTH gave a
warranty of 20 years life for the foundations”.

The Supreme Court then reviewed the arguments 
in the case. Lord Neuberger gave valuable guidance
in his judgment on the interpretation of contractual
clauses, confirming the decision in Wood v Capita
Insurance Services Ltd [2017]. 

Giving the lead judgement, he stated that: “The 
reconciliation of the terms and the determination 
of their combined effect must, of course, be decided
by reference to ordinary principles of contractual
interpretation (as recently discussed in Wood v Capita
Insurance Services Ltd [2017] 2 WLR 1095, paras 8
to 15 and the cases cited there), and therefore by
reference to the provisions of the particular contract
and its commercial context.”

Lord Neuberger gave further clarification on three
main points. First, where a contract contains terms
requiring an item, (i) which is to be produced in
accordance with a prescribed design and (ii) which,
when provided, will comply with prescribed criteria,
and literal conformity with the prescribed design 
will result in the product failing one or more of the
prescribed criteria, it does not follow that the two
terms are mutually inconsistent.

Second, Lord Neuberger held that in many contracts,
a proper analysis may be that the contractor must
improve any aspects of the prescribed design that
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would otherwise lead to the product falling short of
the prescribed criteria and, in other contracts, the
correct view could be that the requirements of the
prescribed criteria only apply to aspects of the
design that are not prescribed.

Lord Neuberger further stated that although each
case turns on its own facts, decisions in the United
Kingdom and Canada suggest the courts are inclined
to give full effect to the requirement that the item as
produced complies with the prescribed criteria on
the basis that although the customer or employer
has specified or approved the design, the contractor
is expected to take the risk if they agreed to work to
a design that would render the item incapable of
meeting the agreed criteria.

In applying these principles to the contract, the
Supreme Court overturned the Court of Appeal and
restored the initial decision made at first instance –
which meant that MTH was liable for the failure, and
should therefore bear the cost of the repair work. 

The Robin Rigg case progressed to the Supreme
Court due to the conflicting contractual terms, which
were left open to different interpretations. Ultimately,
this cost MTH €26.25m. 

The final judgment provides greater clarity on con-
tractual interpretation and acts as a strong warning
for contractors that contracts should be subject to
extreme scrutiny at the outset. It is of the utmost
importance that contractors obtain expert legal
advice when drafting contracts, to ensure that they
are not left open to ambiguous interpretation. 

At a practical level, contractors should also ensure
that the agreed design meets the prescribed criteria
since the contractor bears the risk in circumstances
where they have agreed to work to a design that
later inevitably fails the prescribed criteria. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Why planning is ripe for innovation
Following the West Midlands Urban Tech Summit, Stefan Webb and
Joseph Bailey of the Future Cities Catapult talk about the importance
of opening up planning data and working with Birmingham City
Council to understand the impact of new developments
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The world of data analytics, big data and
machine learning seems to have passed by
much of the planning system. Yet, of all public

city services, it is the planning system that possibly
spends the most money on generating and retrieving
data. This data, required (usually as a result of 
regulation and legislation) to provide the evidential
grounding for planning applications, masterplans
and city plans, is held across a number of overlapping
document management systems that have little or
no interoperability, and are inaccessible for machine
or human.

This lack of accessibility has consequences. The most
obvious being the significant cost of repeated retrieval,
generation and analysis of the same data. This data
is extracted either by local authority officers, or
developers or consultants employed by them, who
are paid the same price for what is essentially a cut
and paste of a previous piece of analysis. 

Having open and accessible planning data available
should allow others – be they different services in
local authorities or those in the market wishing to
develop new data-driven products and services – to
use the same data without the costs of having to
generate or retrieve it over and over again. 

And this is recognised in government. Speaking at
the Urban Tech Summit in Birmingham, communities
and local government secretary Sajid Javid made it
clear that his number one priority is getting more
homes built, and called out planning as being “an
area ripe for innovation”. The Department for 
Communities & Local Government (DCLG) will be
launching a new platform to unlock data, with Javid
commenting that “embracing digital is no longer a
‘nice to have’ for local government”.

In the absence of more open, systematic and acces-
sible planning data, even the simplest of tasks – such
as comparing two developments – is no small feat.
Yet this comparison would enable local authorities 
to better communicate the opportunities and
impacts associated with development to planners
and citizens alike. 

Despite the challenges around access to planning
data, Future Cities Catapult wanted to see if commu-
nicating the impacts of developments through time
might be feasible with existing data. Using documents
available to the public and the planning department
at the City of Birmingham, we investigated two large
developments – one currently under construction
and one with a recently published masterplan.

Our review unearthed more than 180 PDF documents,
with a large portion containing rich information
about the impact of both developments – during 
and after construction. The PDF format meant much
of this information was conceptually ‘trapped’ and
cumbersome to extract for use in digital tools.

However, the nature of the information – such as
text, tables and geospatial features – means that it
shouldn’t be difficult to provide in machine-readable
formats. In fact, there are many existing standards
that could be used to facilitate this. 

Although the planning system needs an overhaul,
there are many small, interim changes that could be
implemented to stimulate positive transformation.
Based on our experience of liberating data on 
development while working with Digital Birmingham,
we’ve suggested five small changes to facilitate the
development of digital tools for communicating the
opportunities associated with new developments:
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1. Set minimum data provisions – Authorities
should require a specific list of data to be provided
for all development. This may encompass other
mandatory requirements but would enable the 
generation of a systematic summary of the impact of
a development extending current requirements. This
will help with like-for-like comparisons. 

2. Mandate the provision of machine-readable
information – PDFs should be in machine-readable
versions as demonstrated by ODI Leeds, and author-
ities should not limit these formats to particular
licensed software. 

3. Consider sharing by default – Unless developers
and consultants are generating commercially sensitive
information (if so, consideration should be given to
aggregating and anonymising), they should upload
their information to an open platform. This enables
automated testing of the submission (for example,
ensuring that all the required information is present)
and, in turn, saves admin time. 

4. Recognise the value in external data capture –
Collecting more information about the city (eg real-time
monitoring of air quality, traffic, noise, waste generation)
and making it available to others makes it easier for
developers and consultants to fulfil their minimum data
requirements, and encourages consultancy processes
to use the same data. In the long term, it may even
enable the authority to automate some processes 
performed by developers or consultants.

5. Enhance transparency – To enable the improve-
ment and reuse of impact assessments and analyses,
authorities should mandate that developers and
consultancies provide transparent and reproducible
methodologies alongside their insights. 

While there is and should be the ability to reflect
local circumstances and priorities in how local plans,
masterplans and planning applications are evidenced,
core data requirements would allow for greater stan-
dardisation and automation of evidence gathering
and analysis. 

Implementing these incremental changes will fuel the
design of digital tools to communicate opportunities
associated with new developments in a transparent
and consistent way. Comparing developments like-
for-like, along with their impact and the opportunities
that they offer will be quicker, easier and, perhaps
most importantly, a lot more compelling. ■
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Sustainable concrete
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How often do we hear about the 100
year design life, for example, about
a bridge, only to find major structural

repairs are required within 30 years.

Annually, $b100’s are spent globally 
repairing/replacing concrete structures. 
A fraction of this could have been spent
had those structures been properly built in
the first place.

The reasons for this are many but here are
three to consider: 

Bids for building the structure come in•
higher than expected or over budget. 
To reduce costs, cheaper options are 
proposed including those for corrosion
protection to concrete. 

‘Fast track’ schedules and penalties for late•
completion compromise quality as corners
are cut, leading to defects that will 
ultimately require expensive repair. 

Untried or inappropriate products are•
used which subsequently fail to perform
as promised in the environment used. This
might occur as a result of lack of techno-
logical knowledge or false assumptions.
The use of high-alumina cement and
aggregates containing pyrite and calcined
dolomite spring to mind. 

Where concrete structures are built in poten-
tially corrosive environments, owners should
be extremely wary of persuasion to use alter-
native products to those specified by the
structural engineer, especially motivated by
price. “There is hardly anything in the world
that some man can’t make just a little worse
and sell just a little cheaper, and the people
who buy on price alone are this man’s lawful
prey”.- John Ruskin.

For years we have talked about whole life
costing but to date this has been completely
overridden by up-front capital cost. Two
options were considered by consultants
assessing costs over the 120 year design life
for corrosion protection to the wingwalls of
a road bridge. The up-front costs were
£2,167 against £5,625. Over 120 years, the
overall costs including maintenance were 
calculated at £114,000 against £5,625
respectively. The cheaper up-front option
was chosen!

There are so many examples to choose from,
especially bridges and tunnels. The Öland
Bridge repairs completed in 2005 after about
15 years in service and involving renovation
work to the corroded pier supports in the
tidal zone, replacement of 19 joints and
restoration of the parapet walls cost: “…
twice the (total) cost of the original bridge
at current prices”. The project manager 
is quoted as saying: “Buy cheap, repair
expensively”.

If we are serious about ‘sustainability’, 
we need to address this issue and make 
concrete perform better. We may not be able
to completely stop concrete structures dete-
riorating but we can significantly extend the
life of such structures with proven products
available here and now. 

In reinforced concrete, all common forms of
serious deterioration are as a result of water
ingress. If concrete can be kept inherently
dry, most corrosion issues would disappear.
However, it is very important to understand
the mechanisms by which water passes
through concrete. Some mistakenly assume
that ‘low permeability’ is the key parameter.
The most common test for permeability
simply measures concrete density as water
at pressure is applied to the surface. The so-
called ‘permeability’ is determined by the
depth of ingress, which in turn, is deter-
mined by the density of the concrete. Perme-
ability, by definition, is a measure of flow
under an external pressure and is a property
of saturated materials. Ordinary good quality
concrete resists any appreciable flow of
water under pressure, making the concrete
stronger or denser is completely irrelevant.
By increasing density, far from slowing the
passage of water, you may actually speed up
the flow by capillarity. The predominant
mechanism of water movement through con-
crete, simple capillary absorption, requires
no hydrostatic pressure whatsoever – the
narrower the pores in saturated concrete, the
lower its permeability. Conversely, the nar-
rower the pores, the greater the resultant
capillary pressure and so the greater the
depth and speed of water ingress. “Calcula-
tion of the water penetration depth during

19 year old ordinary concrete 17 year old Caltite concrete 47 year old Caltite concrete

Concrete supports for a pipeline run across a tidal salt pan in South Australia where
summer temperatures can reach 40°C. To put this into perspective, the ground sulfate
levels on this site were measured at 7.2g/litre and chlorides at 53g/litre. These exceed
the worst possible cases indicated in BRE Special Digest 1 – (DS5 & DC4).
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wetting showed that the speed of capillary
absorption is of the order of a million times
faster than permeability” 1.

Everdure Caltite the 
extra ingredient for 
proven durability
Cast iron is not used in modern construction
because it has a critical ‘deficiency’. It is 
brittle. However, adding a small amount of
carbon (0.2%) gives us high tensile
strength – ‘steel’. For additional enhance-
ment adding chrome gives ‘stainless’ steel
and so on. Everdure Caltite applies the same
proven concept to concrete.

Everdure Caltite is a hydrophobic and pore-
blocking liquid ingredient which is added to
the concrete mix. It reverses normal capillar-
ity (sucking action) to produce ultra-low
absorption concrete. 

Normal high quality concrete is unsuitable
for marine structures. It naturally absorbs
water, moisture, and any deleterious salts in
solution and provides the all important elec-
trolyte linking anodic and cathodic regions of
the reinforcement.

Adding Everdure Caltite to normal concrete
effectively transforms this deficiency, giving
it properties with significant technical, com-
mercial and environmental advantages. 
1 ‘Capillary absorption by concrete’ (Concrete July/August 1997) 
Dr Andrew Butler, Transport Research Laboratory

James McDonald
General Manager
Cementaid (UK) Limited
Tel: 01293 653900
jamesmcdonald@cementaid.co.uk
www.cementaid.co.uk

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre 
Everdure Caltite used to waterproof the basement structure up to 6 meters below sea level

Project Seabird Navel Base, Karwa, India 
Concrete containing Everdure Caltite used in various locations on this project to provide long-term durability

Resort World Sentosa – ‘Ray Bay’: All Animal Aquaria and Marine-Exposed Concrete
Everdure CALTITE System HP – Waterproofing & Durability

British Library Great Court Project 
Everdure Caltite used to waterproof the basement structure



The importance of consistency
in planning decisions
Consistency in planning decisions is key – and, as two recent court cases
have highlighted, developers may need to be aware of past results when
submitting an application, says Amy Truman of law firm DLA Piper 
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It is well established case law that previous 
planning decisions are capable of being material
considerations, meaning that they may need to be

taken into account by those determining subsequent
applications for permission. 

The reasoning behind this was explained by Mann 
LJ in North Wiltshire District Council v Secretary of
State for the Environment (1993) 65 P & CR 137:
“One important reason why previous decisions are
capable of being material is that like cases should be
decided in a like manner so that there is consistency
[…]. Consistency is self-evidently important to both
developers and development control authorities. 
But it is also important for the purpose of securing
public confidence in the operation of the development
control system.”

Two recent decisions in the High Court have now
emphasised the importance of consistency in plan-
ning decisions and the need for clear reasons to be
given where inconsistencies arise.

The first case, R (Midcounties Co-Operative Limited)
v Forest of Dean District Council [2017] EWHC 2050,
involved a challenge by the Co-Op of the granting of
planning permission for an Aldi store on a site outside
the town centre. 

The application was approved at a full council meeting
despite the planning officer’s report recommending
refusal. One of the Co-Op’s grounds of challenge was
that the council had failed to have regard to the
importance of consistency in decision-making as it
had refused to grant Aldi permission for a near-identi-
cal development on the same site the previous year
due to adverse retail impacts on the town centre. The

Co-Op also alleged that if the council had given con-
sideration to its earlier decision, there had been a fail-
ure to give reasons as to why it had now reached a
different decision and granted planning permission. 

Planning permission was quashed by the court after
it held that the council had made clearly inconsistent
decisions and had failed to provide adequate reasons
for doing so. By failing to reference, let alone address,
the previous refusal decision, the council had not
explained how the previous concerns relating to
adverse retail impacts had been addressed and
allayed in the subsequent application. 

Singh J confirmed (at paragraph 107) that: “Although
the authorities demonstrate that a local planning
authority is not bound by its earlier decision, never-
theless it is required to have regard to the importance
of consistency in decision-making.” 

In essence, it was open to the council to reach a 
different decision but only if it had “grappled with the
earlier reason for refusal based on retail impact and
harm to the viability of the town centre”. The case
emphasised that, in circumstances in which an earlier
decision is a material consideration in the context of
a current application, a decision-maker must provide
clear reasons for any departure from their original
position. 

In the second case, Baroness Cumberlege v Secretary
of State for Communities & Local Government [2017]
EWHC 2057, planning permission granted by the 
secretary of state for a housing development was
quashed after he had failed to take into account a
decision taken by his own department a mere 10
weeks earlier. 
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The High Court held that the secretary of state’s
decision that a planning policy was out-of-date, and
thus could be given less weight, was completely
inconsistent with the decision of his own department,
which was that the policy was up-to-date. 

Howell QC stated (at paragraph 100) that: “There is a
public interest in securing reasonably consistency in
the exercise of administrative discretions that may
mean that it is unreasonable for a decision-maker
not to take into account other decisions that may
bear in some respect on the decision to be made.
There is no exhaustive list of the matters in respect
of which a previous decision may be relevant. That
must inevitably depend on the circumstances.”

The earlier decision was not so different that it could
reasonably be ignored. Any reasonable decision-maker
would have considered it and decided whether they
agreed with the reasoning given for regarding the
policy as being up-to-date and whether the reasons
were equally applicable to the present case. Again,
they would also have provided reasons for any
departure from the previous decision. Permission
has been granted for the secretary of state to appeal
the decision in the Court of Appeal. 

These two court decisions emphasise the need for
consistency in planning decision-making, especially
when assessing similar developments. This is not so
onerous so as to mean all previous decisions must

be considered. However, it is clear that there are
instances where decisions are so similar that to fail
to take them into account would be nothing but
unreasonable. 

For developers, the decisions highlight the need to
be aware of relevant earlier decisions when applying
for permission. Where a different decision is being
sought this time round, adequate evidence must be
provided to enable a decision-maker to depart from
their previous decision and be able to back this up
with reasons. ■
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Are we placing people with hearing
loss at the heart of the design process?
Jean Hewitt, inclusive environments consultant and director at the Centre
for Accessible Environments, explores whether the needs of over 12m
people with hearing loss in the UK are forgotten about in the design of new
buildings and external spaces
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At least one in six people in the UK are known to
have some level of hearing “loss”. In addition,
there are many others with hearing “difference”

often associated with the onset of hearing loss or
through neuro diverse conditions. Examples include
acutely heightened sensitivity to some sounds or 
frequencies (hyperacusis*), which is not uncommon
for someone within the autistic spectrum or someone
with dementia, balance issues that can be mild to
severe, sometimes associated with inner ear conditions
(such as Meniere’s disease**) or varying degrees of
tinnitus, which can be triggered by loud noise. 

The numbers of people affected by hearing loss
and/or hearing difference are quite significant.

“Aside from having to visually concentrate
on all surrounding circumstances while
walking, a person with hearing loss will
sometimes also need to manage impact on
other senses, particularly spatial (sense of
place/Kinaesthetic) and balance.”

Although most people with acquired hearing loss are
older adults (40% of over-50s have hearing loss, rising
to 71% of people over 70), there is also an increasing
number of younger adults with noise-induced hearing
loss through activities or environmental damage and
one in 10 children have intermittent hearing loss
through common childhood conditions such as 
glue ear. 

There are many everyday challenges that are faced
by deaf and hard of hearing people, but it is rare that
built environment professionals, including planning,
building control and designers, give any more than a
few seconds’ thought to what they can do to help.

The effect of hearing loss/difference varies greatly
from person to person, with the degree and type of
hearing loss and age of onset being key factors.
Although every individual is affected differently, there
are many common issues presented in the built 
environment:

High levels of background noise.•

Lack of hearing enhancement equipment such •
as induction loops, infra-red, radio or soundfield
systems at reception counters, communication
points and performance areas.

Lighting that is insufficient for lip-reading.•

Poor acoustics: Typically, too much echo from •
hard surfaces, which is common in atriums and
many newer glass and steel structures.

Unexpected changes in level affecting balance and•
no railings or handrails for physical support.

The ability to hear imminent danger such as moving•
traffic (particularly electric vehicles), a reversing
forklift, a fire alarm sounding or even someone 
giving a warning shout.

These challenges naturally become harder to control
in external spaces, where background noise is highly
variable depending upon the time of day, activities
taking place and sometimes weather conditions.
Having building recesses and alleyways, pocket parks
etc in busy city centres can provide a haven for
someone distressed by high sensory overload,
whether that is caused by rush-hour traffic, school
home time or a howling wind.
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Aside from having to visually concentrate on all 
surrounding circumstances while walking, a person
with hearing loss will sometimes also need to
manage impact on other senses, particularly spatial
(sense of place/Kinaesthetic) and balance. Reducing
trip hazards, removing low bollards etc is therefore
important in preventing accidents and having some-
thing to physically lean on while trying to orientate or
regaining balance can be critical – there is a desire to
declutter our streets to make them more physically
accessible but there is still a need for sensible place-
ment of street furniture that can support people,
such as a bench or some railings.

Clear wayfinding and signage is important as some
people with hearing loss or who are neuro diverse
may find it more difficult to ask for directions. Adding
common symbols to directional signs helps people
whose first language is BSL (as well as others who
are not native English speakers).

Inside and out, sound absorption methods should
always be considered at the design stage of any new
environment. Sound-absorbing surfaces can reduce

reverberation time to decrease the amount of echo
in a space, thus limiting disturbance. Good acoustics
can also improve local speech clarity, making com-
munication easier and aiding concentration. 

Noise levels in restaurants and cafes are increasingly
recognised as a major concern for people using
these facilities at different venues. An Action on
Hearing Loss campaign launched in 2016, Speak
Easy, stemmed from research finding noise levels in
some restaurants topped over 90db – the equivalent
of eating next to a motorcycle or lawnmower – and a
survey revealing that over 43% of potential diners
opted to get a takeaway instead of going out for a
meal. Some 91% of those surveyed stated that they
wouldn’t return to a noisy place.

Quiet areas/zones are always welcomed. Considera-
tion should also be given to the potential for noise
overspill from AV displays and music or soundscapes.

Absorptive finishes (such as wood, cork, planting, etc)
can be used to minimise sound reverberation rather
than an excess of hard surfaces (such as metal, glass
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and hard plastics). If there has to be an exposed
soffit or glass ceiling, it is always possible to add
hanging acoustic sails to reduce the reverberation. 

In the external environment, the addition of carefully
selected planting such as bushes and trees can
deflect traffic noise, as well as providing a calming
and pleasant visual appearance.

Keeping vehicles (including cycles) and people 
segregated as far as possible is highly beneficial to
people unable to hear them approaching, and tactile
indicators and countdown displays at crossings
enable people with hearing loss to cross safely. 

None of the above considerations have a negative
impact on others – an improvement that helps
someone with a hearing difference invariably helps
everyone! ■

*Hyperacusis is the name for intolerance to everyday
sounds that causes significant distress and affects a
person’s day-to-day activities. 

**Ménière’s disease is a long-term, progressive condition
affecting the balance and hearing parts of the inner ear.
Symptoms are acute attacks of vertigo (severe dizziness),
fluctuating tinnitus, increasing deafness and a feeling of
pressure in the ear. 

Further information:

Action on Hearing Loss

National Deaf Children Society

Meniere’s Society

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jean Hewitt
Director
Centre for Accessible Environments
Tel: +44 (0)20 7822 8232
info@cae.org.uk
www.cae.org.uk
www.twitter.com/CAE_info
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The countdown to publication of an
updated British Standard covering key
features of the built environment

should prompt designers and builders to
think twice before embarking on new and
planned projects.

The updates to BS 8300 could render impor-
tant elements of existing guidance obsolete
and could also bring new requirements with
costly remedial work. Alternatively, the revised
standard may have limited impact and enable
developers to press on with their projects.

As ever, the reality is likely to be somewhere
in between. Whether your project requires
complete revamp, minor tweaks or no action
at all is likely to depend on the nature and
scale of the works. We’ve quoted for some
clients who have projects in the pipeline, we
are preparing quotes for more, and our advice
therefore varies according to the scenario.

BS 8300 applies to a wide range of properties
including commercial buildings, transport
centres, schools and other educational estab-
lishments, health facilities, religious buildings,
entertainment and leisure complexes and
more.

It covers such internal features as doors, 
surface finishes and their design, lighting
levels, design of steps and stairs, width and
gradients of ramps and space requirements
for wheelchairs and electric scooters.

External features reviewed as part of the 
consultation include parking spaces, public

realm, external seating, lighting, outdoor events
and setting down and picking-up points.

The updated standard is due to take effect
early in 2018 and has been informed and
influenced by a consultation process that
attracted more than 1,000 responses from
experts, enthusiasts and amateurs – anybody
with a serious interest.

Nobody can be sure of the detail of the
updated guidance until it is published, but
some people might have an inkling if they
have studied the documents distributed as
part of the consultation. Some in our sector
expect to see a requirement for accessible
WCs to be bigger. The provision of extra
space would help wheelchair users and
other disabled people, as well as their
carers, but it could create problems at sites
where development is already underway.

If you have begun the construction phase, it
could be very difficult, if not impossible, to
increase the space for accessible WCs, 
particularly where improved accessibility has
already, sensibly, been addressed as part of
the design phase. 

There is even a possibility that features which
have been included specifically to meet 
current guidance may have to be ripped out
if they are found to be significantly at odds
with the new standard. You might be able to
delay such remedial work until you carry out
a refurbishment, but the uncertainty is the
reason why we are urging people to wait and
see. Even with something as relatively

Time to think as we await
new-look BS 8300
Ian Streets of About Access looks ahead to the introduction
of the wide-ranging BS 8300 and its potential impact on new
and planned developments

straightforward as an access audit, there is a
risk that any recommendations now will 
be superseded by the guidance within the
up-to-date standard.

“If you have begun the con-
struction phase, it could be
very difficult, if not impossi-
ble, to increase the space for
accessible WCs, particularly
where improved accessibility
has already, sensibly, been ad-
dressed as part of the design
phase.”

If accessibility was not addressed at the
design stage of your project then you could
end up facing a completely different set of
problems and costs, but we’ll focus on that
another time!

Ian Streets
About Access
63 Wilson Street
Anlaby
Hull
HU10 7A J
Tel: 01482 651101 
Tel: 07957 564182
Ian@aboutaccess.co.uk 
www.aboutaccess.co.uk



Aspects of procurement
from an FM perspective
Mike Packham of BWA highlights the key points from the
BIFM’s recent Good Practice Guide to FM Procurement
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Ihave been prompted (cajoled might be a better
word) to put pen to paper on the BIFM’s recent
publication of their Good Practice Guide to FM

Procurement. The guide is a good read and contains
valuable advice about the processes and procedures
that can be employed to ensure a positive outcome
to any procurement exercise. 

Here, I have highlighted a few key points, tempered
by my own procurement experiences, as follows:

The procurement dept – As a result of the recent
recession, with its seemingly unending downward
pressure on cost base, procurement departments
seem to reign supreme in some organisations. This can
make it difficult for us in FM, where the quality/perfor-
mance of the product or service being procured is
often as important as its cost. All I can say here is that
some of the most successful such exercises that I have
undertaken have involved FM and procurement work-
ing in tandem and drawing on the respective skill-sets
of each other. Let us not forget either the valuable
inputs from the other support services – HR, legal,
finance, H&S, etc. 

The stakeholders – There is a subtle difference
between what our stakeholders need us to provide
and what we in FM perceive their need to be. To
avoid any unnecessary disconnect, why not ask
them? (Remembering of course that stakeholders’
“needs” and “wants” are two totally different con-
cepts). Focus groups and mechanisms such as
“lessons learned” workshops can help to ensure that
specifications and SLA’s are fully representative of
the FM services that our organisations need to be
provided to them. 

Input versus output-based specification – The
arguments for and against one or the other from the
client’s perspective are well researched vis-a-vis risk
transfer and the like. However, similar considerations
need to be thought through in terms of the service
provider. There is very little point in defining the
specification/SLA in output terms if the local service
provider market is unfamiliar with this concept. By
way of example, my practice recently undertook a
procurement exercise in Southern Africa where the
FM industry was in its infancy and as a result we
needed to adopt a “tell them what to do, how and
when” type approach. 

Core versus non-core – Again, the pros and cons
from the client’s perspective are well understood.
However, it is worth taking a step back to consider
the service provider’s position. In essence, there is
very little point in asking a service provider to bid for
something that is not one of their “core” services or
within their geographic areas of operation; to do so
is to invite an addition to cover risk, which will almost
inevitably translate into a higher bid return figure. 

Asset register – Clearly, the existence of an accurate
asset register is critical in the context of the provision
of a maintenance service – regardless of whether we
are looking to put in place a full PPM regime or simply
one that provides statutory compliance. I have lost
count of the number of times I have been reassured
that the asset register is fully up to date and accurate
only for the incoming service provider to immediately
start to pull it to pieces (and, of course, find reasons
to increase the bid price in the process). I am of the
opinion, therefore, that there is a need for the asset
register to be validated as part of the overall mobili-
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sation process. Who carries this out I do not think
matters too much – it could be the client, the service
provider or indeed perhaps better still, an independ-
ent third party – just so long as both parties start out
with a common understanding of the assets and
their condition. 

Mid-bid interviews – Not all client organisations
are amenable to holding these, but to my mind the
time and effort involved in arranging them is well
worth it. In my practice, we typically aim to schedule
these for the end of week one or during week two of
the bid period. The objective is twofold:

To enable the client and prospective service•
providers to meet (and ask questions) in a relatively
informal environment – both parties have told me
that they find this really useful.

To bring your bid requirement to the top of the•
service providers’ list of bid submissions (effectively
forcing them to read the bid document much
sooner than might otherwise be the case).

Mobilisation/antecedent period – I would point
readers in the direction of BS8892:2014, Transitional
Management for facility-related services. This provides
a useful check-list of all of the activities that need to
take place during the mobilisation/antecedent period.
As such, we include compliance with its various
processes and procedure as a standard part of any
procurement documentation that we produce. 

“As a result of the recent recession, with its
seemingly unending downward pressure
on cost base, procurement departments
seem to reign supreme in some
organisations. This can make it difficult for
us in FM, where the quality/performance
of the product or service being procured is
often as important as its cost.”

The above commentary summarises just some of
the experience gained from my many years of
involvement in the procurement of FM products and
services. The new BIFM Good Practice Guide to FM
Procurement pulls all of this – and more – together
in one place. I suggest you give it a read. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mike Packham
Director
BWA (Europe)
Tel: +44 (0)208 460 1111
Mike.Packham@bwa.uk.net
www.bwa.uk.net
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London’s Growth Programme
Hiro Aso and Ian Mulcahey from global architecture and design practice
Gensler share their thoughts on London’s unprecedented growth
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As birth rates continue to accelerate, citizens
are living longer and more and more people
still look to move to the capital for work. If we

continue to grow at this pace, we’ll hit 10m people
before 2030 – a figure that brings many challenges.
We require places to live that correspond with our way
of life. We need housing, workspace, local services
and infrastructure.

Aso leads the firm’s transport and infrastructure
projects, and was recently chosen by the mayor of
London, Sadiq Khan, as one of his 50 Design Advo-
cates to help support his Good Growth by Design
programme. 

The initiative sets out an integrated growth programme
of work that seeks to enhance the design of buildings,
spaces and neighbourhoods for all Londoners by
drawing together existing design and place-shaping
expertise, and using the skills of the advocates and
the built environment sector as a whole.

Having worked over different geographies in the
course of his career, Aso thinks it is evident that the
success of good place-making runs deeper than
having progressive ideas, but rather, it is rooted in the
fundamentals of sound governance. Having closer,
more creative collaboration between government and
the real estate industry leads to better placemaking. 

If you look at some of the best examples of 
place-making around the world, the key element is
governance. Look at Copenhagen, for instance. Its
municipal government is powerful and that enhances
the city’s ability to make strategic decisions that span
decades and mayoral terms. The capacity of the public
sector is strengthened by an educated workforce
with deep technical knowledge. And collaboration
across political parties, levels of government and
sectors of society is common and consistent. By using
an approach of intelligent, human-centric urban
planning, Copenhagen has created a city that its
people are proud of.
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A shift to the Northern Powerhouse
For many years, London and the South East have
been the focus of many of the UK’s conversations
around the economy. However, in the short time
since the first mention of the Northern Powerhouse
proposal, there’s been a tangible shift towards 
support for the core regions of the North – including
the cities of Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield
and Hull.

This year is set to be the “year of the regions”, 
with the government placing the North’s growth 
programme at the core of its agenda. The wheels
are already in motion. In January, Prime Minister
Theresa May released an industrial strategy green
paper pledging a boost of £556m for the Northern
Powerhouse for major new infrastructure investment,
outlining the creation of a world-class transport
system linking the cities and towns of the North to
revitalise its economy.

In Leeds, York and Manchester, Gensler has seen
first-hand that when foreign investors look to the
Northern Powerhouse, they are not only interested
in investing in a city with genuine potential to grow,
but also cities that embrace the essential elements of
a vibrant community – connected, resilient, inspiring

and healthy. Social connectivity along with trans-
portation connectivity needs to be of equal standing
in a city’s infrastructural agenda, producing resilient
cities that are inspiring and healthy for all.

Leeds
Gensler’s work as the primary architect on the Leeds
Station Masterplan demonstrates how infrastructure
can fuse historic identity with a future vision to create
unique and dynamic places. Gensler’s masterplan
must help the city meet its ambitions to make the
station a key national landmark and a pivotal driver
of regeneration and commerce for the city and
region. This vision is shared by all key stakeholders
involved in the project, namely Transport for the North,
Northern Powerhouse Railway, HS2, Department for
Transport (DfL), London Continental Railways, West
Yorkshire Combined Authority and Leeds City Council. 

Delivering for a community must not come down
solely to constructing anew. It’s also about taking a
hard look at our existing systems and structures, and
giving our rich heritage a renewed context. We are
excited to be part of such a transformative story.

By stitching together the city’s disconnected north
and south through robust urban strategies that are
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resilient, connected, healthy and emotionally rich
and inspiring, we hope to unlock Leeds as a vibrant
capital and one of the key pillars of the Northern
Powerhouse.

Investment in the Midlands
The population of the West Midlands is growing fast.
It will require around 165,000 new homes over the
next 15 years to keep up with demand. But in the
pursuit to meet this demand, developers and local
authorities must appreciate that the onus should be
on creating communities, not just building houses.
You can’t have strong, stable economies without
having strong, stable communities – the two are
inextricably linked.

London and the South East have, for many years,
been the focus of the nation’s conversations around
economic development and prosperity. The Northern
Powerhouse and the Midlands Engine are emblematic
of the enormous interest in the economic and
human potential of the UK regions. The rise of global
investment interest and the ever-faster transformation
of manufacturing as digital technology permeates
every level of the supply chain are transforming
Birmingham and the West Midlands.

The West Midlands has a solid opportunity now to
rethink its brand and cultural offering, not just on a
UK-wide scale, but internationally. It’s a place

steeped in heritage, with buzz and individuality and a
real diversity of space. The challenge now is how it
capitalises on these traits to create appeal. The
wellbeing and satisfaction of its citizens and visitors
will be strongly influenced by this.

Thus, its branding must be concerned with how its
culture and history, economic growth, social develop-
ment, infrastructure, architecture, landscape and
environment, among other things, can be combined
into a saleable identity that is acceptable to all.

There are a number of other challenges that must be
addressed, too. The region needs to ensure it has a
‘jobs rich’ industrial strategy and that it prioritises
support for disadvantaged groups. 

As well as capitalising on its strong manufacturing
base, it should look to expand into areas such as
high-value services like insurance and financial services. 

It’s vital that the West Midlands utilises the ‘human
goldmine’ of its large student population. Improving
its graduate retention rates by attracting knowledge
jobs to the region would boost productivity and
create spill-over benefits for local non-graduates.

When addressed together, these challenges will help
push the West Midlands to share in the country’s
prosperity and enable its citizens to thrive across
their lifespan. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hiro Aso
Transport and Infrastructure Practice Area Lead

Ian Mulcahey
Managing Director

Gensler
www.twitter.com/gensleruk
www.instagram.com/gensler_uk
www.youtube.com/user/GenslerTV
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Developer and client demands for
building envelopes that offer out-
standing build-quality in the long

term and enhance the overall green creden-
tials of the finished building are driving
increased interest in high performance A4
(316 grade) stainless steel fasteners, accord-
ing to global fastener manufacturer SFS.

The company, which pioneered A2 (304
grade) and A4 (316 grade) stainless steel 
fasteners for roofing and cladding in the UK
more than 30 years ago, has completed
orders for A4 stainless steel fasteners for a
string of high-profile building projects during
2017. These include the stunning new
golden-clad Alchemist bar and restaurant
that is set to be a new landmark at Salford
Quays, the Vita York student complex, the
Royal Liverpool Hospital Life Science Accel-
erator building, the Broughton Airbus Build-
ing and several buildings at the Jaguar Land
Rover plant.

The key advantage of A4 fasteners versus A2,
which have made an enormous contribution
to improving standards in roofing and
cladding installations in recent years, is that
they offer extended resistance to corrosion.
This gives OEMs and contractors the scope to
offer warranties on the building envelope of
up to 40 years (depending on the system and
building type/location) – an additional 15
years on what A2 fasteners are capable of.

In delivering a longer lifespan, A4 fasteners

are vitally important for clients seeking
higher sustainability ratings on their build-
ings. This is because the building envelope
will retain its integrity and visual appeal for
a much longer period, without the need for
maintenance or premature replacement,
which is costly, inconvenient for building
users and impacts significantly on the carbon
footprint of the building.

Andy Stolworthy, Product and Market Devel-
opment Director at SFS, says: “The use of A4
fasteners has long been widely accepted for
areas with corrosive environments, such as
densely populated urban and industrial 
locations, and in particular coastal areas. In
recent years, there has been an increase in
demand for A4 stainless steel fasteners for
all applications, driven by specifiers and
clients seeking an enhanced quality product
for increased building longevity.

“With initiatives including BIM putting the
building industry on an upward trajectory in
terms of overall quality, value and sustain-
ability, A4 fasteners have a clear appeal. The
operational expenditure needed for a building
during its service life is already significantly
greater than the capital budget required to
build it in the first place. So, investing slightly
more in the build – ie by choosing A4 fasten-
ers for the envelope, rather than coated
carbon or A2– allows the operating costs to
be considerably reduced, with guaranteed
performance for at least another 15 years
longer.”

Quality and sustainability
shift puts A4 stainless steel
fasteners in pole position
A push for higher quality, longer lasting and more sustainable building
envelopes has seen demand for A4 stainless steel fasteners increase across
all types of roofing and cladding 

SFS provides an extensive range of stainless
steel fasteners across A2, A4 and A5 materials
for all kinds of roofing and cladding applica-
tions, and works closely with OEMs to ensure
innovative and creative approaches to 
the building envelope can be reliably and
confidently delivered. 

Customers can access detailed information
about all the fastening solutions available
from SFS through downloading its 2017
Roofing and Cladding Catalogue from their
new website www.sfsintec.co.uk. Customers
can also benefit from UK-wide sales and
technical teams, both dedicated to providing
market-leading customer service to ensure
the best possible result in the finished 
building envelope.

Find out more at www.sfsintec.co.uk

Joanna Chew
Marketing Manager
SFS 
Tel: +44 (0)113 2085 500
uk.info@sfsintec.biz
www.sfsintec.co.uk
www.twitter.com/SFSintec



The concept of smart city visions is advancing across the globe. But what will
they look like and how will they work? Rohit Talwar, Steve Wells and Alexandra
Whittington of Fast Future explore the possibilities

The city of the future is a symbol of progress.
The sci-fi vision of the future city with sleek 
skyscrapers and flying cars has started to give

way to a more plausible, human, practical and green
image known as the smart city. 

While smart city visions differ, at their heart is the
notion that in the coming decades, the planet’s most
heavily concentrated populations will occupy city
environments where a digital blanket of sensors,
devices and cloud-connected data are being brought
together to enhance the city living experience for all. 

Smart city visions encompass all of the key elements
that enable city ecosystems to function effectively –
from traffic control and environmental protection to
the management of energy, sanitation, healthcare,
security and buildings. 

The world’s premier cities are now competing to
build highly interconnected smart environments
where people, government and business operate in

symbiosis with technologies such as big data, the
Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, hypercon-
nectivity, artificial intelligence (AI), robots, drones,
autonomous green vehicles, 3D/4D printing and
renewable energy. 

Future smart cities promise to harmonise the benefits
of these key disruptive technologies for society and
provide a high quality of life by design. At the same
time, they assume that pervasive surveillance and
data capture are permissible to city residents. 

Some have already begun implementing smart city
mechanisms and, as the concepts, experiences and
success stories spread, the pursuit of smart will
become a key driver in the evolving future of cities as
communities and economic centres. 

Engagement and vision 
The evidence to date from smart city initiatives
around the world is that the best results come when
we have a clear sense of what the end goal is. Sadly,

Continued on page 40…
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Creating smart city
visions of the future
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there is an array of smart city applications that are
barely used because they don’t really make life better
and the population doesn’t want or need them. 

City governments have to create inclusive processes
that inform citizens about the forces shaping the
future and the possibilities and challenges on the
horizon, then engage the population in dialogue
about the kind of future we want to create. We have
to explore what a liveable city means to its people
and be clear on how we will attract and support a
constant flow of industries of the future. 

Alongside this, we need to articulate a clear vision
and direction around education, environment, public
services, access to justice, city administration and
civic engagement. These pillars then provide the
guiding requirements which will, in turn, influence
the design of the physical, digital and human elements
of a smart city infrastructure.

Big data 
Smart cities are designed to inform decisions by 
capturing massive amounts of data about the popu-
lation and its patterns, such as water use and traffic
flows. This information gathering results in what is
called big data, and it is essentially gathered via 

surveillance. There can also be voluntary efforts to
collect information, but the ease and affordability of
sensors, AI and advanced analytics in the future will
mean this function can be completely automated. 

The data can be collated from a constantly evolving
and expanding IoT – encompassing traffic lights and
cameras, pollution sensors, building control systems
and personal devices – all literally feeding giant data
stores held in the cloud. The ability to crunch all this
data is becoming easier due to rampant growth in
the use of device algorithms, AI and predictive soft-
ware – all running on networks of high performance
computing and storage devices. 

“Future smart cities promise to harmonise
the benefits of these key disruptive
technologies for society and provide a
high quality of life by design. At the 
same time, they assume that pervasive
surveillance and data capture are
permissible to city residents.”

Singapore is a leading example of a smart city and is
constantly evolving its “city brain”, a backbone of
technologies used to help control pollution, monitor
traffic, allocate parking, communicate with citizens
and even issue traffic fines. 

The behavioural aspect is not to be overlooked. 
Singapore’s “brain” is attempting to modify human
behaviour; for example, one system rewards drivers
for using recommended mapped routes, and pun-
ishes those who do not. Ultimately, Singapore’s 
planners hope to discourage driving and guide most
commuters to making greater use of public trans-
portation. The city is planning for 100m “smart
objects” including smart traffic lights, lamp posts,
sensors and cameras on its roadways, which will be
used to monitor and enforce laws. 

Internet of Things 
Smart city visions rest on advanced technology to
make sense of massive collections of information.
Indeed, the amount of information on the internet is
expected to grow exponentially as a result of the IoT.
Essentially, IoT means that everything (“things”) – and
potentially everyone – will become beacons and data

Rohit Talwar, founder of Fast Future

Continued from page 38…

Continued on page 42…
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collection devices, gathering data on ambient and
behavioural patterns from its surroundings and from
the information it is fed – and networking all this
data via the cloud. Hence, after data, the IoT is 
the second driving force behind the rise of smart
infrastructure.

Companies and planners are already beginning to
explore the possibilities. For example, a case study
from India suggests that light poles along the high-
ways can offer both smart city and connectivity solu-
tions. In addition to helping monitor road conditions,
the light poles could be fitted as high-speed data
connections. Data is a critical element of the smart
city/smart road future. 

“Singapore is a leading example of a
smart city and is constantly evolving its
‘city brain’, a backbone of technologies
used to help control pollution, monitor
traffic, allocate parking, communicate
with citizens and even issue traffic fines.”

However, because this option will further expand the
relationship between internet service providers, sur-
veillance and private business, including advertisers,
there are several issues around privacy to be consid-
ered. Certainly, the information from smart cities and
roads should be used to keep citizens safe, healthy
and protected. But should companies be allowed 
to target users with adverts based on information
collected for other purposes?

Smart roads 
Within and between the smart cities of the future,
smart roads in particular are where planners can put
into effect the ultra-efficient mechanisms that will
characterise the modern smart city. In general, the
concepts around smart cities, smart roads and smart
infrastructure are becoming less visionary and more
strategic and sustainable by the day. Big data, the IoT
and renewable energy are all beginning to work in
tandem to transform the day-to-day. 

For example, South Korea is planning an entire 
network of smart roads by 2020, including battery-
charging stations for electric vehicles (EVs), as well as
infrastructure to handle autonomous vehicles.

Autonomous vehicles will require roads to transform
into information superhighways; the vehicles will
need to communicate not only with each other, but
also with the city infrastructure. Mapping, traffic 
signals, and safety regulations, for instance, are all
parts of the physical and digital infrastructure that will
have to become highly coordinated for autonomous
vehicles to function.

Sustainability 
All this data and awareness will enable decisions that
make the best possible use of space, fuel, energy,
water, electricity and all other resources, with an
emphasis on sustainability. For example, a clear 
priority is being able to anticipate big traffic jams 
and provide alternate routes to save time, fuel and
reduce the impact on city infrastructure itself. 

Electric vehicles are growing their market foothold,
hence the charging concerns related to EVs are gain-
ing urgency in the eyes of many policymakers and
planners. One of the biggest hurdles to electric vehicle
adoption is keeping a charge across long distances. To
help address this challenge, UK researchers are testing
out smart road technology that charges electric cars
while they are being driven. The achievement of smart
infrastructures could drive the required policy and
behavioural tweaks to enable wide adoption of today’s
renewable resources. 
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Another smart technology involves pavement sur-
faces prepared with panels that capture solar energy
allowing streets to power themselves, which has been
tested in the US and the Netherlands. Meanwhile, a
special powder that gathers sunlight and glows at
night has shown promise.

The smart city movement now afoot has the potential
to transform the organisation of people and physical
objects in a way that transcends urban development
as we know it. The shift to smart infrastructure is not
simply fashionable or aspirational; in many ways, it
appears to be a critical enabler of the future sustain-
ability of cities. It can be argued that the future of
human life on the planet rests on a smooth transition
to cities that are more efficient, less wasteful and
more conscious of the impacts of the individual upon
the greater good. 

The smart city shouldn’t be an apocalyptic future
where citizens are stripped of their free will, nor does
the smart road lead to a utopia. However, it is now
possible to create and deliver a city vision with citizens
at its heart and that is enabled by forward-thinking
infrastructure planning coupled with judicious use of
enabling technologies. A well thought-through vision,

enabled by a robust and well-executed smart city
model, could provide a foundation stone for the 
next stage of our development, where science and
technology are genuinely harnessed in service of 
creating a very human future. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rohit Talwar
Steve Wells 
Alexandra Whittington
Fast Future
info@fastfuturepublishing.com
www.fastfuture.com
www.twitter.com/fastfuture
http://blog.fastfuturepublishing.com/ 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/talwar
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Future now: Examining the
changing architecture of the city
From rotating apartment blocks to open-sided office buildings – what does the future
hold for the architecture of the city? Oasys – specialists in building design software –
explore some new cutting-edge structures and how they have become a reality
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When designing a new apartment block or
office building, architects must consider 
climate change and the sustainability of

that design. With an aging population, new buildings
must be able to accommodate more inhabitants
than ever before and stay stable in urbanised areas. 

According to some forecasts, the world’s population
could increase to 11.2bn by 2100, and it is estimated
that almost all this population growth will occur
within our cities. In 1930, only 30% of the world’s
population lived in cities – compared with around
50% today; by 2050, 66.7% of the world’s population
will live in cities.

The architecture of the city will have to adapt to
accommodate this growing urban population – and
some cutting-edge building designs are already
showing the way. 

Sustainable building materials
When deciding what a structure should be built
from, architects are proposing timber for taller and
more stable buildings. This is because many are now
praising its sustainability and quality, while realising
how fast a structure can be built.   

Regulations of CLT (cross-laminated timber) are
sparse. With its improved strength and stability due
to more sophisticated engineering techniques,
wooden skyscrapers are becoming a thing of the
present – not the future.

Perhaps the most impressive timber structure to
date is the Cube Building. Built from a mixture of
timber and steel, it stands at 6,750 sq m. The build-
ing seamlessly blends into grass parks that surround
the area, but also looks right at home amongst other

buildings that make up London’s metropolitan land-
scape. As developments progress in the construction
and implementation of timber structures, only time
will tell how wooden buildings will influence the
future of architecture.

The shapeshifting skyscraper
Set for completion by 2020, the world’s first rotating
skyscraper, designed by Israeli-Italian architect David
Fisher, is to be built in downtown Dubai. 

The apartment block is expected to constantly
change shape as it rotates, and each apartment will
be able to rotate 360 degrees independently. The
speed will be adjustable and the stationary core will
contain the elevator with apartments off-shooting
this core. 

With sustainability in mind, the structure is proposed
to power itself using wind turbines between each
floor. This eliminates the need for excessive power
supplies from fossil fuels. 

Nanjing, China
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An apartment will not come cheap, with prices set to
be at around US$30m. This is an exclusive project for
those who want to pay the price to be at the forefront
of innovation.

Green spaces
In East Asia, there have been some buildings created
that encourage biodiversity and protect green
spaces. Unlike older building designs in the West,
the skyscrapers in the East will now be designed with
the natural greenery that surrounds them in mind.

Nanjing Green Lighthouse
This lighthouse stands in Nanjing, Jiangsu, and is one
of the first zero carbon buildings in mainland China.
Unlike any other lighthouse, it gets its name because
through its round structure and sophisticated façade
designs, the building is able to gain 200 LUX natural
daylight for all working spaces.

It was inspired by China’s vast and natural foliage,
and with natural ventilation techniques, exposed
windows and moveable skylights, anyone can enjoy
this working space that incorporates natural designs.

Oasia Hotel Downtown
This hotel is situated in a dense urban area of 
Singapore. The tropical skyscraper counteracts the

Central Business District within the Tanjong Pagar area,
and is meant to act as a prototype for how urbans
tropics will function within manmade landscapes.

The building is made up a series of open-sided sky
gardens that allow natural breezes to pass through
the hotel and eliminate the need for air conditioning. 

The building is also considered a natural haven for
wildlife, with an overall green plot ratio of 1,100% –
reintroducing biodiversity into the city that was 
initially driven away through construction.

It is clear to see that the architecture of the city in the
future will be very different from what we have seen
in the past. Designers must now consider reducing
carbon emissions through construction and func-
tionality, encouraging biodiversity, and utilising 
natural exteriors within the interior of a building. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Oasys
Tel: +44 (0)191 238 7559
oasys@arup.com
www.oasys-software.com
www.twitter.com/Oasys_Software

Oasia Hotel Downtown, Singapore



In this first of two articles on the use of admixtures to waterproof concrete, 
James McDonald of Cementaid discusses terminology, standards and specification

Terms such as watertight, waterproof and
damp-proof are often used as if they are 
interchangeable and all mean the same.

What is required is agreement on what these words
actually mean so that the numerous admixtures in
this market can be correctly categorised.

Watertight simply means that water cannot freely
flow through the concrete, for example, through an
unfilled bolt hole, a poorly sealed service penetration
or a crack.

Damp-proof means that water by the action of 
capillary suction will not pass through the concrete.
However, water can be in the form of a liquid or
vapour and ordinary concrete has little resistance to
the passage of vapour. Vapour will penetrate through

even the densest of substances, though only very
slowly, so to be categorised as damp-proof, an
admixture must demonstrate ultra-low absorption
properties.

To be waterproof therefore, the concrete must be
watertight and damp-proof.

The European standard for concrete admixtures, 
BS EN 934-2, has a category for ‘water-resistant’
admixtures. However, it must be recognised that
European Standards have absolutely nothing to do
with ‘quality’ or efficacy; they are purely there to 
categorise products and group them into boxes for
control purposes. Indeed, given the very low threshold
to be achieved, most superplasticising admixtures
meet this requirement!

The use of admixtures to 
waterproof concrete: Part 1
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The 2009 revision to BS8102, which deals with water-
proofing of below ground structures, unfortunately
did nothing to address this issue, though more about
this standard will be discussed in the second article.

If we look at America, again there is no standard,
though the American Concrete Institute issued a
report dealing with waterproofing admixtures. In this,
they are classified as either PRAN (Permeability
Reducing Admixture No Hydrostatic Pressure) or
PRAH (Permeability Reducing Admixture Hydrostatic
Pressure) systems. 

Great emphasis is made by many manufacturers of
the ability of their admixture to achieve a better a
‘permeability coefficient’. What is permeability? 
It is the movement of water through a ‘saturated’
substance. Hardly what we need in a basement! 
The typical test for permeability quantifies the depth
of penetration (mm) of water under pressure applied
to the face of a sample of concrete, NOT the ‘flow’ 

of water per se. It really only measures the surface
density of the sample. Many researchers have 
identified correctly that ‘absorption’ is the primary
mechanism of water movement through a section 
of concrete(1) and it is the speed of the movement
of water through concrete that is very important as
regards durability and resistance to corrosion.

Ideally, any such integral waterproofer would satisfy
BOTH criteria – PRAN and PRAH – but very few 
materials achieve this.

So the first problem is that there is no standard that
says what a waterproofing admixture is or what it
must achieve, though in 1987 the BRE(2) was commis-
sioned by the British Standards Institution to test
such admixtures marketed at the time. Fifteen 
different ‘waterproofing’ tests were carried out on
the nine products put forward for testing. Only one
admixture outperformed the plain concrete in all 
the tests and all the other products tested. However,
several proved so ineffective that they were shown
to be worse than the control in more than 10 of the
15 tests!

For specifiers this is an issue because under EU law
they are not allowed to specify just one product, so
we end up with terminology such as ‘or similar’ or ‘as
equal and approved’. This allows ‘value engineering’
to have a field day. We should be honest about this
term as ‘value’ has nothing to do with this exercise.
In most cases, for ‘value engineering’ read ‘the
cheapest we can get away with’ and/or ‘the maximum
we can increase our profit’. 

Hence many articles such as: “Officials cry foul over
glaring mismatch in stone colours on key project. 
It was supposed to be a stunning focal point for a
£97m millennium scheme to revamp a historic 
courtyard in the British Museum. Officials were 
confident that Sir Robert Smirke’s 150-year-old Great
Court would be beautifully set off by its new glass
roof and a revamped south portico, splendidly
restored with traditional Portland stone.

“Yesterday the scheme, paid for with Lottery money,
was embroiled in controversy as the museum’s 
managing director claimed it had been deceived 
by a stonemason who used cheaper French stone
for the portico.

Buy cheap, repair expensively: The Oland Bridge repairs,
completed in 2005 after just 15 years in service, involved

renovation work to the corroded pier supports,
replacement of 19 joints and restoration of the parapet
walls and were reportedly twice the cost of the original

bridge at current prices.
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“Experts estimate that the difference in cost was
around £100,000. Museum officials were accused of
‘dereliction of duty’ by English Heritage after it was
revealed contractors used the wrong kind of stone
to build the South Portico feature of the London
museum.” 

Another example is the Grenfell Tower disaster, 
with one newspaper reporting that leaked 
documents showed the tower’s fireproof cladding
was “downgraded to save £293,000”.

Architects and consulting engineers are professionally
qualified people who take care to specify what is
required. It is unfortunate that in many cases the role
of the architect and engineer, as recently reported
in the Architects’ Journal, has been diminished and
“compliance with regulations and specifications,
instead of being a minimum standard, becomes
the maximum necessary to meet the contract
requirements, with numerous specialists and ‘value
engineers’ engaged to see how compliance can be
achieved by doing less”.

So what can specifiers do to try and prevent this
dumbing down of standards? At best, they can
specify a named material, with the “or at least equal
and approved” notation and then specify the per-
formance requirements for the product to be used.
There will be more on this in the next article in April. ■

1 Capillary absorption by concrete. Dr Andrew Butler, TRL. Concrete

July/August 1997. 

“Clearly ‘permeability’ is not a good measure of resistance to 

chloride penetration. Calculations of the water penetration depth

during wetting showed that the speed of capillary absorption is of

the order of 10-6m/s – a million times faster that permeability. 

“Permeability is a measure of flow under an external pressure and

is a property of saturated materials: the narrower the pores in s

aturated concrete, the lower its permeability. The narrower

the pores, the greater the resultant capillary pressure and so

the greater the influx of water...”

2 Tests on waterproofing admixtures for concrete, BW Adderson and

MH Robertson, 1987. Building Research Establishment report

N159/85

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
James McDonald
Cementaid
Tel: +44 (0)1293 653 900
jamesmcdonald@cementaid.co.uk
www.cementaid.co.uk

The wrong kind of stone was used on the 
British Museum’s South Portico (left)
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Whether you’re competing for
career progression or ensuring
your business is a sector leader,

finding the best training from the right
provider is essential for success.

With this in mind, Nottingham Trent Univer-
sity (NTU) provides challenging, profession-
ally-accredited part-time and short courses
that are highly engaged in their respective
industries.

Attendees come from a variety of back-
grounds and have many different reasons for
wanting to enhance their skills. They all, how-
ever, make the decision with care and high
expectations. NTU takes these expectations
seriously and aims to meet and exceed them.
Their part-time courses allow professionals
to develop their skills and careers while still
in employment and are conveniently held on
the NTU campus in the centre of Nottingham.

The courses are professionally accredited
and take advantage of a range of industry-
level resources and equipment. Working in
award-winning Newton and Arkwright studio
spaces, you’ll have the latest software along-
side ultra-modern Heliodon, model making
studio, metal working and timber machining
workshops. Civil engineering, construction
and quantity surveying students have access
to excellent resources for structural testing,
materials science, soil mechanics and build-
ing engineering services.

Programmes on offer 
The standard and relevance of NTU’s courses,
the quality and international perspective of
their staff and their extensive commercial
links all help open doors to new and exciting
career opportunities.

Their programme includes:

BIM
Introduction to BIM and AutoDesk Revit

Civil and Structural Engineering
Advanced Construction Materials
Advanced Structural Analysis
Analysis and Design of Surface Structures
Finite Element Analysis
Introduction to MATLAB Programming
Revit for Civil and Structural Engineers

Construction Management
Lean Construction
Planning and Managing Construction Work
Project Initiation

Property Management
Building Pathology
Building Technology
Construction Investment and Planning
Contract Administration
Development Practice
Planning Practice
Procurement and Cost Studies
Property and Construction Economics
Real Estate Investment

Nottingham Trent University 
Tel: +44 (0)115 848 2813
cpdbe@ntu.ac.uk
www.ntu.ac.uk/cpdbe
www.twitter.com/ntuadbe

Continuing Professional 
Development at Nottingham
Trent University 
Finding the best training for Continuing Professional
Development is important for your career, as outlined
here by Nottingham Trent University

Real Estate Management and Agency
Real Estate Valuation and Appraisal

For the full list of courses, dates and 
how to apply visit the NTU website:
www.ntu.ac.uk/cpdbe . 

“…Nottingham Trent University
(NTU) provides challenging,
professionally-accredited part-
time and short courses that are
highly engaged in their respec-
tive industries.”

To find out more about their short courses,
part-time studies, bespoke training and 
consultancy offer contact the short course
team in the School of Architecture, Design
and Built Environment today.



Rathmore Range
A stylish, low-profile concrete tile with a smooth finish, which achieves a slate-like 

appearance thanks to its leading edge and hidden interlocking features.

Build it Better with Quinn

Available In

Graphite  |  Slate Grey  |  Blue Black  |  Matt Black

Non-stock colours available on request.

Contact our Technical Team for more information

028 67748866  |  technical@quinn-buildingproducts.com

Weight (approx.)

5 tonne per 1,000

Standard Size

420 x 334mm

Pitched Roof Suitability

17.5° to 90°



A site for 
sore eyes

As you well know, major construction work on building sites 
involves a huge amount of product and materials checking, not 
least to make sure everything meets the exacting requirements 
of building regulations. This can be stressful at the best of times 
and a helping hand is always welcome.

That’s why more and more people are coming to the BBA for 
off-site certification of their products. For many years now, our 
work in the offsite construction sector has brought peace of mind 
to hundreds of architects and manufacturers alike.

BBA Agrément Certificates are widely read and respected by 
industry decision-makers who want to select innovative products 
that have been thoroughly assessed by the BBA. Our assessors 
have decades of experience in evaluating Offsite Construction, 
and we are currently assessing many new systems, adding to the 
many already approved including insulated concrete formwork, 
SIPs and framed systems.

Of course, our main focus is on the requirements of Building 
Regulations — not just in England and Wales, but also in Scotland 
and Northern Ireland. But we go much further than that. We 
want to ensure that a system is not only waterproof, warm and 
structurally sound; it has to be durable, too. No-one wants to buy 
a system with a short life expectancy, so we seek to ensure that it 
will last for an appropriate period of time.

Neither are our assessments simply desk exercises. As well as 
testing, we go out to the factory to check system documentation 
and control, making sure that the specification we approve is 
capable of being produced consistently.

We also go out on site to see units being offloaded and installed. 
That’s because we know that what may seem simple when 
explained in a dry office or factory can turn out to be very 
different on a building site.

Once we have gathered data from testing, factory inspections 
and site surveillance, we consider how we can use it to establish 
that the requirements of Building Regulations and other statutory 
or non-statutory documents have been met.

BBA Agrément Certificates are regarded as quite simply the best 
assurances you can get for your off-site products. With BBA’s 50 
years of unrivalled expertise in building and construction 
certification, it’s easy to see why.

clientservices@bbacerts.co.uk

www.bbacerts.co.uk

01923 665300

Looking at the advantages of BBA Certification 



Whether it’s a private home, corporate
office block or municipal building,
the thermal performance of a struc-

ture can be greatly improved by External Wall
Insulation Systems (EWIS), such as External
Thermal Insulation Composite Systems (ETICS).
When working properly, these systems also
support the effectiveness of materials and 
systems installed by roofing contractors. 

As with all building products, they need 
to have been properly tested for safety and
efficiency before being installed.

BBA Test Services has the capabilities to meet
the testing requirements of ETAG 004, ETAG
17 and MOAT 22. It can test a range of ETICS,
VETURES and render systems for use on
masonry, steel and timber framed walls. 

Test areas related to ETICS
incorporate everything
necessary to maximise the
thermal performance of a
building’s structure: 
Durability 
This monitors performance of materials after

Rigorous new facilities at the BBA make sure thermal insulation materials
for buildings are properly tested for effectiveness and safety

hygrothermal cycling to simulate the service
life of the system. We can also take colour
change measurements after exposure to
ultraviolet light.

“As with all building products,
they need to have been prop-
erly tested for safety and effi-
ciency before being installed.”

Energy efficiency and thermal
performance 
These procedures test for thermal conductiv-

Extreme conditions and some very
heated moments: A look at what goes
on behind closed doors at the BBA
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ity and resistance with the use of a sophisti-
cated heat flow meter installed in the BBA’s
hi-tech test facilities in Watford. This large,
state-of-the-art piece of equipment is UKAS
accredited and accurate to ±1.5%.

“As well as providing additional
research and development for
the industry, BBA thermal 
performance testing helps to
ensure the warmth and com-
fort of building occupants all
over the UK and beyond.”

Hygrothermal testing 
Utilising its ETAG 004 environmental cham-
ber, BBA test experts apply heat/rain and
heat/cold cycling procedures plus heat/spray
and freeze/thaw cycling.

Mechanical testing 
Tests include resistance to hard and soft body
impact, resistance to pull through of fixings,
and bond strength tests to ensure the systems
are safe and secure.

Water penetration 
Water absorption tests help predict and
ensure the hygrothermal and freeze/thaw
performance of a system, while vapour trans-
mission rates are essential for condensation
risk analysis.

Windloading 
This test focuses on a product’s ability to resist
wind uplift, essential for high-rise buildings
and exposed locations.

And that’s not all… 
In addition, the BBA tests a number of other
insulation product properties to demonstrate
suitability for other roof, wall and floor 
applications. 

All these tests afford manufacturers of ETICS
and EWI products much-needed accredita-
tion. Giving access to CE Marking to relevant
harmonised standards, BBA Test Services are
a notified, UKAS-accredited laboratory, and
associated test reports can be used to obtain
Agrément Certification, widely considered to

be the ultimate stamp of product approval
in the UK. 

As well as providing additional research and
development for the industry, BBA thermal
performance testing helps to ensure the
warmth and comfort of building occupants
all over the UK and beyond. 

British Board of Agrément 
Tel: +44 (0)1923 665300
clientservices@bbacerts.co.uk 
www.bbacerts.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/BBAguru
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Hygrothermal testing chamber in use at the BBA



Long-life Heat Reflecting Membranes
made from various sheet materials were
conceived by NASA space scientists to

protect orbiting craft from solar radiation.
This heat control technology has spawned 
a variety of terrestrial applications. These
include the famous “space” blankets that
keep athletes and accident victims warm,
heat-reflecting sheaths for water tanks, air-
conditioning ducts, heat-sensitive equipment
and even racing car components.

Established in 1995, Apollo Energy Research
has developed mass production techniques
allowing the manufacture of tough, cost-
effective membranes for the construction
sector. Successfully used worldwide within
domestic, commercial, industrial and agri-
cultural premises, they reduce a building’s
carbon footprint by blocking radiant heat,
and stabilise heat loss or heat gain, air move-
ment and the ingress of humidity.

In recent years, Apollo Heat Reflecting Mem-
branes (HRMs) have gained an international
reputation for quality and performance as
yet unmatched by any other company sup-
plying these types of product. One of Apollo’s
first international distribution deals was with
a Singapore-based company that sold the
product in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Noteworthy projects where a HRM was
installed include the Raffles Hotel and a
number of Olympic venues.

Apollo has developed a product range that
now includes low emissivity Heat Reflecting
Membranes for lining various building types,
including warehouses, agricultural buildings,
homes and cabins.

Eco-Brite® is just one of the membranes
developed by our company. BBA-certified, it
is a 135 microns thick composite laminate of
aluminium foil, a tough polyethylene film
and metallised polyester film finished with
a non-tarnish coating. It prevents 96% of
radiating energy passing through structures,
is a vapour barrier and helps make buildings
air-tight. 

Timber frame, brick or block
built homes and loft conversions
Every square metre will save 12.33kg of
CO2/annum when fitted within a fibre insu-
lated structure.

Cabins
Every square metre will save 23kg of
CO2/annum when fitted within an uninsu-
lated wall or roof. For over 15 years, it has
been successfully specified in cabins, providing
the most cost-efficient insulation method for
this type of building. 

Heat Reflecting Membrane 
technology has proved its worth
Colin Hawkes, Managing
Director at UK-based
Apollo Energy Research,
provides an overview of
his company’s membrane
products that feature low
emissivity surfaces
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Colin Hawkes concludes: “Apollo HRMs have
been used successfully within the fabric of
portable and static cabins, prefabricated and
modular building systems associated with
site, domestic, commercial, industrial and
agricultural uses. 

“In combination with fibre insulation, 
Eco-Brite provides the most cost-efficient
insulating method available that meets the
requirements of current Building Regulations.” 

To see the full range of membranes offered
go to www.apollo-energy.com.

Colin Hawkes
Managing Director
Apollo Insulation Limited
Tel: +44 (0)1293 776974
c-hawkes@apollo-energy.com
www.apollo-energy.com

Roll of Eco-Brite®
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is 135 microns thick, a composite laminate of aluminium 
foil, a tough polyethylene film and metallised polyester 
film finished with a non-tarnish coating. It prevents 96% 
of radiating energy passing through structures, is a 
vapour barrier and helps make the building air-tight. 
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In deep water: Is the UK’s flood
defence budget being well spent?
Matthew Elliott, director of engineering at WYG, warns that flood defence
spending may not deliver the kind of protection we expect – but only
another catastrophe will highlight the shortcoming
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Although 2017 was a tumultuous year politically,
rainfall patterns have fortunately been rather
benign to date: a dry and mild winter followed

by a warm and rather dry spring. The summer and
autumn rainfall has generally not strayed far from
average. What, then, are the prospects of another
winter of widespread flooding misery? While long-term
weather forecasting is still in its infancy, we can and
should plan to protect ourselves from floods based
on evidence from climate and hydrological records
of past events.

Our current system of flood defences has evolved
over many years, often as an immediate political
response to a major flood, rather than a consistent
national strategy that is based on scientific evidence.
As a result, the nation’s defences do not provide an
acceptable standard of protection (SOP).

It is also a harsh reality that whatever SOP is provided,
it will not be sufficient to protect against all eventuali-
ties, leaving a residual risk that must be managed.
There is also disagreement about where the priorities
for protection should lie and the extent to which
systems of ‘hard defences’ should compromise wider
environmental objectives.

It is important to appreciate that there are several
types of flooding. The UK government’s listings of
civil emergencies now distinguish between three types
of flooding: coastal, river and surface water flooding. 

In the recent civil emergencies risk register, published
in September, coastal and river flooding were given
equal ranking ahead of surface water flooding. Previ-
ously, coastal flooding had been given greater focus,
no doubt recollecting the devastating coastal floods
of January 1953, when over 300 people lost their

lives along the east coast of England. The impact of
a major surge-induced coastal flood on the exten-
sive coastal lowlands along the east coast of England
would understandably be much greater than an
equivalent return period event of river or surface
water flooding.

Currently, the government is in the second financial
year of its six-year, £2.5bn investment programme
to improve our system of defences against all types
of flooding. The government is keen to point out
that they are investing record levels to improve flood
defences – £2.5bn between 2015-16 and 2020-21 –
and that this represents a real-term increase in
capital investment, up from £1.7bn in the last 
parliament and £1.5bn between 2005 and 2010. 

Cost-benefit analysis is a key decider in how the
£2.5bn of government investment is spent. This
mechanism prioritises the defence of residential
properties over business properties, infrastructure
and agricultural land. However, the cost-benefit
mechanism does favour wealthy urban areas (such
as in the South East of England) where property
values are higher and any supplementary funding
that may be needed to see a project through is
more likely to be available. 

With investment in flood defences having arguably
increased, leading academic experts remain concerned.
The Climate Change Adaption Evidence (2016)
emphasises “there is an urgent case for stronger
policies” to address “flooding and coastal change
risk to communities, business and infrastructure”.
Additionally, the Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
Committee report Future Flood Prevention argues
that “current flood risk management structures are
fragmented, inefficient and ineffective”. 
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Others claim that the six-year, £2.5bn investment
programme itself unfairly favours the South East.
While the cost-benefit analysis that underlies flood
defence spending decisions clearly does favour
wealthier urban areas, it is not the only reason why
investment is skewed towards the South East. 

Climate change experts predict the highest increases
in fluvial flows and sea levels (relative to the land) in
the South East of the UK. If this is considered along-
side the Thames Estuary defence system, the South
East is evidently an area of national importance. For
example, the Thames Estuary 2100 Plan highlights
how 1.3m people and £275bn worth of property in
the area will continue to be protected from tidal
flood risk for the next century under the scheme.
These numbers make such projects justified national
priorities.

Clearly, funding for improved flood defences is not
limitless. The industry is already hampered by skills
shortages in delivering cost-effective solutions at cur-
rent levels of investment. This is where planned and
strategic investment in skills and industry training is
fundamental to the progression and development of
both defence initiatives and project delivery. 

There is a clear case that current investment levels
are not sufficient to match the expectations of society,
which will only be highlighted if further major flooding
occurs this winter. Unfortunately, another dry winter
will simply allow the matter to remain out of the
headlines, resulting in a ‘status quo’ on investment
and delivery structure. No doubt, the government
is heavily preoccupied with other issues; however,
the next nationally devastating flood cannot be 
permanently postponed. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Matthew Elliott
Director of Engineering
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matthew.elliott@wyg.com
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www.twitter.com/wyggroup
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www.linkedin.com/company/wyg-group/



Flood protection: International
examples of building resilience
After a year of wild weather around the world and with Britain facing the
threat of more extreme storms, Anthony Guay of Ramboll UK looks at what
we can learn from international approaches to flood protection 
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2017 has been a year of extreme storm events,
from Texas and Florida to the Caribbean; these
disasters offer clear reminder of the impacts of

climate change. In 2016, Houston was deluged by a
45cm rainfall in one day, while this August, Hurricane
Harvey poured over 120cm of rain in five days. By
comparison, the UK average for annual rainfall is
90cm. At least 77 lives were lost as a result of Hurri-
cane Harvey and estimates at the financial cost place
it as high as $100bn (£77bn). Much of the affected
area in Houston was considered at risk of flooding
but was developed upon due to the ever-increasing
pressures of urban expansion.

The UK is also witnessing more extreme weather.
The temperate summer of 2017 saw flooding in
Cornwall, as well as flood warnings issued in London
and Yorkshire in early August. 

Intense rainfall overwhelms our cities’ drainage and
the clean-up is extremely costly. Extreme flooding will
become more common this century, according to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. We’re
faced with the challenge of improving our national
infrastructure’s resilience. However, new responses to
such events are being developed around the world,
offering pointers for the UK. 

Looking for lessons abroad 
In Singapore, fluctuating water levels made planners
reconsider one of the city’s main drainage canals,
transforming it into a natural winding river embedded
in parkland. Bishan Park, its new name, can handle
the intense rainfall that Singapore receives while
remaining traversable and pleasant for citizens.

Stateside, Portland’s archaic sewerage systems led
the city to implement blue-green infrastructure to

help mitigate flooding issues. Schemes such as 
‘eco-roofs’ will improve water absorption. These vege-
tated roofing systems also double as wildlife habitats.
Similarly, green streets pair standard drainage with
greenery. More widely, some 40,000 new trees will
aid water retention across the city, as well as helping
to improve air quality.

Possibly the most salient lesson comes from 
Denmark. In 2011, Copenhagen received 150mm of
rainfall in just two hours; some neighbourhoods
were left under a metre of water. The Danish call
these events “cloudbursts”, a term suited to such
destructive storms. The rain caused insurance claims
totalling more than €800m and overall socio-economic
losses are thought to have doubled this amount. 
The city responded with a “cloudburst mitigation
plan”. With input from Ramboll, among others, they
determined the city’s most at-risk areas, proposing a
toolkit of solutions, including:

Green streets like Portland’s, with road profiles•
and cambers adapted for surface level water 
storage and conveyance, maintaining a ‘dry lane’
for travel.

The central St Jorgen’s Lake would have its water•
level lowered to provide storage during flooding, 
in addition to city squares being adapted to store
flood water.

In all cases, the goal is to ally water management
with attractive public spaces. Such parks and areas
can be scenic, reverting to floodplains and controlled
storage areas in moments of acute necessity.

Domestic concerns 
But can such measures be applied in the UK? Maybe
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more easily than we think. In Yorkshire’s Calderdale,
Ramboll and the local council have worked together
on the possible implementation of ‘toolkit’ techniques. 

Sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) are also
becoming more mainstream, although uptake has
been delayed by slow implementation of the 2010
Flood & Water Management Act. Regardless, SuDS
are now an essential consideration for major plan-
ning applications. 

For in excess of 20 years, many Ramboll projects in
the UK have embraced SuDS, featuring permeable
paving, swales and surface water features, to welcome
and encourage wildlife while reducing flooding. 

A greater challenge lies in finding willingness to 
integrate catchment solutions, like in Copenhagen.
Surface water management plans undertaken by
lead local flood authorities have gone partway to 
creating a more complete approach, but their actual
efficacy is dubious – especially with the recent trend
of reductions in government spending and council
budgets. 

Despite this, there are cases of effective, proactive
measures in the UK. In the heart of London, the
Queen Caroline Estate has been remodelled to 

feature green roofs on bin stores, as well as rain 
gardens and detention basins with raised walkways.
These additions are attractive for local residents
compared with asphalt spaces and concrete materials,
and have proven hugely popular. 

Looking ahead 
These projects, in light of the international picture,
show that the toolkit approach showcased by 
Copenhagen is potent. There are a variety of tools
available to planners, including:

Rain gardens.•

Green streets.•

Permeable paving.•

Urban tree planting.•

Living, green or blue roofs.•

Swales.•

With bureaucratic cooperation, these techniques
should be hugely effective in fighting UK flooding.
The costs of doing nothing are mounting, and our
cities should learn from good practice and innovative
approaches to be found within the UK and abroad.

Flood risk can be mitigated by an approach 
combining canny landscaping, sensible planning and
innovative engineering to combat the global impacts
of climate change. After the 2017 extreme weather
events in India, Bangladesh, the Caribbean and
America, it will be interesting to see if world leaders
act on this threat. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Director
Ramboll UK
Tel: +44 7918 768716
ant.guay@ramboll.co.uk
www.ramboll.co.uk
www.twitter.com/ramboll_uk
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As we continue to develop over green
land, we are fundamentally altering
the way rainwater affects our land-

scapes. Increased levels of impermeable,
hard standing areas (such as roads, roofs
and paved surfaces) intercept and redirect
surface water run-off before it has a chance
to infiltrate naturally into the ground. This
creates a number of problems, which are
likely to get worse as global development
continues.

Permeable paving combines hard standing
with a proven Sustainable Drainage System
(SuDS), and works in a very different way to
traditional paving. It is designed to allow
rainfall to permeate immediately through the
surface near to where the raindrop lands –
so surface ponding is completely eradicated
without the need for an additional channel
drainage system. The water flows into a 
specially prepared sub-base, where the
voids between the stones act as a temporary
reservoir. During a rainstorm, the water is
collected in the sub-base before it is released
slowly by natural infiltration into the ground
beneath the pavement, into the main sewer
at a controlled rate via a flow restrictor, or a
combination of both. 

However, many are still wary about imple-
menting permeable paving due to some
common misconceptions. It is important to
eradicate these modern-day myths as flood-
ing is becoming an increasing concern for
many and when planning a construction 
project that involves hard landscaping, it is
vital to take drainage into consideration –

even if the build isn’t taking place in a flood
risk area. Preventing excess water run-off in
all areas reduces the worst of the effects for
areas that will be affected downstream. 

Marshalls’ water expert Chris Griffiths 
discusses some of the many commonly help
misconceptions surrounding permeable
paving, and how developers shouldn’t fear
using this product. 

Cannot be used on clay soils 
It is commonly believed that because clay is
dense and difficult for water to permeate,
stored rainwater will ‘back up’ and fill up the
sub-base. This situation can be avoided
using simple engineering. When the ground
isn’t sufficiently porous to allow the stored
water to infiltrate into the ground quickly
enough, the sub-base can be tanked and
outflow pipes installed to release the water
to a specified location or watercourse at a
controlled rate. The aperture of pipe dictates

Debunking permeable
paving myths
Chris Griffiths of Marshalls challenges some of the
common misconceptions about permeable paving in
controlling surface water
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the rate at which the excess is released. This
kind of tanked system (making up approxi-
mately 50% of Marshalls systems) can be
used regardless of the ground conditions –
and still slows the flow, holds back and
cleans the water.

“Permeable paving now comes
in a variety of colours and plan
sizes, so there really will be a
paving option suitable for
every project. Marshalls offer
many different types of per-
meable paving in numerous
colourways in both block and
flag sizes.”

Damaged by frost/freezing in
winter 
Any surfacing product that is slightly
absorbent can potentially suffer with frost
during the winter months, as water collects
in voids in the surface and then expands



when it freezes – thus ‘blowing apart’ the
surface. However, with permeable block
paving, water never sits on the surface for
long enough to freeze, as it flows quickly
down the voids and into the sub-base. This
is not always the case with permeable
macadam or permeable concrete, where the
voids in the material are far smaller and
therefore likely to collect rainwater.

Clog easily and stop working 
We have been installing permeable paving
for over 15 years and in all that time, we have
never experienced any issues with clogging.
Even if mud or weeds appear to have blocked
the voids, it’s important to remember that
these aren’t impermeable materials! The gaps
between Marshalls Priora blocks have been
engineered to be far wider than they need to
be, so even when they appear to be clogged,
water will still find its way quickly through to
the sub-base. Even if the worst were to
happen and a local area of a permeable
pavement were clogged with some kind of
impermeable material (a concrete spillage,
perhaps), the water would flow to the nearest
area that’s not clogged and infiltrate there.
You can see a video about the maintenance
of permeable paving here: 

Expensive to buy 
As with any project, you have to compare the
total cost of a system rather than just the 
surfacing product. Priced on a per metre
basis, permeable blocks may be slightly
more expensive than an equivalent area
macadam surface, but when other factors
such as linear drainage and water storage
are factored in, permeable and non-perme-
able paving projects work out at broadly the
same cost. However, when linear drainage
gets blocked, the rectification costs are 
significant because it’s difficult to access and
clear the underground pipes. Should perme-

able paving require any kind of maintenance,
a surface brushing is all that’s required, so
ongoing maintenance costs of permeable
paving are usually lower than impermeable
alternatives.

“Permeable paving combines
hard standing with a proven
Sustainable Drainage System
(SuDS), and works in a very
different way to traditional
paving. It is designed to allow
rainfall to permeate immedi-
ately through the surface
near to where the raindrop
lands – so surface ponding is
completely eradicated with-
out the need for an additional
channel drainage system.”

Can’t use permeable paving in
heavy loaded areas 
Work Marshalls has undertaken with Profes-
sor John Knapton has proven that permeable
paving can certainly be used in heavy loaded
areas. Our research (which comprised of a
combination of desktop studies, field testing
process and in-situ performance data)
proved that Priora blocks interlock better
than standard block paving – reducing the
pressure on the sub-base by up to 40%. This
makes permeable paving an excellent solu-
tion for heavy loading areas regardless of its
hydraulic advantages. We have numerous
case studies where Marshalls’ Priora paving
blocks support the heaviest loads on the
road. Read how Marshalls has helped Por-
takabin with a permeable solution requiring
200 tonnes loading capacity. 

Lack of aesthetic options 
Permeable paving now comes in a variety of
colours and plan sizes, so there really will be
a paving option suitable for every project.

Chris Griffiths
SuDs Marketing Development
Manager 
Marshalls PLC
Tel: 01422 312 083
Chris.griffiths@marshalls.co.uk
www.marshalls.co.uk
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Marshalls offer many different types of per-
meable paving in numerous colourways in
both block and flag sizes. 

In short, the management of surface water
needs to be considered at the start of every
build project in order to slow the flow and
hold excess water back in the most effective
manner. Ignoring the issue altogether or
being cautious about implementing new
SuDs solutions will only increase flood risk
for catchments downstream.

There’s no doubt that using green space and
natural ‘soft’ SuDS solutions are the ideal
way for water to be managed, but for traf-
ficked urban areas that require hard land-
scaping, permeable block pavements are a
pragmatic, dual purpose alternative that are
easy to install and maintain.
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Mary Dhonau OBE, chair of the Property Care Association’s Flood Resilience
Group, sets out some of the actions that can be taken to reduce the impact
of flooding – and why a co-ordinated approach is vital
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As winter approaches, the impact of any 
prolonged wet weather or flash flooding 
could see homes across the UK affected.

I know from personal experience the heartache and
devastation felt when a home is flooded.

Being flooded is just awful but often, far worse is the
recovery. Some people are not yet back in their
homes from Storm Desmond, which struck large
swaths of Northern England in December 2015.

Poorly executed works also prolong the anguish and
come as a double blow when people are already at a
low point. 

So, back in 2014, I was delighted to take up the 
position of chair of the PCA’s Flood Resilience Group.

The group was formed after we saw first-hand the
impact of poor quality, unregulated works to recover
homes in Hull and many other areas affected by the
catastrophic floods of 2007. 

In many areas, householders not only had to suffer
the impact of flooding but also the effects of poor
quality recovery work, which meant they were
unable to get their lives back to normal for years
after the event. 

Recognising the positive impact PCA members –
whose expertise centres around managing water and
damp in buildings – could provide in this area, the
PCA Flood Resilience Group was formed with specific
training, the development of a Code of Practice
and other initiatives designed to give insurers and
householders a route to trusted specialists.

Three years on and today the group’s expertise
extends across the key areas of flood resilience,
resistance and flood recovery. 

Flooding can be managed but not stopped altogether.
Homeowners must be aware that while flood alleviation
schemes reduce the risk of being flooded, they do
not take it away. We witnessed that during the winter
floods of 2015, when flood defences in Keswick and

All is not lost: Developing solutions 
to reduce the impact of flooding in
UK properties
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Carlisle were overtopped and the Foss Barrier in
York was overwhelmed. 

However, the good news is that the expertise
developed in this time means the group is well-
placed to offer a range of solutions to significantly
reduce residual risk at an individual property level.

Flood resilience
Modern innovations and professional techniques
mean homes can now be made more resilient to
enable them to withstand the effects of flooding
more effectively. 

Property flood resilience measures can help reduce
the impact of future floods by keeping water out as
far as possible or, where flood water cannot be
prevented from entering a property, minimising the
damage and ensuring the water is removed as
quickly as possible.

Resilience measures are designed to speed up the
time between when a building is flooded and when
the occupant can return.

Resilience measures include:

Replacing standard gypsum plaster with one of•
the alternative types that do not absorb water
(such as a cement render) and using ceramic or
stone tiles with waterproof adhesive and grout.

Fitting plasterboard horizontally, so it can be •
removed and replaced quickly.

Using closed cell insulation.•

Moving all services, such as boilers and electric•
sockets, high up on the wall. Kitchens that can be
cleaned, dried and reused using materials such
as marine ply or steel can also speed up recovery
works.

The fitting of a membrane to walls and floors so•
any water can run behind it to be collected in a
sump/pump unit, rather than entering the property,
is another effective measure. 

Keeping water out as much as possible in the first
place through flood resistance measures can be
achieved in a number of ways.

Resistance measures include:

The fitting of flood barriers to doors or replacing•
doors completely with a flood-resistant alternative. 

Replacing standard airbricks with ‘self-closing’ •
alternatives.

Fitting a ‘non-return valve’ to prevent sewage going•
back into the building.

The fitting of a pump to evacuate water coming•
from beneath the building.

Flood recovery
Having a property affected by flooding is a devastating
experience. It’s bad enough losing all your belongings
to floodwater but watching your own home being
turned into a building site and often having to act
as project manager for your own repairs is soul
destroying.

As I have mentioned above, all too often, properties
can be recovered by contractors with little under-
standing of the impact of water on a building and a
future legacy of further problems down the line.

Members of the PCA Flood Resilience Group are
well-placed to ensure buildings are restored to their
correct condition effectively and efficiently.

They also advocate the use of flood property
resilience measures to reduce the impact on the
home from any future flooding.

Members of the group can offer the following services:

• Assisting in the recovery of a building
This is achieved by monitoring and inspecting the
drying structure. Members of the PCA Flood Remedi-
ation Group can assist the company undertaking
the drying aspects and can conduct investigations
to highlight areas at greatest risk from fungal decay
or degradation. This service can considerably speed
up the drying process and will reduce the possibility
of problems of dry rot and other latent defects
affecting the building after the refit is complete.

• Providing effective repair and reinstatement
solutions to buildings affected by floodwater
In simple terms, the effect of flooding is to put
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unwanted water into the fabric of a building. Members
of the PCA deal with these problems daily and their
experience in dealing with rising and penetrating
dampness can be applied to a flooded building.

A member of the PCA Flood Remediation Group can
provide reinstatement solutions able to cope with
the damage caused by water ingress. Utilising this
expertise will greatly reduce the possibility of future
problems. In our experience, problems with repairs
relating to flooding are common – but may only sur-
face months or years after the property is repaired.

It may also be possible to use products and techniques
that will allow a building to be repaired and reoccupied
before the fabric of the building is completely dry
without compromising the repair or living conditions.

• Providing refurbishment and repair solutions
that offer greater long-term resilience to future
flood water ingress
In some circumstances, it may be possible for 
members of the PCA Flood Remediation Group to
undertake repairs that will provide the building with
far greater resilience to future floods.

The use of innovative materials and techniques 
previously seen only in underground waterproofing
may be adapted to above ground situations to 
provide a degree of water management capable of
reducing the impact of future flooding events.

The next steps
Flood resilience offers a common sense approach
but for action to occur, we need clear leadership
from the government to drive forward the issue. 

Action can include allocating the use of any flood
damage grants issued by the government to build-in
future flood resilience rather than just a repair and
replace process. Insurance repairs can also take the
same approach.

Then, at least, we as a nation can start to feel less
vulnerable to flood events in the future. ■

An example of how flood resilience measures can be
introduced to properties can be viewed in a PCA video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjU902ZbEM0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Chair
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The Flood 
Resilient Kitchen

Nanoshell Wall 
Waterproofing

Internal TankingAquobex Level Threshold 
Flood Safety Door

External Tanking

•  Durable water proof construction - no 
MDF

•  Choice of BioComposite Panel or a WCB 
 (Waterproof Construction Board)

•  Simply wash down, disinfect and leave 
to dry

• Carcass only construction

• A cost-effective and durable solution

• Can be applied to masonry, natural and 
composite stone

• Lasts up to 25 years before re-
application

• Coating is completely dry and 
waterproof within 24 hours of
application

• Increasingly used above ground for
flood protection and rising damp 
treatments

• Solutions must include sumps, pumps, 
alarms and BACKUP systems

• Cavity Drain Membrane solutions to BS

• A flood proof door designed for all 
situations where a level threshold is 
required

• Heritage door design with bespoke 
wood look uPVC and metal door
designs available in later versions

•  Internationally recognised as the 
ultimate coating system for use in 
waterproofing

•  Combines fast curing, even at very low 
temperatures, and water insensitivity 
with exceptional mechanical properties 
and chemical resistance

SymWall

• A complete replacement for traditional 
stud and Gypsum walls

• Standalone or tanked it will withstand 
all flood waters

• No need to replace after flooding, just 
clean and redecorate

Dragonboard®

• Manganese Oxide (MO
2
) board as a 

replacement for plaster board

• MO
2
 are granite based and absorb 

very little water so dry out quickly

• Easy to fix internally or externally

Non-return valves

• Used to prevent sewage and surface 
water entering your property

• Protection for ground floor toilets 
and showers

Flusher

• A revolutionary and environmentally
friendly solution to drain long-term 
sewer maintenance

• Simple push-and-fit installation 
into existing manholes

THE FLOOD 
RESILIENT HOME
A resilient, engineered 
waterproofing system that 
mitigates damage whilst 
providing a warranted, 
insurable flood solution for 
the home. 

Expertly designed to maximise 
the efficiency of class-leading 
flood resilience products, the 
flood resilient home presents 
a cost effective, sustainable 
approach to flood management 
when used in conjunction with 
other flood defence products. 

Post flooding, the house is 
restored by simply cleaning 
down and leaving to dry with 
no rip-out and re-fit required; 
meaning homeowners are back 
in their property within weeks 
and not months.

Aquobex continue to invest 
in research to understand the 
best materials, construction 
methods and appropriate 
measures required to reduce 
flood damage in buildings.

For more information 
contact our technical team 
today on 01923 518582 or 
enquiries@aquobex.com

FUTURE OF FLOOD 
MANAGEMENT
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into existing manholes

FUTURE OF FLOOD 
MANAGEMENT



Exporting Ireland: Offsite, digital
and the future of Irish construction
PBC Today talks to Enterprise Ireland’s John Hunt, about the role of offsite
and in improving efficiency, delivering “wow factor” and tackling the housing
crisis on both sides of the Irish Sea
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The legacy of Irish companies in London is 
there in the streets every day to see,” says John
Hunt as he sits down with PBC Today at Digital

Construction Week. 

Hunt, who is London-based senior market adviser for
the construction sector at Enterprise Ireland, the body
that works in more than 30 countries to help Irish
companies achieve international growth, believes that
even in these uncertain times, there is a bright future
for the relationship between the two countries. 

“Uncertainty is pretty much a fact of life but over the
last 10 years, the degree of uncertainty has increased
perhaps more than at any point in our generation,”
he says. 

“In business, there’s really two things you can do. One
of those is to get as good as you can be – eliminating
waste and increasing efficiency and productivity. 

“The second thing is managing risk by diversifying
your client base, whether that’s by country or by
sector or region to make you less dependent on one
key area.” 

That is where Enterprise Ireland comes in. 

“Businesses in Ireland, as an island off an island on
the edge of Europe, have always needed a bit of sup-
port to help them. Ireland has 4.5m people, you can’t
scale your business beyond a certain size with that
domestic population. To be competitive globally, you
need to be able to grow an international business,”
Hunt says.

“In construction, offsite, lean and digital have been
the three foundations of what we’re looking for in

companies that we believe have a long-term, sustain-
able case to build successful businesses.”

The UK is Ireland’s most important market, accounting
for a third of Irish exports and supporting 400,000
jobs through mutual trade.

Many Irish companies are currently busy in the UK
helping to tackle a problem on both sides of the Irish
Sea – a desperate need for more housing. 

“More people would be prepared to 
work in a factory-controlled environment
within a set geography from their house
than on a construction site where the
requirements are very much different, not
just from a health and safety perspective
but in terms when a job is done, you have
to move on.”

“In Ireland 10 years ago, they built the capacity to
increase the median level of housebuilding by 300-
400% to satisfy the demand for housing, so it is pos-
sible to increase the capacity of your housebuilding
sector by some incredible proportions,” Hunt says.

“How did Ireland do it? With a lot of offsite construc-
tion. A lot of precast, a lot of light gauge steel and a
lot of timber. People wanted to build, they wanted to
build fast and that developed a really strong offsite
capability in Ireland.”

That expertise is now engaged across the UK, with
modular forms of construction relatively new to
these shores, such as light gauge steel and precast
concrete, challenging traditional steel frame, poured
concrete and brick-and-block construction as the
methods of choice for residential projects.

“



In a sector dominated by a handful of large house-
builders, riven with skills shortages and recruitment
difficulties, offsite and modular construction offer
benefits beyond delivering factory-controlled, 
precision-built homes.

“More people would be prepared to work in a fac-
tory-controlled environment within a set geography
from their house than on a construction site where
the requirements are very much different, not just
from a health and safety perspective but in terms
when a job is done, you have to move on,” Hunt says.

Offsite also has its challenges, not least the need for
greater certainty to justify the investment required. 

“If you’re investing in machinery and people, it needs
to be a long-term play,” says Hunt.

“In construction, traditionally, you’re just investing in
people and site teams, which you can build up and
down, so people can ramp up labour very, very quickly. 

“But if we want to do this in a manufacturing environ-
ment, the capital outlays are far higher and you’re
left with that overhead if the market decreases.”

While there is no shortage of demand, Hunt says
there are issues to address around planning and land
availability if the full potential of offsite and modular
is to be realised.

“Planning has always been cited as a blocker. I think
some of these areas have been addressed in terms
of Local Plans and designation of where housing can
go,” he says. 

“Land availability is another one of the key areas to
address. If a piece of land goes on the market in
Greater London in an area where people generally
want to live, it will be bought by the people with the
deepest pockets, which is the large, listed companies.
So there isn’t the land to build the affordable homes
that people need.”

There are Section 106 agreements between local
authorities and developers intended to ensure
affordable housing is included in new schemes 
but, Hunt says, they do not do enough to meet the
current need.

He sees some promising initiatives in the government’s
white paper to fix the “broken” housing market, in
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Techrete’s precast concrete facade on the John Lewis building at Victoria Gate, Leeds
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particular identifying public sector-owned land that
could be made available for affordable housing. 

There’s a lot of policy and political will, Hunt says, 
but “the different pieces of the jigsaw need to come
together” to deliver a pipeline of work sturdy enough
to encourage investment in mass offsite production.

Not that Ireland’s offsite sector is standing still – or
confining itself to housing. Precast concrete in partic-
ular is seeing tremendous growth.

“I think the really big impact from Brexit
is on the demand for buildings and
infrastructure in the UK. When investment
stops and clients stop requiring buildings,
that really affects everybody.”

“Rather than doing your in-situ pour and doing your
formwork and having lots of lorries coming to the
site and pumping concrete with all that energy and
cost, this is about creating sections that are made in
a factory, driven to site and craned into position,”
Hunt says.

“With a traditional concrete pour in-situ, the amount
of labour you need around the formwork and the
pour and curing is incredible. With offsite, you have
three or four people.

“In a factory, you’re doing it under a roof, you’ve got
all the mechanisation, all the material handling of the
pour, so the level of tolerance is far greater.”

A good example of what precast can do is the 
Crossrail tunnels produced by Mullingar-based 
Shay Murtagh.

“Because of the tolerances that were required to put
the panels together to create the curvature, they had
to preheat the moulds, they were digitally formed,
the curing of the concrete, the temperature of the

concrete to make sure there was no deformation, it
couldn’t have been done any other way,” Hunt says.

Together with BIM, precast is also challenging 
preconceptions that prefab equals concrete box.

“In London, we see the high-rise precast prefab and
that does scare people but if you look at some of the
schools that are being done – if you’ve got an open
day in September and you need a school in nine
months, you can’t start it as a traditional project. But
that’s the kind of lead times that modular manufac-
turers of school buildings are working in,” Hunt says.

“They’re buildings that work visually as well as 
functionally.” 

Virtual modelling using BIM is critical to selling the
vision of what can be achieved. 

“If you say we’re going to build you a modular school,
the client might say we don’t want a portacabin
school,” Hunt says.

“But if you can take the site, look at the client’s
requirements and create a virtual model then you
can say, this is a building we did virtually and there’s
a photograph of it – and it’s kind of a spot the 
difference competition. So people have confidence
that this isn’t just a 3D model; this is a very close 
representation of what they’re going to get.

“A lot of government and local authority procurement
frameworks, particularly around education and
schools, are seeing this as the way to deliver what
they need in the timeframes they need it.”

Precast is also delivering the “wow factor” in some
major projects. 

“There’s some really impressive work from a company
called Techrete. They’re an offsite manufacturer who
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in the last five years have taken digital to a new level.
The complexity of the facades they’re designing and
delivering now is incredible,” Hunt says. 

The John Lewis building at Victoria Gate in Leeds shows
what can be achieved. Its intricate façade was made
using a two-stage casting method, where the ribs of
its lattice design were cast first and polished then
returned to the mould and the rest of the mix was
added, creating a single panel with two distinct finishes. 

“In London, we see the high-rise precast
prefab and that does scare people but if
you look at some of the schools that are
being done – if you’ve got an open day in
September and you need a school in nine
months, you can’t start it as a traditional
project. But that’s the kind of lead times
that modular manufacturers of school
buildings are working in.”

BIM was critical to the design, with all trades federat-
ing their drawings into the model, meaning clashes
could be detected and eliminated early on. 

Elsewhere, modular manufacturers like Extraspace
and Activo are taking digital information and running
it through their supply chain, making assembly of
components leaner and more efficient, leading to
lower costs and quicker delivery. 

Circling back to the current climate of uncertainty,
not least about the future relationship between the
UK and not only Ireland but also the whole of the EU,
these companies reflect Hunt’s pragmatic optimism
– their response is to get better at what they do and
embrace the new.

“I think the really big impact from Brexit is on the
demand for buildings and infrastructure in the UK.
When investment stops and clients stop requiring
buildings, that really affects everybody,” he says.

“That’s where diversification comes in. Infrastructure
is a long-term government play, so maybe that’s a
good area to move into. If all your eggs are in
London, what about Manchester, Glasgow, Bristol,
Leeds, Birmingham?”

As we watch and wait to see how Brexit unfolds,
Hunt says construction companies on both sides of
the Irish Sea must not stand still. 

“The health of the UK is very closely linked to the
health of Ireland – our economic, trade and cultural
ties are key,” he says. 

“If it’s not Brexit, it’ll be something else – it’ll be a
political cycle, it’ll be another world event that
impacts. So stay good at what you’re doing and get
better, because as things become more competitive,
the further you have to look for business, the more
markets you might have to consider to grow your
business. Be open to new ways of working, new 
sectors and new markets.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
John Hunt
Senior Market Adviser, Construction Sector
Enterprise Ireland
Tel: +44 (0)207 438 8700
http://enterprise-ireland.co.uk
www.twitter.com/Entirl
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Can offsite construction 
solve the UK housing crisis?
It’s no secret that the UK faces a severe housing shortage. Kim Vernau of 
BLP Insurance examines how offsite construction can help to bridge the gap
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The UK is facing a chronic housing crisis. Pressure
on housing supply in the UK comes at a time
when the average age of the construction

workforce is increasing, creating a potential time
bomb that will play out over the next 10 years as the
workforce shrinks by 25%.

The construction industry is struggling to attract new
talent and replenish the level of those leaving the
country and/or sector. The result is a critical skills
shortage across the sector. As building firms in the
UK face a huge shortage of skilled workers, they are
forced to double the wages for tradespeople from
abroad, increasing the cost of traditionally built
homes. Quality is suffering, with an increase in 
construction defects and buildings not performing
according to their design, highlighted in the findings
of the APPG for Excellence in the Built Environment
report More Homes, Fewer Complaints.

To overcome shortages in housing supply coupled
with lack of talent, the industry needs to consider
forms of construction beyond traditional methods of
housing that are both sustainable and of high quality.
Currently, the traditional housebuilding community
is finding it challenging to change their business
processes, which is hindering their ability to increase
output to solve this problem.

There is a simple solution: the industry needs to
embrace offsite or non-traditional forms of construc-
tion also known as Smart Construction. To do this
requires modernisation, both to increase the
attractiveness of the industry to new entrants and to
improve productivity in order to increase output
with less labour.

Can Smart Construction help?
Smart Construction refers to any non-traditional
form of construction methodology. Prefabrication
in a factory setting is by no means a new concept
and the benefits are clear: speed of construction,
reliability of materials and manufacture, improved
performance and a potential reduction in construction
costs if units can be delivered at scale and through
repeatable design. 

Conventional housebuilders continue to respond to
homebuyer requirements and are unlikely to move
completely to ‘Smart’ forms of construction, despite

Kim Vernau, Chief Executive
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the trialling of various offsite solutions. While they
may engage with the concept on the periphery, the
burgeoning private Build to Rent sector, together
with housing associations, will be key growth areas
for adoption of offsite methods. 

Smart Construction provides high quality buildings.
Currently, buildings in the UK fall short by up to
30% in terms of design performance versus actual
performance. Properties built in a factory will have a
higher level of quality control compared with a
construction site, improving the performance of the
building over time, which in turn should translate
into reduced energy and maintenance costs.

What is hindering widespread uptake of Smart
Construction?
The level of innovation and modernisation in the
industry so far has been limited, restricted by a 
reticence to invest in a cyclical market that also 
suffers from short-term thinking and low levels of
capitalisation. Mainstreaming offsite manufacturing
in the UK housing sector needs coordinated 
action from both central government and the 
construction industry. 

Although the benefits of Smart Construction are
clear, concerns about systematic failure, and fire
spread and water ingress resulting from offsite
techniques both during and after construction, exist
within the industry. These concerns are, in part, being
addressed by the Buildoffsite Property Assurance
Scheme (BOPAS), which seeks to provide long-term
assurance to mortgage lenders, valuers, funders,
landlords and homeowners that properties built
using non-traditional forms of construction will be
robust for at least 60 years, without requiring 
disproportionate maintenance. 

The importance of the scheme was highlighted in the
recent London Assembly report Designed, Sealed,
Delivered in which the Council of Mortgage Lenders
noted that quality standards such as BOPAS are 
“crucial in instilling confidence in the sector”.

BOPAS, which was launched in March 2013, was
developed by Buildoffsite, Lloyds Register and 
BLP Insurance with RICS, the Council of Mortgage
Lenders and the Building Societies Association. The
BOPAS process gives an independent assessment of

quality and reassurance from inception through to
construction for investors, developers and owners. 

The reassurance offered by BOPAS enables Smart
systems and other innovative construction methods
to provide a sustainable, cost-effective solution to
the increasing housing shortage. Major London-
centric developers such as Pocket Living are already
utilising modular manufacturers for large-scale
projects in the capital. Both manufacturers have
gained accreditation from BOPAS. 

“Mainstreaming offsite manufacturing in
the UK housing sector needs coordinated
action from both central government and
the construction industry.”

Can Sadiq Khan help accelerate the use of 
modular housing for London’s new homes?
Government support for offsite manufacturing is
vital for maintaining momentum. In its Residential
Policy Paper, the Royal Institute of Chartered Survey-
ors (RICS) urged ministers to support non-traditional
construction and endorse BOPAS. Support from the
mayor in endorsing quality assurance schemes such
as BOPAS is key in promoting lender, funder and
developer confidence.

There are many different sectors vital to the success
of Modern Methods of Construction; to succeed,
the industry would benefit from an inclusive and
collaborative approach where further policy is being
developed. It is vital that the mayor facilitates and
nurtures this growing industry, demonstrating a
long-term commitment to supporting innovative
forms of construction. This will give manufacturers
the necessary assurance that there is a sustainable
pipeline of future developments. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Kim Vernau
Chief Executive
BLP Insurance
Tel: +44 (0)20 3411 4136
kim.vernau@blpinsurance.com
www.blpinsurance.com
www.twitter.com/ ChooseBLP



Recognised assurance for innovative or non-traditional methods of 
construction. BLP helped to develop BOPAS which addresses the 
perceived risks associated with innovative construction and is 
recognised by the principal mortgage lenders as providing the 
necessary assurance underpinned by a warranty provision.

BLP Insurance – helping you to build a better future
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Look at things differently
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The Queensferry Crossing project is Scot-
land’s largest infrastructure investment
in a generation; the longest three-tower,

cable-stayed bridge in the world forms the
centrepiece of the Scottish government’s
unprecedented £1.35bn upgrade to the
cross-Forth transport corridor in the east of
Scotland. Officially opened by Her Majesty The
Queen in September 2017, this new iconic
structure has been designed to complement
the existing road and rail crossings and 
safeguard a vital connection in the country’s
transport network.  

Working for client Transport Scotland, the
project has been led by the Forth Crossing
Bridge Constructors (FCBC) consortium, con-
sisting of HOCHTIEF Solutions AG, American
Bridge International, Dragados SA and 
Morrison Construction. Given the 1.7 miles
(2.7km) structure’s critical economic impor-
tance, FCBC’s decision to appoint national
engineering specialist SES Engineering 
Services (SES) to its first-ever bridge project
underlined the outstanding quality and
ambition of the M&E contractor’s innovative
offsite approach.

During this two-year project, SES’s role was
to deliver mechanical, electrical and plumb-
ing (MEP) services to the new replacement
road bridge’s North and South approach
viaducts, the cable-stayed bridge itself, its
three towers and abutment buildings.  

Offsite working on this project was not just a
consideration, it was a necessity. With each
800-tonne deck section completed onshore
then manoeuvred by boat from the port into

place under the bridge, the use of offsite
methods impacted every stage of SES’s project.

“We knew this was the perfect
opportunity for us to showcase
the true capabilities of offsite
technologies; and as part of a
truly collaborative approach,
this is a once-in-a-lifetime 
project designed with M&E at
its core.”

SES’s main delivery strategy on the Queens-
ferry Crossing project was to maximise the
amount of M&E services that could be
installed within the individual CSB deck sec-
tions while remaining onshore. In order to
achieve this goal, SES established its UK-first,
project-specific offsite prefabrication facility
in Rosyth to manufacture the containment
and pipework service modules.

As the first MEP services contractor to achieve
BRE-accredited BIM Level 2 Certification, SES
and Prism provided true digital manufactur-
ing functionality by marrying digital processes
to limit waste, with the ability to create lean
modules easily installed by engineers offsite
in Scotland.

With the Scottish Prism facility up and run-
ning, the York-based manufacturing facility
made the ‘flat-packed’ shrink-wrapped mod-
ules as lean as possible, reducing the logis-
tical need for 60 lorries and 24,000 miles to
just two lorries and the number of miles to
500. Pre-packing these modules within trays
specifically enabled SES to easily slide each
into position within a road deck section on

How SES helped build the
Queensferry Crossing project
Offsite working played a key role in the construction of
Scotland’s iconic Queensferry Crossing project

1

the shoreline. This overwhelming commit-
ment to offsite engineering dramatically
reduced the need for working at height and
saved more than 25,000 hours of labour,
making the comparison to outdated on-site
methods almost immeasurable.  Initially
manned by a team of Prism staff, over time
the factory was handed over to an SES team
of locally upskilled labour, breaking new
ground for cost and time efficiency savings. 

SES’s Business Director Scotland, Colin Walker,
commented: “The crossing represents lead-
ing-edge, 21st century civil engineering. It’s
a rare opportunity to be involved in building
a new major infrastructure project of inter-
national significance. 

“We knew this was the perfect opportunity for
us to showcase the true capabilities of offsite
technologies; and as part of a truly collabo-
rative approach, this is a once-in-a-lifetime
project designed with M&E at its core.”

Colin Walker    
Business Director Scotland    
SES Engineering Services Ltd    
Tel: +44 141 225 6777  
cwalker@ses-ltd.co.uk 
www.ses-ltd.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/Engineering_SES



Modular buildings lead the way
for offsite
How do manufacturers and installers of volumetric offsite construction ensure
sustainability and compliance when the key priority is time? Jackie Maginnis,
CEO of the Modular & Portable Building Association, shows how the industry has
been leading the way longer than you think
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Offsite construction has become a hot topic
in the last few years, and sustainability has
been the buzzword of the decade (other than

fake news, of course) but there is still an element of
‘catch all’ with both words. 

In 2018, the MPBA will celebrate 80 years of repre-
senting modular and portable building manufacturers
and installers, innovators in offsite construction. To
our members, offsite means simply built in the factory
and transported to the destination site, where it will
be assembled for final occupation. Build and, in most
cases, fit-out is completed in the factory, where a
high standard of quality can be achieved. 

Manufacturers drive quality in the product through
ISO9001 accreditation and BBA approvals. It is due
to these high standards that when it comes to thermal
bridging and air permeability, tests show that, on
average, a factory-built modular or portable building
achieves air leakage of between two and three m3

per hour, per m2 at 50 Pascals. There are many
more examples of where exemplar quality increases
carbon performance, leading to a more sustainable
building. 

That brings us nicely to sustainability, where volumetric
construction has long since led the charge. Back in
2006, as an association we introduced the Department
for Communities & Local Government to embodied
energy, particularly within the hire and refurbishment
markets. When a modular building is constructed
as an alternative to traditional methods to be a 
permanent building, it is built to the same standards
required for all construction, with the added 
benefit that the as-built performance will match the
as-designed performance. 

The sky is no limit for volumetric construction. 
The recent 29-floor student accommodation block
in Wembley, Apex House, is a superb example of
what is possible. With an internal area of 16,000m2,
projects like Apex House show the true potential of
volumetric construction in the UK, where innovative
technology meets great design. 

The speed of manufacture and construction is so
impressive it can even keep up with the demands of
fast-growing markets, such as retail coffee shops.
Only with modular construction can a drive-through
coffee shop be available and operational on your
favourite motorway services, when it wasn’t there a
month ago!  

It’s the hire and refurbishment market, however,
where there is an even greater embodied energy
benefit. When a module is manufactured, it could
be for a single storey or for a double storey school
classroom. As it fits on the back of a lorry, it could
start the year as a classroom in York and finish the
year as an office in Manchester. A huge benefit of
this is the savings made through not having waste
and not having two construction projects, two sets
of building materials and so on. 

If a module is built to a particular set of standards, it
maintains those standards throughout its life. Two
important additions to the 2013 Building Regulation
Part L2 were made to recognise this. 

The first addition was the introduction of a Target
Emission Rating (TER) adjustment, specifically for use
in the construction of a new building from refurbished
modules. For example, in a construction to be
completed today, to the current Building Regulation
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standards, if a module manufactured in 2014 was to
be utilised, an adjustment factor would be taken
into account on calculation within the simple 
building energy modelling (SBEM) tools to reflect the
embodied energy. 

The benefit of this addition to the volumetric 
construction industry and society as a whole is
immense. Instead of sending highly efficient, high
quality building modules to landfill, they can be
reused for a more sustainable future. 

The second addition to the Building Regulations was
the introduction of the generic Energy Performance
Certificate scheme. The scheme is specifically for the
hire market, where a distressed purchase is required
due to a disaster or accident, or temporary accom-
modation is required while a larger building is under
construction. 

The aim of the scheme was to maintain a high level
of energy performance within a temporary building
while not increasing the cost to the purchaser or
delaying the time taken to have an operational
building.  

It is based on the premise that modular buildings
under 1,000m2 only have a specific number of

combinations that they can be assembled in, hence
where the age of the sub-assemblies (modules) is
verified, a generic energy rating can be applied to
demonstrate to the purchaser what is typical of the
construction they have purchased. 

The scheme was created and managed by the MPBA
and provided as a service of membership at no addi-
tional cost. Our members recognise the importance
of sustainability in construction and will continue to
lead from the front with innovation, technology and
communication. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jackie Maginnis
CEO
Modular & Portable Building Association 
Tel: +44 (0)870 241 7687
mpba@mpba.biz
http://www.mpba.biz/
www.twitter.com/MPBAUK
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Work being carried out on the Apex House project



Like the timber frame market itself, Scot-
frame, an industry leader in the supply
of full kit packages for housing and

commercial projects in the UK, is undergoing
a period of expansion and exciting new
opportunities.

The Scottish-based company, which has just
joined the global Saint-Gobain family, is
planning further incursions into wider UK
markets, as well as ramping up its training
programmes to underpin its industry-leading
offsite manufacturing capability.

Scotframe is a relative youngster in compari-
son to the French multi-national Saint-Gobain,
which was founded in Paris in 1655. In con-
trast, Scotframe was established in Inverurie,
in North East Scotland, just 28 years ago.

However, since then, it has transformed itself
from a small local enterprise that made just
100 kits in its first year into a thriving concern
dealing across sectors throughout Britain and
abroad.

It has two manufacturing facilities in Inverurie
and at Cumbernauld, just outside Glasgow,
as well as sales offices and showrooms at
Inverness and Dundee. It has 160 production
and office staff and turned over £35m last
year, equating to some 1,500 units.

On the residential side, it has a strong presence
in the self-build market, as well as a trade
sector supplying substantial developers such
as Dandara, Cala and Tulloch Construction and
also smaller, regional builders. 

Its commercial arm provides full kit packages
for hotels, schools, care homes and even a
distillery as far afield as Orkney.

Up to 90% of kits supplied by Scotframe to
the self-build market use its Val-U-Therm PLUS®

closed panel system, a new type of building
panel from which a house that is effectively
zero carbon can be quickly and efficiently
erected. 

The Val-U-Therm PLUS® panels – precision-
crafted from timber from sustainable sources
and 100% fully filled with injected
polyurethane insulation – can cut energy bills
to virtually zero. They are maintenance-free
and designed to last for 60 years.

The panels not only exceed all current build-
ing standards but also anticipate likely future
regulations – allowing self-builders to future-

New era for Scotframe as timber
frame market continues to grow
It’s an exciting time of expansion and growth for
offsite timber frame specialist Scotframe
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proof their properties. Val-U-Therm PLUS® has
a BRE Green Guide A/A+ Rating and can
achieve Passivhaus standard. 

It is this kind of innovative thinking, said 
Scotframe Sales Director Malcolm Thomson,
that attracted the attention of Saint-Gobain,
which has a strong presence in Scotland and
helped build the new Forth Crossing.

“Scotframe’s alliance with Saint-Gobain will
bring many benefits,” he said. 

“It will help accelerate our expansion into mar-
kets south of the border, enhance our financial
security and allow us to develop our people.

“We hope to develop self-build training
schemes to help our customers develop their
own skills and knowledge about the process
of building their own home.



“The new relationship also gives us access to
other Saint-Gobain companies operating in
the UK, such as Jewson, which has more than
700 outlets, predominantly in our target
market of England.”

The wind is fair for an expansion of offsite
manufactured kits in England. According to
the Structural Timber Association, the market
share for timber construction in England has
risen to 22.8% – below Wales at 30.7% but
above Northern Ireland at 17.4%.

All three home countries are outshone by
Scotland, which has traditionally led the way
in timber frame construction. Its market
share for timber construction has now
reached 83%.

With housebuilding now near the top of the
political agenda in the UK, the spotlight is
increasingly focused on off site or pre-man-
ufacture construction and the significant 
benefits it brings to large and small projects.

These include:

Alleviation of construction industry skills
shortages. OSM factories such as Scotframe
have a permanent, skilled workforce and
established supply chains, reducing reliance
on subcontracted labour. 

Safety. Construction in a factory is pre-
dictable and controlled.

Timescales. Closed panels are delivered
to site in packs to suit the build sequence
required. Pre-manufactured structures
increase the speed of build and time to wind
and water tightness, allowing quicker access
for follow-on trades.

Sustainability. Offsite construction
requires less heavy machinery and less
energy. Transporting the finished product to
the site also uses fewer vehicles. Wastage is
minimised as material requirements can be
more accurately calculated.

Less disruption to local residents, with
evidence showing 60% fewer trucks coming
to sites.

Malcolm Thomson said: “Offsite manufacture
weighs heavily in favour of timber frame con-
struction, from quality control to time on site,
waste reduction and a more socially acceptable
way of building.

“Although the construction market as a whole
can fluctuate, the share of that market which
is being taken by timber frame is growing all
the time.”

Scotframe offers a full-kit package, not 
just the timber frame structure. It manages,
coordinates, sources, orders and delivers the
balance of the package – that is, windows,
external and internal doors, insulation, plas-
terboard, facings, skirtings, stairs, handrails,
ironmongery, mirrored wardrobe doors and
shelving.

The only elements the builder has to deal
with are bathrooms and kitchens, plumbing
and electrics, external cladding, foundations
and roof tiles.

Malcolm Thomson 
Sales Director 
Scotframe Timber Engineering 
Tel: +44 (0)1467 626823 
malcolm.thomson@scotframe.co.uk 
www.scotframe.co.uk

For further information, please contact 
Malcolm Thomson, Sales Director, Scotframe
Timber Engineering, Inverurie Business Park,
Souterford Avenue, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire,
Scotland, AB51 0ZJ. 

T: +44 (0)1467 626823 
E: malcolm.thomson@scotframe.co.uk
W: http://www.scotframe.co.uk
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Budget 2017: Rethinking 
construction through offsite
Steve Thompson, managing director of EOS Facades, shares his
perspective on the Budget and how the industry can meet the
government’s target of 300,000 homes per year by 2025
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The housing initiatives outlined in Philip Ham-
mond’s Autumn Budget appear to have gained
virtually unanimous approval. Political intention

is clear – however, the construction industry cannot
possibly deliver the annual target for new homes by
using traditional building methods. 

In his speech to the House, the Chancellor said the
world is “on the brink of a technological revolution”
and he plans to invest to keep Britain at the fore-
front. But this “revolution” equally applies to offsite
manufacturing facilities. 

Steel Framing Systems (SFS) make up a substantial
part of the offsite solutions portfolio – from structural
panels to complete frames, plus a variety of roofing,
volumetric modular options and infill walling 
applications. 

Our own state-of-the-art manufacturing facility has
changed beyond recognition, with further expansion
planned for 2018. EOS has extended our section
capability with a significant investment in new
advanced roll-forming machinery that has been 
specially commissioned. 

The digital age is evolving. We are constantly adapting
technology in order to enhance all aspects of the
modern world. We have changed the way we socialise,
the way we travel and the way we work in order to
integrate the latest technology into our everyday lives. 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is at the 
forefront of the latest digital technology in today’s
built environment. There is now almost a universal
recognition of BIM within the construction industry,
as well as widespread private sector investment in
the implementation of BIM. 

BIM technology controls the detail of the manufac-
turing process to enable the design brief to be
tested and the proposed construction solution to be
changed at minimum cost. In terms of procurement,
BIM is a powerful tool that allows construction com-
panies to quantify the requirements of their projects.
This enables control of spending and time manage-
ment, resulting in the reduction of waste in these
areas. It is extremely difficult to transport the appro-
priate knowledge across all construction partners at
the same time without the use of BIM.

These advancements also involve CAD/CAM systems
that control this new manufacturing machinery to
produce the light gauge steel sections required for
optimised frame or cassette design. By manufactur-
ing offsite for onsite installation, we are able to create
much of the finished product in the factory, ultimately
minimising onsite labour. 

Across the year to date, the housing projects EOS has
been involved in have delivered circa 8,000 homes.
These projects include 5,000 apartments at the Royal
Arsenal development at Woolwich; 189 new homes 
at Artisan Place; Barratt London’s redevelopment of
Blackfriars Road, providing 336 new homes made up
of studios, one-, two- and three-bedroom apartments
and penthouses; the development 352 homes at
Cambridge University for students and key workers;
and 700 homes at Enderby Wharf, which has been
described as a “frontier development”, making up a
significant part of the regeneration of Greenwich. 

Considering that residential is just one of the sectors
we operate in, these numbers illustrate the potential
of SFS to help resolve the housing crisis. But what
the industry needs now is strategic planning to usher
in this revolution to improve productivity and explore
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new opportunities, tech-
nologies and processes. 

There are housing sectors
where speed really matters,
such as the private rental
sector and student accom-
modation – adopting offsite
manufacture can be a key
business driver for these
developments. For blue
chip housebuilders like 
Barratt Developments, one
key driver to adopting offsite
methods has been trying to
futureproof for skills short-
ages and setting the house-
building bar high.

The challenging element of the market presently 
surrounds logistics, process engineering, scheduling
skills, digital engineering and capacity planning –
skills that are required to make everything work at
optimum performance in a manufacturing facility. 

“Steel Framing Systems (SFS) make up a
substantial part of the offsite solutions
portfolio – from structural panels to
complete frames, plus a variety of roofing,
volumetric modular options and infill
walling applications.” 

The manufacturing environment is far different to
the construction environment. The lack of traditional
skills in certain parts of the construction sector is a
problem easier solved in the offsite sector; that is,
within the factory-controlled environments rather
than on construction sites. 

I particularly welcome the government’s commitment
to training, with £34m extra allocated to develop con-
struction skills across the country. But those operating
in the offsite sector, with higher levels of productivity,
can ensure that any investment in training maximises
outputs. 

Training is also required further afield. We can 
coordinate and design system solutions with ease in
the factory. But the efficient offsite process needs to
keep running when the system is handled and
installed. It has to be an end-to-end continuation,

rather than a process of offsite methodology to 
the factory gate before arriving onsite and being
subjected to a traditional approach.

A way to combat this post-factory handling and
installation is via engagement between the project
teams and a collaborative approach between all
those involved at an earlier stage. Manufacturers
have a lot of knowledge and we need to get involved
at the start of the project, not halfway through. 
Certainly, education is required at all levels of the
process – not just the commonly understood long-
term benefits but throughout the supply chain and
construction cycle. 

There has never been a better time to capitalise on the
raft of benefits that factory-based solutions deliver. As
an advanced, high performance offsite solution, Steel
Framing Systems are perfectly positioned to meet
housing industry demands – they are futureproof and
future ready. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Steve Thompson 
Managing Director
EOS Facades
Tel: +44 (0)1325 303030
enquiries@eosuk.org
www.eos-facades.co.uk
www.twitter.com/EOS_Facades



Going offsite is the solution to
the UK’s housing crisis: Discuss
Well, not quite the only solution but offsite is certainly a solution
that can shake things up, says Ian Pannell of Buildoffsite 
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If you looked no further than last spring’s Housing
White Paper, the London Mayor’s recent consulta-
tion document, the Autumn Budget and, most

recently, the government’s Industrial Strategy White
Paper, you could be forgiven for concluding that an
offsite magic bullet is the answer – now what was 
the question?

As an organisation that exists to enable the widest
possible take-up of offsite construction methods,
Buildoffsite is naturally anxious that offsite solutions
should thrive in all sectors of the construction
market, including housing.

The mood music has certainly changed over the last
few years. At one time, offsite was often regarded as
a fringe activity that worked for cash register busi-
nesses such as hotels and supermarkets but some-
how was not quite right for other markets. This
qualification has rapidly been lost as manufacturers
and constructors at the leading edge have delivered
buildings and structures that delighted clients, 
delivered construction that performed as specified,
reduced levels of waste and usually came in faster
and to budget. Suddenly, in almost all sectors and in
almost all locations, the rationale for a fundamental
shift in favour of design and construction using 
offsite components became an entirely acceptable
basis for project discussion. It’s just a shame it has
taken so long for clients and suppliers to get there.

The one exception to this Damascene Conversion
has been the housing sector. The fundamental
reason being that, until recently, the brilliance with
which housebuilders have managed their material
and labour supply chains to deliver what are usually
one-off, traditionally constructed projects at a price
that was simply unbeatable. Traditional construction

methods involve site labour and commodity products
but the process does not need to bear the cost of
developing and operating the sort of new factories
that are needed to manufacture quality offsite com-
ponents. That the quality and performance of fac-
tory-manufactured components will be superior to
traditionally constructed components is not chal-
lenged but, to date, has also not been regarded as
particularly compelling. Customers generally do not
have a voice in a market that they are rarely able to
influence.

So let’s move on a bit. The housing sales started to
increase a bit from historic low levels of activity but
almost immediately, shortages of materials led to
significant increases in prices and uncertainties
regarding delivery. Labour rates started to shoot up
and housebuilders had no option but to dip into 
the increasingly expensive pool of labour that also
works on non-housing projects. Result: housebuilder
interest in the potential of offsite solutions suddenly
started to ramp up.

Ian Pannell
Buildoffsite
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That’s essentially a Darwinian response but, from a
narrow Buildoffsite viewpoint, it matters not how the
motivation has developed. That housing is now firmly
part of the potential offsite marketplace is positive,
notwithstanding that it will continue to be a tough
place in which to operate.

The recent Budget Statement set out an ambition for
UK housebuilding to expand to deliver an additional
300,000 homes a year by the mid-2020s compared
with the 217,000 homes delivered in 2016-17. Con-
veniently, government has pitched the target date
into the period of the parliament after next. That is a
very long term in political careers. In a UK context,
the target is a very large and challenging number 
but one that industry pundits, including Buildoffsite, 
have been advocating for years. It is also a target
that has not been achieved in decades. When it was
last achieved, it was as a result of a substantial public
sector investment in early generation industrial
building technology. A clear message here.

The headlines have made much of the return of
council housing and indeed, many local authorities
are ultra-keen to take on a property development
role to deliver a mix of homes for social rent and

homes for private sale or shared ownership. Many
of these authorities are also looking to optimise
their use of offsite solutions to deliver quality homes
at scale. They will need to be on a rapid learning
curve to understand what behaviours they need to
adopt to get the best out of offsite solutions and
work in ways that encourage offsite manufacturers
to want to win their work at a time when alternative
markets for their products remain strong. Much 
the same applies to those housing associations 
who also want to step up their housebuilding 
programmes. 

The small print of the Budget contained a lot of 
information over and above the headline figures that
made it into the mainstream media. The headline
investment figure of £44bn (that’s nine digits, by the
way) covers a five-year period and includes £15.3bn
of new money. More than half of this new money is
earmarked for financial guarantees for private sector
housebuilding. Loans to SME builders to support
housebuilding amount to £1.5bn, grants to local
authorities for strategic enabling infrastructure are
set at £2.5bn and £1bn of additional borrowing is
being made available for local authorities to build
new homes.
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The bottom line here is that although the numbers
are mind bogglingly huge, the reality is that to get
anywhere near to the 300,000 target it will require
an increasingly strong role for the private sector and
sustained confidence in home ownership.

It will also require the wholesale adoption of offsite
construction methods. Unusually, recent government
announcements have also recognised that the 
construction industry needs help to become more
innovative and more productive. The headline figure
is that an additional £170m will be made available
through the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund, as
well as extra money for upskilling. That’s welcome –
notwithstanding that the detail is still awaited.

The runes look good for sustained growth in the
application of offsite construction in all markets,
including housing. There is also a substantial stream
of investment in new manufacturing capacity that 
will substantially boost UK capacity. As always, the
challenge will be in ensuring that potential markets
become actual markets. The government is saying all
the right things but needs to play a full part in sup-
porting a market development that the UK needs if
the housing target is to be achievable. The govern-

ment will win no prizes if it simply sits back and
assumes that innovation, increased productivity and
indeed housing numbers will just happen.

Buildoffsite has set up a Housing Hub to support
and enable the evolution of an offsite-enabled
market for the homes that the UK needs. Recent
events have been supported by the GLA and by L&G.
These important B2B events have been reported in
Buildoffsite newsletters, which are available online. 

For more information on the work of the Buildoffsite
Housing Hub and to find out how to get involved visit
www.buildoffsite.com. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ian Pannell
Buildoffsite
Tel: +44 (0)20 7549 3306
info@buildoffsite.com
www.buildoffsite.com
www.twitter.com/buildoffsite
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Available in stand-alone and 
enterprise versions, with an integrated 
BIM module,  Asta Powerproject 
delivers digital construction in an 
easy-to-use format. 

Update progress from your mobile
Produce quality reports easily
Create better tenders, faster

elecosoft.com

Asta Powerproject: The power behind successful projects

* 92% of top UK construction companies use Asta Powerproject – Construction News 2017: The top 100 contractors

Find out more by visiting: 
 elecosoft.com/astapowerproject
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Innovation and personalisation
to meet tall orders
Ian Crickmore, Technical Director at Polypipe Terrain, discusses how innovative
products and personalised service keep complex projects on track
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At Polypipe Terrain, we live by our claim to be
pioneering in both product delivery and 
service. The construction industry is changing

profoundly and now, more than ever, alternative
products and ground-breaking delivery methods are
required to solve modern building challenges. As a
commercial and tall building specialist with over 50
years of experience at the forefront of the industry,
Polypipe Terrain is perfectly placed to help our clients
meet the demands of even the most complex of
builds. Our innovative product portfolios have been
developed with tall buildings in mind, and our offsite
construction-focused services integrate seamlessly
into the build programme, maximising time and cost
savings for our clients.

The design and layout of drainage in tall buildings
needs to be carefully considered, as it poses significant
challenges. We offer architects and specifiers peace of
mind by ensuring that the drainage solution for their
tall building is a tailored, individually designed system
that meets the specific demands of their project and
guarantees long-term integrity. Our unique Terrain
FUZE HDPE fabricated drainage stack and waste run
out service is applicable to both shell and core build
processes, and to the offsite facility process.

The Terrain P.A.P.A. (Positive Air Pressure Attenuator)
and Pleura Vent System eliminates the need for a 
traditional piped secondary vent system, simplifying
the piping network in a building and reducing the
complexity for the offsite portion of the build. Remov-
ing the secondary ventilation pipework in commercial,
public and high-rise multi-storey buildings, air admit-
tance systems are used to introduce air regulators to
balance negative air pressure fluctuations, with an air
attenuator balancing positive air pressures. Together,
they form a highly effective solution for controlling the
air movement within the drainage pipework system
and soil stack, protecting the water trap seals of 
appliances within the building.

Our fabricated products are manufactured in a con-
trolled factory environment and tested in compliance
with the British Standard 12056-2, delivering quality
assured products that arrive on site, ready to install,
at the precise time they are required.

We also offer our clients a comprehensive project
management service to further assist in the delivery
of complex projects. Our Fabrication Team provides
a complete end-to-end service with a dedicated 
project manager available throughout, beginning
with an initial estimation and followed by the provision
of a full, tailored design. The team then creates a
bespoke Manufacture Sheet specific to the particular
job, which offers the customer transparency by out-
lining the parts that have been ordered, their price,
the current processing stage of the product and their
delivery date. This service ensures full traceability,
alignment with the project schedule and outstanding
communication for our clients, while working hard to
maximise the reductions to labour costs and waste
anticipated through large-scale offsite construction. 

At Polypipe Terrain, we are proud to offer an innova-
tive product range and an outstanding personalised
service that keeps even the most challenging of build
projects on track. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ian Crickmore
Technical Director
Polypipe Terrain
Tel: +44 (0)1622 795 200
commercialenquires@polypipe.com
www.polypipe.com/thefabricationservice 
www.twitter.com/PolypipeTerrain
www.linkedin.com/showcase/commercial_property
_terrain/
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Building on efficiency foundations
With housebuilders facing the pressures of rising demand, growing skills
shortages and higher costs, Jason Ruddle of Elecosoft says it is time for a
greater focus on improving efficiency

90 | Offsite

Whatever political surprises 2018 has in
store, when it comes to housing policy itself,
support for social housing investment and

encouragement of private sector housebuilding is
unlikely to change. Since the white paper of February
2017, there have been successive funding boosts,
with the Prime Minister adding another £2bn and
5,000 homes per year to the existing five-year plan
in October. 

Several national housebuilders saw early positive
impacts on their share price – although analyst
estimates have recently knocked those back. Con-
cerns about shaky private sales in a wobbly housing
market have combined with fears that housebuilders
may not yet see all the benefits of the increased
investment and grumblings that local councils still
may not borrow in order to build. 

The mood of optimism may have muted somewhat.
However, specialist housebuilders and construction
companies with a housebuilding footprint still have
reasons to be positive. But, if they are to realise all
the benefits that more housebuilding could bring,
they will need to be absolutely focused on ensuring
that they can deliver new homes faster and more
efficiently than ever before – no matter whether
they are in the private sector or bidding for public
sector tenders.

It will require them to refocus on planning. They
must plan for ‘what if’ barriers emerging, adapt
effortlessly to surprises and embrace the benefits
of 4D planning and BIM to gain new dimensions of
visibility and control. The use of professional software
in assuring the delivery of projects is not yet 
ubiquitous, and housebuilders are as much in need
of a culture of collaboration and efficiency as their
colleagues in the wider market. 

2018 is the year to accelerate the adoption of modern
methods such as offsite construction and the use of
prefabrication. Minimising build durations and faster
completion of plots could transform cashflow for
private firms, while offsite may also mitigate the
increasing skills shortages, which are likely to be
exacerbated by Brexit. 

UK Construction Week’s 2017 survey suggested that
53% of builders will soon embrace offsite manufac-
turing. In the public sector, the use of such methods
is now embedded in housing policy and will become
increasingly common in public tenders, as has BIM. 

We have seen encouraging signs among our house-
building customers that a new culture of operational
efficiency is emerging. Keepmoat Regeneration, for
example, is engaged in numerous regeneration and
new build projects. It is fully aware that keeping
projects on track is critical, as it breathes new life into
neighbourhoods, brings brownfield sites into new
use and creates future homes. It is gradually moving
planning in all areas of the business to a single shared
platform, provided by our Asta Powerproject software. 

Planning manager Jonathan Dann is driving this and
says it is making more people, in more departments,
more aware of how their activities impact everyone
else: “What it means is that people are understanding
that if a particular department doesn’t stick to its
programme, it has an effect on site.” 

The use of consistent planning practice is gradually
being extended. Now programmes are covering
every stage from outline and pre-start planning
through to construction.

Willmott Dixon is another good example. It has vast
experience in residential construction, and has been
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proactively building a time-centric culture within its
business for some time via its ‘FiiT Time’ programme
(Focused Innovation and Improvement team for
Time). Our software sits at the heart of their process
for helping to connect every employee with good
planning and effective use of time. National planning
manager Paul Hoskins told us how increased
accountability for time and involvement in planning
is working in relation to the specific challenges of
residential construction. 

These include the highly repetitive nature of planning
and progress management, and the real-time
changing of completion deadlines that comes with
sales to homebuyers throughout developments.

Managing change is a normal part of construction
project and progress management. However, in
homebuilding, additional stakeholders come into play. 

Paul explains: “What makes residential construction
different is that there are numerous homeowners
involved, as well as the development customer. This
creates lots of competing influences, so commitments
and demands can change very quickly.” 

Demand from different stakeholders creates rapidly
shifting priorities. As well as creating a need to
quickly replan resources and reschedule work, it also
has a direct business impact because the house

sales are intimately tied to cashflow. Therefore, site
managers at Willmott Dixon have been empowered
to take more control of planning to enable them to
react faster to change. 

Even with continuous and increasing government
support for new housing, construction needs to
work smarter to deliver on time and budget. Already
narrow margins are being squeezed further by
numerous factors that companies can’t control, like
labour shortages, skills gaps and rising material
costs. We urge them to take greater control of those
things they can influence, putting approaches and
tools in place to help them to enhance planning,
drive resource efficiency, embrace modern methods
and improve collaboration. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jason Ruddle
Managing Director
Elecosoft 
Tel: +44 (0)1844 261 700
info@elecosoft.com
www.elecosoft.com
www.twitter.com/astapmsoftware

Keepmoat Regeneration
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RIBA and BIM: How design is
fundamental to the process
Ryan Simmonds, sales director of framing at voestalpine Metsec plc,
explains why it’s vital to invest more time in the design stage than at any
other point in the process and how working with the right partners early
on can change how a project develops
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The Royal Institute of British Architects’ (RIBA)
plan of work is an accepted industry process
outlining the critical stages of a construction

project. RIBA revised its plan of work in 2013, noting
that the complexities of projects have increased, and
the older plan was outdated.

The previous plan of work’s A to L stages began at
the preparation stage and failed to consider the
strategic definition. The new plan has broadened 
the process and taken sections such as conceptual
design and given it a standalone stage. 

“If, during the design stages, the materials
and building methods are all selected,
agreed upon and fixed, the costs can be
accurately calculated and a final budget
can be created.”

What has not altered is the preparation and design
stages, which have always been seen as the most
crucial stages of a project.

Engagement at design stage 
The design and planning stages underpin an entire
construction project. If this crucial part of a build is
rushed or all relevant parties are not properly con-
sulted, a project will be subject to constant changes
as it develops to factor in elements that were not
fully considered or understood in the initial stages.

However, main contractors and architects are 
frequently failing to engage all relevant parties at 
the planning and design stages, instead choosing to
engage them at technical design stage – or even
sometimes construction stage. More often than not

concepts, methods or materials that can bring value
need to be retrospectively worked into the plan,
which can cause project delays, redesign work and
additional cost.

The design is the most crucial stage of any project and
getting it right before moving ahead is the foundation
for a smooth delivery and successful build. During
early planning stages, manufacturers and specialists –
like Metsec – can offer a myriad of benefits. Working
collaboratively, main contractors and architects can
enlist not only technical and estimating support but
also can benefit from manufacturers’ consultancy and
raising awareness of products and methods on the
market that would fit with the main contractor’s needs,
such as offsite solutions or alternative materials.

Engaging all relevant parties at design stage promotes
a collaborative approach from the outset. Working
through all options available to them, and having man-
ufacturers attend early technical meetings, means the
overall plan of the project is more informed. Without
firm input at the conceptual and developmental
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design stages, the design throughout the project will
always be subject to change – potentially causing both
delays and additional costs.

“Quality, while often subjective, is more
controlled with a fixed design that all
parties work towards. All elements that
need to work together or complement 
one another within the project to create a
high-quality build and finish can be
explored in advance.”

Integrating BIM Level 2 
This is where working to Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) Level 2 is invaluable. The notion of
BIM is the process of designing, constructing or
operating a building, infrastructure or landscape
asset using electronic information. In practice, this
means that a project can be designed and built using
data sets and images digitally, before even entering
the site. The objective of BIM is to satisfy time, cost

and quality requirements by managing the project
using a more efficient and reliable method of work.

Collaborating from the very beginning of the project,
all parties work together using the same processes
to produce an in-depth and complete design that
not only specifies all materials needed and methods
used but also gives a final cost and timescale to
deliver the project.

There are a number of facets within BIM but 
particularly crucial to the success of a project are the
Employer’s Information Requirements (EIR) and the
BIM Execution Plan (BEP).

With the EIR agreed during the crucial design stages,
it defines the project including the standards being
adopted, outputs required, when these should be
supplied and in what format, plus any supporting
documentation. It gives all parties involved a clear
understanding of what is expected and to become
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BIM Level 2 certified, a bespoke BIM Implementation
Plan (BIP) must be developed.

Within BIM, the BIM Execution Plan (BEP) is a 
critical document as it underpins project integration.
A written plan, it brings together all of the tasks and
related information as set out in the EIR, with all the
stakeholders and processes factored in. 

Through investing in the design stages, this BIM 
documentation can be created and can underpin the
rest of the project through the construction stages
right through to building handover.

Benefits of fixing design 
Investing the time into the planning and design
stages means that costs can be better controlled
throughout delivery. If, during the design stages, the
materials and building methods are all selected,
agreed upon and fixed, the costs can be accurately
calculated and a final budget can be created.

“The design is the most crucial stage of
any project and getting it right before
moving ahead is the foundation for a
smooth delivery and successful build.”

Similarly, with timings, understanding the methods of
construction and the parties involved, along with the
lead times of the materials required, can give a more
fixed indication of timescales as all parties that will
impact delivery are consulted at the design stages
and commit to the timing and execution plan. 

Quality, while often subjective, is more controlled
with a fixed design that all parties work towards. All
elements that need to work together or complement
one another within the project to create a high-qual-
ity build and finish can be explored in advance. If the
design was subject to change, altered materials or
products that were factored in at a later stage could
negatively impact the quality of the completed project,
either by being substandard and this not being
tested in the early collaborative stages or by failing to
integrate with other materials or existing elements
already worked into the initial design.

By utilising BIM Level 2, investing time in design 
and planning, and consulting with all relevant parties
to gain their valuable specialist insight, the main 
contractor will be able to produce an informed, fixed
and detailed design that can be used throughout 
the project and help to ensure on-time, on-budget 
delivery and successful completion of the project. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ryan Simmonds 
Sales Director of Framing
voestalpine Metsec plc
Tel: +44 (0)121 601 6000
metsec@metsec.com
www.metsec.com
www.twitter.com/MetsecUK

Ryan Simmonds, sales director of framing at voestalpine
Metsec plc



Find out more by visiting: 
 elecosoft.com/bim

Asta Powerproject BIM – 
affordable 4D planning

By combining 3D models with scheduling tools in one 
application, Asta Powerproject BIM enables you to:

◊	Easily create your project plan from your model
◊	Drag and drop objects between the 3D view and Gantt chart
◊	Link with our estimating tool, Bidcon, for 5D BIM

elecosoft.com



In the last 10-15 years, the building industryhas gone through a multitude of changes
that have impacted the role of facades and

its growth in the construction industry. Some
of these influences are driven by:

Advances in manufacturing and material•
technology.

Pressure to reduce project duration by•
using different construction methods.

Environmental concerns.•

Aesthetics.•

No longer consisting of simple building ele-
ments, modern facades utilise new materials
in increasingly complex systems and these are
being assembled in untested combinations
with other modern methods of construction
(MMC), as well as traditional wall types.
Untested, unique and bespoke building inter-
face arrangements have an increased risk of
one or more of their performance parameters
failing.

Modern Methods of
Construction: Risks 
More components.•

More interfaces.•

Less historic data/testing/familiarity.•

More complexity of design and geometry.•

Unravelling the complexities of modern
facades and ensuring that the facade is con-

sidered holistically rather than elementally
has become a specialism, and facade 
consultants are now often required on many
projects. The role of the facade consultant is
to ensure that both the aesthetic and perfor-
mance requirements of the facade are met
during the design and installation stages. It
is important that a facade consultant with the
appropriate level of expertise and diversity
of experience for the project is selected. 

Finding a specialist contractor that can 
complete all elements of a facade is difficult
– and in some cases impossible. As a conse-
quence, building envelopes are frequently
divided up in to smaller packages. However,
there comes a point when having too many
specialist contractors becomes detrimental.
Using a rainscreen wall as an example, we
frequently see these packages being broken
up into layers of: rainscreen and insulation;
cement particle board; structural framing
system (SFS); vapour control layer and plas-

The complexity of facades
and the risks involved
Clive Everett, Premier Guarantee’s Facades Technical Standards Director,
discusses the importance of facade specialists in today’s construction
market and what risks are involved with these complex systems
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terboard etc, with each layer being installed
by different specialist contractors. This creates
a multitude of conflicts and split design
responsibilities within the ‘standard’ through
wall element alone. Subsequently, these
issues are multiplied several-fold as soon as
this construction hits an interface.

“When properly managed and
designed, Modern Methods of
Construction can offer eco-
nomic, rapid and robust solu-
tions that were unobtainable
with traditional methods.”

The short-term savings generated by the
splitting up of facade packages can quickly
be eroded by extra management costs, site
delays, additional costs from missed inter-
face elements, etc. The risk of longer-term
(legacy) failures is rarely factored in when
savings are tabled during the pre-construc-
tion phase; the ‘cost to remediate’ for legacy



issues are many times more expensive than
the original installation costs. 

There are many reasons a facade can fail, all
of which are avoidable, but to have any
chance of mitigating failures, the way that the
specialist contractor packages are divided up
needs to be carefully considered and it must
be done giving due consideration to the
capabilities of the specialist contractors that
have been selected for tender.

Modern buildings are required to have much

reduced air permeability, greater U-values
and better waterproofing. To do this, they
rely heavily on gaskets, sealants, tapes and
membranes. At junctions and interfaces, it is
critically important that these elements are
detailed and installed correctly, and that the
different specialist contractors coordinate
their work.

When properly managed and designed,
Modern Methods of Construction can offer
economic, rapid and robust solutions that
were unobtainable with traditional methods.

Clive Everett
Facades Technical Standards 
Director
Premier Guarantee
Tel: +44 (0)800 107 8446
info@premierguarantee.co.uk
www.premierguarantee.co.uk
www.twitter.com/PG_Live

With such a high percentage of building failures being attributed to their facades during a building’s lifetime, we have provided a few
key tips to help avoid failure from the outset. Some may seem obvious but are also imperative when deciding on the different elements
and installation of the facade.

Keep the number of specialist contractors to a minimum.•

Ensure contracts provide clarity on design responsibilities and scope, with particular emphasis on interfaces.•

When considering savings that may be offered/proposed at the pre-construction stage, question whether these savings have the •
potential to generate costs in the longer term (risk assess).

Diarise regular design team meetings with all specialist facade contractors present.•

Engage suitably experienced facade package managers and facade consultants.•

Test unusual/untried interface details offsite. •

Agree robust QA procedures prior to starting onsite.•

Construct quality and installation reference benchmark areas onsite that include examples of both the standard and non-standard•
details/arrangements.

Site test 5% of all interface waterproofing details.•

Top tips for avoiding failure with facades
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Facades can equate 
to up to 30% of 
project costs

During a buildings 
life 85% of failures 
relate to facades

Premature failure 
in roofing and wall 
systems accounted 

for 3-5% of 
building repair and 
replacement costs
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Why geometry is more important
to offsite construction than data
The focus on the value of data in offsite construction is understandable
but, cautions Lee Mullin of Autodesk, the importance of geometric design
information cannot be overlooked

In the 12 months since release in the UK of the
Farmer Review, Modernise or Die, the perception
has grown that offsite construction is where the

industry is moving. However, if you discuss this with
many contractors, offsite is only considered as an
option when a tight schedule or other constraints
make it necessary, so it is often seen as an 
afterthought. 

Some contractors, such as Laing O’Rourke, have gone
‘all in’ on an offsite strategy, placing it at the front and
centre of their thinking, building their own factory at
Steetley and encouraging early engagement with
clients and designers to look at how to build differently.
It’s an approach that has been questioned by many in
the industry over the last decade, but is now looking
like a shrewd move as government reports endorse
offsite, while the rest of the industry catches up. 

While benefits can be seen by adopting an offsite
strategy at Stage 4, the greatest benefits really 
occur when consideration for offsite is taken at a
much earlier stage and embedded as part of the
design process as the recent Digital Built Britain
reports from Bryden Wood encourages. 

So, if adoption requires design process changes then
it seems like a good time to adopt BIM processes. UK
standards like PAS1192-2 are largely about improving
the flow of information and reducing the chances of
working on outdated or incomplete information,
essential to ensuring assembly on site is successful. 

Much of the discussion around BIM in the UK has
been around the importance of data and using 
standards like COBie. Now while this is very important
for a range of tasks like operations and maintenance

later in the process, or even procurement earlier in
the process, offsite succeeds or fails based on the
quality of the geometric design information. 

“We have always had a lax approach to
designing to tolerances and then
verifying construction to within those
tolerances, and even following up
rigorously when errors are made due to
schedules, with many projects having a
‘near enough’ approach.”

As we move more towards a manufacturing process
in building and infrastructure delivery, we need to 
be much more aware of clash detection, building in
tolerances, expansion joints and being more aware
of materials and interfaces to maintain quality for
the lifecycle of the built asset. Imagine if car manu-
facturers built their latest models using the same
quality design information as construction, and didn’t
run the thousands of checks that they do to ensure
quality. Would you still feel confident driving them
the same way? 

We have always had a lax approach to designing to
tolerances and then verifying construction to within
those tolerances, and even following up rigorously
when errors are made due to schedules, with many
projects having a ‘near enough’ approach. This simply
doesn’t work with a manufacture and assembly
approach to building. The knock-on effect of uncoor-
dinated and badly thought-out design can range from
elements simply not fitting, requiring manual changes
on-site or waiting several weeks for replacements,
through to problems during use with leaks, reduced
thermal performance and parts that become
unmaintainable. 
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This already happens today with offsite components
like doors and windows. On a larger-scale, whether
panelised, volumetric or modular construction, you
would get what in the manufacturing world is known
as tolerance stack-up, where items are built to say –/+
3mm. When this effect is multiplied across an assem-
bled part, the whole thing could be centimetres out,
which may affect how parts fit. Two solutions to this
are to build to higher tolerances, which obviously
comes with cost implications, or to account for this in
your design by working within volumes, like how MEP
Fabricators work within a BIM process as Level of
Detail develops.

In the previous issue, we talked about how design
inefficiencies are being eliminated in the move to 3D
with 2D drawings being created automatically from
the 3D models, and parametric modelling also
reducing the chances of mistakes when making a
change, as each modification propagates across
models, 2D sheets and schedules. The hardware

most manufacturers work from is still largely based on
using Numeric Control (NC) files to identify lengths,
hole sizes, shapes and positions, bevels and notches,
which rely on largely 2D inputs from fabrication draw-
ings. Therefore, ensuring all the 2D documentation is
in sync and coordinated with each other is essential,
and a model-based approach is the first step to verify
that the digital prototype will work in practice.

“…offsite succeeds or fails based 
on the quality of the geometric design
information.”

It would be ignorant to ignore the value of data
across construction, and the ideal situation means
we have high quality data as well as geometry, but
let’s not get ahead of ourselves: the biggest rocks the
industry has to climb are around sharing information
and reducing waste and rework. If we want to do
better, we first need to tackle the mistakes we still
make today. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lee Mullin
Technical Specialist
Autodesk
www.autodesk.com
www.twitter.com/leeroyb
www.youtube.com/theaecbar

Lee Mullin, Construction
Technical Specialist



The challenge with BIM is not the tech-
nology. Technology has been here for
ages to allow companies to implement

BIM effectively. The challenge is that BIM
needs real cultural change within the industry
to positively impact the construction market-
place. This includes employers recognising
that people will need to use technologies in
different ways. 

But for those executives, leaders and project
managers who don’t understand the possi-
bilities or value to be gained from BIM tech-
nologies that are available today, where do
they learn? Enter Man and Machine. 

Man and Machine has launched its second
generation of BIM courses through its BIM
Ready programme, in recognition that BIM is
role-specific (it’s different for architects, engi-
neers, product manufacturers, costs estima-
tors and so on). You can find out more here:
http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/train-
ing/bim-management/ .

Phil Read, Managing Director of Man and
Machine, explains:

“We have learned that your experience,
interaction or perception of BIM is personal
to your job role and we aim to provide train-
ing that is role-specific. BIM projects are
defined clearly by the range of BIM use cases
being implemented, so we use a series of
hands-on exercises, demonstrations and
show-and-tell sessions to bring the possibil-
ities and use cases to life.

“What we are also seeing now is that software

vendors in the BIM world, like Autodesk, have
started providing BIM use case software 
components free of charge. For example, in
Autodesk’s recent announcement with regard to
their Architecture, Engineering and Construction
(AEC) Collection, they have added significant
functionality at no additional charge. The extra
software components include Robot Structural
Analysis, Advanced Steel, Fabrication MEP,
Dynamo studio and Revit Live. These components
support BIM use cases such as visualisation,
3D authoring, coordination, structural analysis,
offsite manufacture and so on. 

“In our BIM Ready training programme, we
demonstrate these technologies to ensure
clients understand the possibilities. Many
companies already have the technology and,
through our BIM Ready programme, we aim
to demonstrate its value and provide adoption
training enabling our customers to put their
software to good use in practical ways on 
their projects.”

Get BIM Ready – Cloud-based
entitlement & BIM use training 
Too many companies are realising only a fraction of their technology
capabilities because of a lack of practical, interactive training. Man and
Machine’s BIM Ready programme aims to change that
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It’s comforting to know that service providers
like Man and Machine are starting to offer
practical, interactive training. For too long
now, companies have been buying technol-
ogy that they only use a fraction of because
they have insufficient access to “adoption-
related training”. Man and Machine’s BIM
Ready programme certainly seems to be a
step in the right direction. 

For more info go here: http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/training/

Man and Machine 
Tel: 01844 263700
marketing@manandmachine.co.uk
www.manandmachine.co.uk



01844 263700   www.manandmachine.co.uk
Connect with us

Courses Available

BIM Coordination & QA 
Navisworks in a BIM Workflow 
Solibri Fundamentals
Solibri Rules Based Workshop

Courses Available

BIM Executive Overview
BIM Manager
BIM for Product Manufacturers 
BIM for Facility Managers
BIM for Construction Professionals

Courses Available
Revit Architecture Fundamentals 
Revit Structure Fundamentals 
Revit MEP Fundamentals
Revit Family & Template Creation 
Civil 3D Fundamentals

BIM Coordination

Would you like BIM training specifically designed to 
suit your role? 

Our BIM Ready Training Program offers a range of 
courses specially designed for BIM Modellers, BIM 
Coordinators and BIM Management roles. Courses 
are a mix of theory, hands-on and practical 
demonstrations to bring the subject matter to life.

Our training courses can be attended at one of our 
training centres or provided on your site.

If you would like more information on training 
options please call our BIM experts on 01844 263700 
or email marketing@manandmachine.co.uk 

BIM ModellerBIM Management

http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/
training/bim-management/

http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/
training/bim-coordination/

http://www.manandmachine.co.uk/
training/bim-modeller/

BIM Training Courses
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Future-gazing: BIM, data and
the future of construction
PBC Today sits down with AECOM’s Stefan Mordue to discuss future-gazing
and the impact digital transformation is already having on construction

Stefan Mordue gives the impression of a man
constantly on the go. A chartered architect at
25 who took on a masters in construction 

project management via distance learning, he has
turned a fascination with technology, processes and
information management into a career in the field 
of BIM.

While working at NBS, he started to interact with
organisations large and small, seeing how they
assembled and accessed their information. Soon he
was working on the National BIM Library and ended
up writing the NBS standard for objects and object
creation.

He also met David Philp, a former BIM programme
director for Balfour Beatty, current Global BIM 
Consultancy Director at AECOM and a core team
member of Digital Built Britain. Philp is a man who
has the “ability to get the right people around the
table at the right time,” says Mordue.

Philp invited him to become a founding member of
the CIC BIM 2050 Group, along with other profession-
als under 40 from backgrounds including architecture,
surveying and construction management, to examine
the future of the industry.

“That really got me involved in future-gazing,”
Mordue says.

“I might be coming towards the end of my career in
2050, but what will the profession look like for the
next generation? That’s really interesting because
you’re trying to prepare present-day students for
emerging roles, to solve problems that we don’t yet
know are problems using technology that has not yet
been invented.”

To help shape that future, Mordue has been involved
in the development of a number of BIM standards,
including PAS 1192 Part Six for health and safety and
BS 8536 for briefing of facilities management. He even
found time to co-author the award-winning BIM for
Construction Health & Safety and, along with Philp and
then-NBS colleague Paul Swaddle, BIM for Dummies.

His latest move has seen him join Philp at multina-
tional engineering firm AECOM’s new consultancy, i3
(icubed). Standing for Information, Integration and
Intelligence, i3 by AECOM aims to help clients move
into the future by using advanced technologies like
machine learning and artificial intelligence for insights
that support better decisions, reduce risks and 
ultimately deliver greater value from their assets.

“We’re starting to really harness the power of data
and how you can use it to make better outcomes,”
Mordue says.

“John Kizior, the team leader and global director of
project technologies, is quite a visionary. AECOM saw
a real opportunity to uncork the power of their clients’
data and remove the burden of managing huge
amounts of data across the lifecycle. Together with
David, they came up with the idea of the consultancy
as a response to a much-needed client demand.

“A lot of what we’re doing is very cutting-edge, some
of it hasn’t been done before – it’s really pushing the
boundaries of what you can do with data.”

i3 brings together coordinated project and portfolio
data in real-time throughout an asset’s lifecycle. 
Digital information is combined with virtual design
and construction, information modelling for rapid
data capture and computer-generated environments
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that mimic real behaviour. Clients include govern-
ment agencies in Singapore, Australia, New Zealand,
Scotland and Eastern Europe.

This is not, Mordue says, the stuff of Tomorrow’s World.

“It’s the balance between future-gazing and what we
can deliver today,” he says.

“It’s about presenting quite complex data in a simple
to use way, either visually or intuitively.”

Governments and large organisations have, of
course, always had lots of data. But, Mordue says, a
convergence of advances in modelling, better tech-
nology and behavioural changes mean it is only up
until recently that we’ve had the capacity and pro-
cessing speeds to collate this information.

“And up until recently, BIM case studies have largely
been about the design and construction phase,” 
he adds.

“But what we’re seeing now are some case studies
about the utilisation of data throughout the whole life-
cycle into operations and maintenance – and arguably

that is where the biggest value can be realised.”

At the same time, we are also more open to sharing
our data, both personally and professionally, if there
are benefits on offer.

“When I’m on Amazon or any kind of shopping channel,
in return for giving them some of my information, I’m
getting a more tailored experience,” Mordue says.

“I’m happy to give my data as long as an organisation
is transparent about what it intends to do with it.”

In construction, the benefits of sharing data between
design team, contractor and end user are largely seen
in terms of time and cost savings. 

Important as they are, Mordue says, getting 
information flowing through the whole team brings
other significant advantages.

For example, he has always been keen to use the
technology and processes behind BIM to improve
the safety of construction, an area in which he has
received awards from the CIOB and Constructing
Excellence for his contribution to the industry.
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“Historically, we’ve quite good at using digital data
throughout design and planning but when it gets
into the field, there tends to be more of an analogue
way of working,” Mordue says.

“You still see people print out a drawing of a model,
laminate it and put it the portacabin, so all that 
digitisation and the value of that data is lost because
it’s now a static drawing.

“But we’re starting to see some real simple ways in
which you can get that data flowing throughout the
whole team so everybody can make use of it.

“From a health and safety point of view, just having an
LCD screen in a site portacabin is really powerful. It
doesn’t have to be flythrough visuals but it can be 
up-to-date information, which is taken from the model
and it’s being displayed to those who need to see it.”

To realise the value of data, of course, you need to be
able to mine it. This can seem a daunting prospect to
many organisations, who have vast amounts of infor-
mation spread across multiple legacy systems, some
paper-based, some digital.

“One of the issues is, how do you bring all this data
together? There is a tendency to think that we need
to have all our information nicely ordered and struc-
tured – and in an ideal world, that would be fantastic
– but in the real world, that’s not really how things
always happen. Particularly if you’re dealing with
legacy data,” Mordue says.

“With some of the powerful searches and by writing
particular queries or rule sets, we can start to draw
out value from that information.”

Indeed, ‘messy’ or sprawling data can provide more
value than a clean, tightly regimented sample by
highlighting broad trends or patterns.

“We tend to get a sample of data and scale it up, but
that doesn’t always give an accurate picture – as
we’ve seen with polls, we got it completely wrong with
Brexit, we got it completely wrong on the Scottish
independence vote, and that’s all from sample data,”
Mordue says.

“With Big Data, you’re looking for patterns and
trends. You’ve got Google Translate services, where

Data and technology can play a big role in improving safety
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Google will suck in information from thousands of
pages – some of that information may be incomplete
or grammatically incorrect, but because they’re 
dealing with vast amounts of data, they can start to
see those patterns and trends emerging. So that
becomes more valuable than a very small, clean
dataset.”

Ultimately, unlocking the value of data through 
digitisation and collaboration can cut costs, save time
and makes construction safer – but it is really about
realising long-term gains. Future-gazing, if you like.

“Imagine an industry where we have the ability to
measure and monitor data in real time? An industry
where we can measure ‘in service’ performance. An
industry where we can then compare that data to
the client’s brief and what was actually constructed.”

Mordue believes that this provides the biggest
opportunity to improve not only cost but also carbon
performance. In the future, he says, suppliers will be
paid “based on what they have delivered and how an
asset performs. Its performance outcomes will play a
fundamental part of the procurement process”.

“When you look back at the criticisms of the con-
struction industry, not just in the UK but globally, it all
boils down to the same thing: the client is not getting
best value, they’re not really getting what they asked
for, we’re a wasteful industry, we’re not innovating,”
says Mordue.

“What was interesting about the government 
Construction Strategy in 2011 was, despite all these
reports going back to the 1930s saying ‘this is the
problem’, it said ‘this is the problem – and here are
the solutions’. One of those solutions being BIM,
others including new forms of procurement, open
book tendering and Soft Landings. 

“The government would ‘push’ industry by being a
better-informed client, essentially. By being really
clear about what information they wanted, how they
wanted it and when they wanted it.

“On the other hand, they would ‘pull’ industry by
giving them all the tools, all the standards and proto-
cols to be able to collaborate and work effectively.”

This is where the future gets exciting, Mordue says. 

“It’s all about getting contractors, end users and 
the clients involved in the process a lot earlier – the
clients are not just procuring a physical asset; they’re
also procuring a virtual one as really a byproduct of
process.

“Rather than delivering a virtual asset that has data
which is not going to be much use to them, it’s much
more valuable to understand how they are going to
use the asset. How do you run the asset? What data
do you need? What software and systems do you use?

“On the face of it, it doesn’t sound like rocket science
but to get involved in the process early is quite a big
mind-set change.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Stefan Mordue 
Regional Consultancy Manager 
i3 by AECOM 
Tel: +44 (0)7799 680 130 
stefan.mordue@aecom.com 
www.aecom.com 
www.twitter.com/StefanMordue

Stefan Mordue
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Trant Engineering Ltd v Mott 
MacDonald Ltd: The first steer 
on BIM from the courts
Sarah Rock, Senior Associate with law firm Gowling WLG, takes a look at
the decision in Trant Engineering Ltd v Mott MacDonald Ltd

This judgment is the first to feature BIM in a
substantive way and raises some questions
going forward about who should host and

manage the common data environment (CDE) on
BIM-enabled projects.

The legal bit 
The main claim in Trant Engineering Ltd v Mott 
MacDonald Ltd (Trant v MML) arose out of a £55m
project to construct a power station on a UK military
base in the Falkland Islands. Trant was bidding to 
the UK Ministry of Defence for the project and
engaged MML during the tender period to provide
initial design consultancy services with a view to 
carrying out full design consultancy services, including
preparation and implementation of BIM, if the bid
were successful. Trant was successful in its bid and
duly notified MML that they had the green light to 
go ahead around May 2016. 

About one year later, disputes had arisen between
Trant and MML in relation to payment and other
general contract terms. MML had set up and was
hosting the CDE for the BIM-enabled project. It had
granted Trant access to this and provided access
codes. Further to the dispute, in June 2017 MML
revoked these access codes, denying Trant access to
the CDE that hosted the design data for the project. 

Trant applied for an interim injunction requiring MML
to restore access to the CDE (including the design
data) while the issues in dispute were resolved. Trant
argued that, should it eventually be successful in the
overarching disputes, payment of damages would
not be sufficient to match the losses it would incur if,

in effect, it had to restart the project from scratch at
that stage. 

It was significant that the contract terms that had been
passed between the parties (but never concluded)
contained a cap on MML’s liability of £1m. The losses
Trant might incur as a result of being locked out of the
CDE were suggested to be in excess of this cap, thus
without restoring access to the CDE now, Trant might
have suffered irrecoverable losses.

“Following this decision, fresh thought
needs to be applied as to who is best
placed to take on the responsibility of
hosting the CDE.”

Mrs Justice O’Farrell in the Technology & Construction
Court (TCC) passed down a judgement concluding
that there was a high degree of assurance that Trant
was entitled to have access to the design data that
had previously been placed in public folders. It was
particularly relevant that Trant had previously had
access to the public folders of the CDE before MML
had suspended performance of its services and
revoked the passwords. The TCC therefore ordered
MML to restore access to the relevant design materi-
als, subject to Trant making a payment into court of
£475,000 plus VAT pending resolution of the overar-
ching disputes.

The CDE 
The Trant case highlights the vital role of the host of
the CDE within a BIM design and construction project,
as the host holds the keys to the data room for the
entire project. By removing access to the CDE that
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had been permitted previously, the host not only
withdraws access to its own designs (which a contract
may well allow, for non-payment or suspension) but
potentially also denies access to all other designs
held in the CDE, as well as access to the programme,
schedules, contracts etc. The host is therefore the
gatekeeper to the entirety of the project information
held digitally, meaning that the role is crucial to
progress and, therefore, the successful completion
of the project.

Following this decision, fresh thought needs to be
applied as to who is best placed to take on the respon-
sibility of hosting the CDE. Should the employer host,
allowing them full control over access to the data room
for the entire project? Thus, if a dispute arose between
the employer and one participant in the CDE, this
would potentially have less impact on the rest of the
project. The employer could either revoke the access
of the party in the dispute (subject to contact terms) or
the party could remove or stop uploading their own
data. But do all construction employers have the 
technical knowledge and capability to fulfil the role of
CDE host?

Potentially, the role can remain within the project
team, but with regular extraction of data to be stored
locally by the employer. In this way, the employer
could ensure that if access was suddenly denied, it
would still have up-to-date data to allow the project to
continue to function, albeit it would have to procure
and run a new CDE.

Alternatively, as we have seen on some larger-scale
BIM projects, the responsibility for hosting could be
split between the employer and a member of the
project team. Utilising the 1192 CDE workflow and
gateways, design materials could be hosted entirely
on the project team member’s CDE up until the point
where they pass through the published gateway. At
this point, the design becomes valuable to the
employer and so is moved from the project team
member’s CDE to one hosted by the employer. 

Future projects 
How the CDE is to be hosted going forwards remains
a project-specific decision, bearing in mind factors
such as capabilities, technical knowledge, size of the
project and risk allocation – and must be clearly
reflected in the contract conditions of all relevant
parties. Forms of appointment, contracts and BIM
protocols need to be reviewed to take into account
the decision in Trant. Parties need to ensure that
they are adequately protected and that data required
for the success of the project as a whole is not allowed
to be used as a bargaining tool in a bi-party dispute.

The judgment provides guidance going forward for
CDE hosting and management. Clear drafting in the
BIM Protocol can dictate how the CDE is set up and
who is required to host what and when. The case
suggests that CDE access cannot be revoked once a
design has passed through the gateway into the
public folders. This seems sensible. If this dispute had
arisen 20 years ago, one party would not be able to
go into the office of another and retrieve a paper
drawing that had been provided to them prior to the
dispute arising. It will be interesting to see if consult-
ants, contractors and employers now take a different
approach to CDE hosting on future projects. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sarah Rock
Senior Associate
Gowling WLG
Tel: +44 (0)121 393 0311
sarah.rock@gowlingwlg.com
http://gowlingwlg.com/en/global
www.twitter.com/sarahrocklaw
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5188261/
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BIM for heritage: Developing
historic buildings 
BIM has a wealth of potential applications in the heritage and historic
buildings sectors. Paul Bryan, Geospatial Imaging Manager at Historic England,
outlines the organisation’s first technical guidance document on the subject

Historic Building Information Modelling (BIM)
is, by definition, a multi-disciplinary process
that requires the input and collaboration of

professionals with very different skillsets. It is also a
fast-developing field in terms of research, official
guidance, standards and professional practice.

To help address the issues surrounding the produc-
tion and use of BIM for historic buildings, Historic
England recently published their first technical 
guidance document on the subject. BIM for Heritage:
Developing a Historic Building Information Model
combines guidance and information on the heritage
application of BIM with a series of case studies that
demonstrate its real-world application across
archaeology, infrastructure and building applications.

“It is recognised that the process of 
BIM has potential applications across all
aspects of heritage, notably archaeology,
building services, landscape design and
management.”

Historic England defines the term Building Information
Modelling as describing a collaborative process for the
production and management of structured electronic
information. Although BIM may still be a new concept
for many, it is not new technology, having been in use
for the last 20 years in the architectural, engineering
and construction (AEC) industry, although mainly in
new build buildings and infrastructure as opposed to
existing buildings or the heritage sector. 

English Heritage (out of which Historic England was
born) started consideration of BIM in 2013 through
inclusion within its Heritage Science strategy. It
established its own internal, multi-disciplinary BIM

Special Interest Group (BIMSIG) that considered the
relevance and potential adoption of BIM across its
own historic estate, and the impact BIM might have
on its external advice. 

Linking BIM with the heritage science strategy pro-
vided an opportunity to expand sector knowledge 
on the process, through developing and supporting
collaborative doctoral research that currently includes
Heritage BIM: New Ways of Digital Data Management
for the Historic Built Environment ( Joanna Hull, 
Reading University) and Building Information Models
from Monitoring and Simulation Data in Heritage
Buildings (Danae Pocobelli, UCL Institute for 
Sustainable Heritage). 

Formation of the BIM4Heritage special interest
group in 2016, established within BIM4Communities,
has provided a wider forum for organisations and
industry professionals to share knowledge and lessons
learned on applying BIM to historic structures. This
includes Historic England, who already provide a
range of practical guidance on surveying, managing
and caring for historic buildings and their settings, as
well as specialist techniques for investigating, survey-
ing and recording heritage. 

It is recognised that the process of BIM has potential
applications across all aspects of heritage, notably
archaeology, building services, landscape design and
management. However, in developing this guidance,
the authors (Sofia Antonopoulou and Paul Bryan)
concentrated on developing the Historic Building
Information model, given this can refer to any use of
BIM for heritage and archaeology, including applica-
tions for documentation, research, conservation and
asset management. 
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In simple terms, BIM can be described as a process
of digitally illustrating all the elements that comprise
a building, typically consisting of:

Geometry (2D and 3D): Based on accurate, as-
existing metric survey datasets that document the
position, size and dimensions of all visible surfaces,
components and context of the historic asset.

Non-geometric information: Refers to the physical
characteristics of the built fabric such as materials,
appearance and condition, as well as intangible
information such as cultural, historical and architec-
tural values and style, age and significance. This is
often seen as the most important component of any
BIM dataset, given it transforms the geometric model
into a valuable analysis and decision-making tool, but
is often constrained or simply overlooked through
the use of generic as opposed to custom derived
component information.

Linked documents and data: Can include archival
data, product specifications, operation and mainte-
nance manuals, reports, condition surveys, audio
and video recordings, inspection logs or any other
type of digital file.

Within commercial surveying, there is common refer-
ence to developing a ‘BIM-ready’ 3D model formed as
an assembly of native BIM components that represent

the geometry of the existing fabric. Often, the result 
of ‘Scan-to-BIM’ workflows – the process of creating,
manipulating and placing BIM components by directly
referencing the underlying point cloud – successful
application depends on the ability of BIM software to
import point clouds as derived by laser scanning. 

Heritage buildings often consist of highly complex
geometries and architectural features that usually
require more time to represent in detail than new
build structures. Modelling tolerance therefore
becomes an important consideration, given that it
refers to how accurately a model fits and the maximum
possible divergence from the as-existing survey. Level
of detail (LOD) is a similarly important consideration
used to describe how much geometric detail is
included in the derived BIM components, ranging
from LOD 1 (symbolic) through to LOD 6 (as-built). 

BIM and collaborative working processes offer 
considerable benefits for construction and asset
management, with similar potential for the heritage
sector. These include assessing design options, clash
detection, quantities and cost estimation, construc-
tion simulation, energy modelling, manufacture and
offsite construction, project management, facilities
and asset management. However, successful imple-
mentation – especially in large or complex projects –
must be based on a robust IT infrastructure, includ-
ing software for producing, managing, exchanging,

BIM-derived views of Woodseat
Hall Staffordshire
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using and archiving information derived from BIM; a
sustainable strategy for long-term data management;
and well thought-out workflows governed by 
standards and protocols. 

Significant work towards the development of appro-
priate BIM standards for the conservation, repair
and maintenance sector has been undertaken by 
the Council on Training in Architectural Conservation
(COTAC). However, there are currently no BIM stan-
dards specifically developed for the historic buildings
sector. Therefore, adopting existing BIM standards
and specifications in heritage projects may not
always be completely straightforward.

Questions to ask if you’re considering
BIM adoption 
In helping heritage users who may be considering
BIM adoption for projects involving historic assets,
the guidance document addresses some of the
questions often asked about BIM implementation:

Are you required to procure/deliver a project
using BIM? 
Currently, the UK government mandate for BIM Level
2 adoption applies to all centrally procured public
projects regardless of value and makes no distinction
between new build and existing assets, so in theory
it is applicable to heritage conservation projects.

How could you benefit from adopting BIM on a
heritage project? 
BIM can be a valuable tool for historic asset manage-
ment and offers a robust information management
framework that can be highly beneficial for heritage
research and analysis.

Who will be responsible for maintaining the
Asset Information Model (AIM)? 
For it to be an effective asset management tool it is
imperative it is maintained, checked and updated to
reflect changes in the physical asset.

Do you always need a 3D geometric model? 
3D enables better understanding of spaces and
components that constitute a historic building, while
2D is appropriate for linking documents and data
within small or less complex sites.

Can you do this yourself? 
Delivering a project using BIM tools and processes,
especially involving complex or significant historic
assets, can be a daunting prospect. However, the
adoption of BIM and collaborative working in the
heritage sector requires organisations and individuals
to embrace change and accept that traditional roles
and practice models may need to be adapted to
deliver projects successfully using BIM.

BIM for Heritage: Developing a Historic Building
Information Model is free and available to download
from the Historic England website. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Bryan BSc FRICS
Geospatial Imaging Manager
Historic England
paul.bryan@HistoricEngland.org.uk
www.historicengland.org.uk
www.twitter.com/HistoricEngland
www.instagram.com/historicengland/

Example parameter list for a Historic Building
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DataBook: Hosting BIM product information
to improve quality and productivity
Standardisation has helped to boost productivity across multiple industries.
DataBook, a new service from BRE, aims to bring these benefits to BIM product
information. Paul Oakley, director of BIM at the BRE Group, explains how 
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Iwas interested by the recent Budget call by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer which reiterated the
need for increased productivity to improve the UK

economy, following on from the Fixing the Foundations
report presented by his predecessor George Osborne.
As someone who has spent the last 30 years helping
to improve productivity, I am somewhat worried
that six years into the call for UK BIM Level 2, UK con-
struction is not reporting an increase in productivity.
In fact, BIM is perceived as adding cost to the process.

When I ran my own consultancy, the Return on
Investment for adoption of BIM was simple. I could
show how to remove risk, liability and cost from the
process, making it easier for new productivity tech-
niques to be adopted rather than following existing
methodologies. Simply put, I could work more effi-
ciently and could create added value for my clients.

Anyone who has completed the BRE Academy BIM
training will recognise the basic principles I have
always taught and implemented: the principles 
previously stated and that of the “single source of
the truth”. A phrase that many have latched on to,
but should be used where there is a definitive
answer; information is stored in a known location;
delivered against identified standards, methods and
procedures. This is the same whether hosting proj-
ects using common data environment processes or
for companies on identified servers, intranets etc.
Following those principles means that the productivity
gains from removing waste, which are the basis for
the UK government mandate and measured through
Avanti, can be achieved.

Other industries have substantially improved 
productivity by standardising the way things are
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described and removing the need/cost to interpret
information. Retailers have reduced the cost of 
logistics while improving customer service by 
standardising the way products and locations are
described. This means they are completely machine-
readable, automating processes that traditionally
required human intervention. Software applications
talk to other software applications (via web services)
because they know where to find the data they need
and how it is structured. In design and construction,
even if applications can interoperate, the product
and project data require a human to interpret it.
This adds cost, time and potential mistakes into the
process.

Many of you will have also heard me speak about the
issues regarding BIM objects at a myriad conferences
over the last few years. This is because I am passionate
about improving the process of delivering structured
information. The issue presently is that there are
multiple object library solutions delivering other
people’s information to multiple standards, methods
and procedures in editable formats. Much of this
information is superfluous or duplicated in other
deliverables, therefore creating additional effort,

risk and liability. Also, this information is often
buried, making it difficult for many architects, 
engineers and constructors to manage, check,
review and approve. 

Up until now, the story has been “look, we have all
this information”. Yet the quality of this information
has been of no importance. This is because the
industry has been intent on delivering the traditional
paper deliverables with only a few instances where
information has needed to be checked. But what if
that information was required for detailed design
analysis or possibly even a full building regulation
approval? Could designers guarantee the quality of
the information that they provide?

So how does the process of using BIM objects in their
present format remove risk, liability and cost from
the process, making it easier for new productivity
techniques to be adopted rather than following
existing methodologies? The reality is that it doesn’t.
Which is why many architects and engineers refuse
to use BIM objects from industry libraries and
instead create their own where they control their
risk, liabilities and associated effort in managing this.

Paul Oakley, BIM Director
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But what if it was different? What if:

All product data was described in a standardised,•
consistent manner that allowed software applica-
tions to automatically read it, model it, coordinate
it, purchase it and generate O&M information?

Manufacturers could know where their products•
have been installed, what they are being used for
and when they are likely to require replacement?

There was a central platform where manufacturers•
could publish their product information to be
held perpetually to identified industry standards,
methods and processes? 

It was free for manufacturers to host and maintain•
their information in such a platform, allowing
consumers of that data to access it?

The information was searchable, linked to industry•
roles and project stages to allow delivery of agreed
levels of information?

Architects, engineers, designers, constructors and•
operators were provided with tools to link and
import only the appropriate information into their
authoring tool, open data formats or web service
applications?

This is what DataBook is offering. A solution from
BRE developed with Activeplan, it is a free service for
manufacturers to host their information to identified
industry standards. To clarify, this platform comple-
ments, not competes with, object library services.
DataBook does not hold graphical representations
or 3D objects, only the product information. 

DataBook has not been developed as an alternative
to object libraries; there will still be requirements for
someone to define the 3D geometry and provide
services to help manufacturers sort their product
information to meet the implemented standards.
DataBook provides a service where standardised
product information can be hosted and published so
that appropriate information can be available to
those that need it. DataBook also provides an
opportunity for all object libraries to pull the 

manufacturer’s information from a single location
in a standardised format.

How this works is that DataBook is linked to the
BRE Templater Tool coded by Activeplan, the chosen
tool for LEXiCON, an initiative to create standard UK
Product Data Templates. While still under develop-
ment, the Templater Tool has been populated by BRE
with the IFC4x templates linked to various product
categories. This is the internationally agreed data
standard for the exchange of information and creates
a starting point for manufacturers to publish their
information to agreed standards. Once a data 
template is created in Templater, any manufacturers
registered to DataBook can publish their data against
that template.

Consumers are then available to link, add or review the
appropriate information provided. This immediately
reduces the effort, risk and liability as information
being used is as it is direct from the manufacturers. 

The interest generated in DataBook following on from
both UK Construction Week and Digital Construction
Week has seen a desire from manufacturers to stan-
dardise their information against the requirements
of the Templater. ■

Note: BRE are currently helping manufacturers register
and upload their product data to DataBook, with a full
launch expected at EcoBuild in March 2018. If you would
like further info then head to www.databooklive.com or
contact paul.oakley@bre.co.uk 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Oakley 
BIM Director
BRE Group
Tel: +44 (0)333 321 88 11
enquiries@bre.co.uk
www.bregroup.com
www.twitter.com/BRE_Group
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How warm is your cold? Fighting
legionella in water systems
Steve Hunt, MD of Steven Hunt & Associates, discusses the need for
industry experts to stay up to date with new technology in order to tackle
the issue of legionella developing in ill-equipped water systems

Hospitals are increasingly conscious of the
methods needed to prevent the development
of legionella in water systems. However, their

increased knowledge is creating problems, to an
unmanageable extent.

Recently, efforts have been made to ensure that the
circulation temperature of hot water remains above
50c-55c, depending on which legislation is consulted.

Thermal balancing and other solutions have been a
mixed bag but generally there’s been an improvement,
which has been measured by the implementation of
temperature sensors in pipework.

Similar techniques have also been introduced into
cold water systems, where it’s expected to maintain
temperatures below 25c. To most ‘authorised per-
sonnel’, the discovery of warm cold water has been a
real eye-opener, as it appears that the more you
look, the worse it is.

Hospitals are large, complex sites, which over the
years have adapted and extended. As such, infra-
structure is adapted to accommodate the changing
uses, the original engineers’ calculations are lost in
the changes and once systems have been altered
over three times, they develop a life of their own.

Hospitals are often serviced from multiple 
plantrooms to cope with vast sites, but systems are
still large, meaning pipework can travel miles around
a building. 

The rules state that water should be circulated above
55c. Generally, hot water will leave a plantroom at
temperatures in the region of 65c. However, given
the length of some systems, it’s not surprising that

by the time it reaches the furthest outlets, heat loss
can leave the circulation water short of the minimum
requirement. 

The hot water pipe isn’t one long pipe; it has a 
secondary, smaller pipe running in parallel so that
hot water is always circulated around a circuit. In
theory, this is sized to offset the heat loss to sustain
temperature.

“The implementation of BIM will provide
a much better platform for recording 
up-to-date information, or at least this is
what we currently believe.”

However, when new circuits are added, existing
pumps are expected to take the additional load and
there’s only so much spare capacity that a pump can
accommodate.

In the past, if a hand basin was removed due to
refurbishment, the pipework would often be blanked
off in the ceiling, leaving dead legs of stagnating
water, which naturally reach temperatures promoting
legionella growth.

There isn’t an NHS trust that would now allow such
practice but there was a time when this did happen,
and it’s hard to imagine that all of the dead legs in
hospitals have been identified and removed.

It seems that when changes are undertaken, there’s
insufficient effort to ensure that record drawings are
kept up to date.

Some trusts still have original linen drawings and this
can be a problem, as contractors are only interested
in providing information relating to the works that
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they have undertaken, with it being impossible to
update original linen drawings.

The implementation of BIM will provide a much
better platform for recording up-to-date information,
or at least this is what we currently believe.

Our operations are always changing and following
the rise in MRSA, significant effort has been made to
improve infection control, with one of the measures
taken being the introduction of more hand wash
basins. 

While such measures help to reduce the risk of
transmission, they have had significant impact on
systems, with basins sitting unused for many hours
during the day.

Fresh water contains oxygen which can leave the fluid
at high temperatures, forming bubbles that find their
way to the highest point in the system and lodge. If too
much air is locked into high points without sufficient
means for expulsion, air locks can hinder flow. 

How many times have we seen pipework overlap in a
crowded ceiling void, creating the ideal spot for air
locks and challenging the flow to individual appliances?

While dead legs are frowned upon, at some point a
single pipe has to extend from the circuit to serve an
appliance. The question is, therefore, what’s the
acceptable length of a dead leg? Not so long ago, a
10m dead leg was considered acceptable for a 15mm
pipe, but recently the maximum allowable dead leg in
a hospital environment has been 3m. 

“In the past, if a hand basin was removed
due to refurbishment, the pipework
would often be blanked off in the ceiling,
leaving dead legs of stagnating water,
which naturally reach temperatures
promoting legionella growth.”

This therefore means that in nearly every case a flow
and return pipe will need to be branched in to the
main infrastructure to accommodate an appliance,
increasing the balancing issues and the oversized
pipework problems highlighted above.

While it’s important to keep hot water hot to avoid
legionella, there’s also a need to keep cold water
cold for the same reason. Allowing water to warm up
can lead to the threshold for legionella growth and
this creates a problem that hasn’t been recognised
until recently. 
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So, what are the answers to all of these issues? HTM
04-01 (2016) has recognised the issue of warm cold
water and makes the suggestion that cold water
services should be installed in a different ceiling
space to other heat sources. How this can be
achieved in a hospital environment? Only they know! 

Complex mixing valves with automatic flushing
devices that periodically discharge a quantity of water
to waste have been used extensively. However, while
this maintains decent flow and avoids stagnation, it
impacts on the energy bill and is a sheer waste of
portable water. 

Valve manufacturers have designed ‘plug and play’
balancing valves that can be fitted to every branch.
They monitor water temperature, allowing water to
circulate if the temperature drops below a set point.

Often the distribution water is insufficient in 
temperature in the first place, resulting in all the
valves being open, which is worse than a manually
balanced system as water travels though the shortest
route and will not flow to the extremities of the
system. Some valves also require a minimum water
pressure to operate satisfactorily and in old systems
this can’t always be provided.

Cold water circulation systems have been tried while
working on the same principle as the hot water with
limited dead legs, but even with circulation, without
draw-off water, the temperature will still rise and
some designers have even introduced mechanical
cooling to tackle this.

Long term, NHS trusts need to recognise that we
can’t keep building on old existing systems and
adapting. They also need to make sure that when
new systems are installed, old systems are stripped
out, any changes are properly recorded and pipework
is labelled so there’s no ambiguity in the future. For
their part, manufacturers need to do more to explain
their products in more depth, as some are technically
brilliant but implemented poorly.

“Hospitals are large, complex sites, which
over the years have adapted and extended.
As such, infrastructure is adapted to
accommodate the changing uses, the
original engineers’ calculations are lost in
the changes and once systems have been
altered over three times, they develop a
life of their own.”

Technology now sits at the forefront of our industry
when it comes to water implementation as we 
continue to search for the perfect solution to banish
germs. I believe we’re now on the brink of reaching a
happy medium, with industry experts now more
informed than ever about the need to keep fluids at
the perfect temperature. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Steve Hunt
Managing Director
Steve Hunt Associates
info@stevenhunt.com
www.stevenhunt.com
www.twitter.com/stevehuntassoc
www.linkedin.com/company/521545/ 
www.facebook.com/stevenhuntassociates

Steve Hunt, MD of Steven Hunt & Associates



The company, based in Sandwell, focuses
on adding value through expert design,
precision manufacturing and on-time,

in-full product delivery. 

Established more than 85 years ago as a cold
roll-forming company, Metsec provides
purlins, steel framing, cable management,
dry lining and custom roll-forming to its broad
range of customers. Originally founded in
1931, it is now part of the metal forming divi-
sion of voestalpine group, a global technology
and capital goods group.

Headquartered in Oldbury, and with a sales
and technical office in the Middle East,
Metsec has supplied products and design
services to landmark projects including the
Queensferry Crossing, Abu Dhabi airport,
Resorts World, Wimbledon, BBC Wales 
studios and Glasgow Velodrome, along with
a host of retail sites, sports stadia, hotels and
student accommodation. 

BIM 
A champion of Building Information Modelling
(BIM), Metsec holds BIM Level 2 accreditation,

voestalpine Metsec plc is the UK’s largest specialist in cold roll-formed steel,
providing products for the construction and manufacturing industries

the first tier two designer and manufacturer
to achieve the standard for design and 
construction in the UK.

In addition, last year Metsec was announced
as one of the first six companies globally to
achieve the new PAS 1192-2 kitemark from
the British Standards Institution (BSI) relating
to BIM, and the only tier two company to be
awarded the accreditation. 

The kitemark is a way for construction 
businesses around the world to prove their

Adding value to cold roll-formed steel
for construction and manufacturing 
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capabilities in delivering projects at the
design and construction phase and acts as a
seal of approval for companies qualified to
deliver projects at both the design and 
construction phase. 

Purlins 
Metsec’s purlins division is the UK’s largest
designer and manufacturer of light gauge
galvanised steel purlins, side rails and mez-
zanine flooring systems and has provided
purlins solutions to a number of sports
stadia, retailers and major airports and rail
stations in the UK and the Middle East.

Steel framing 
Metsec is the market leader in light gauge,
galvanised steel structural framing systems.
Metsec’s offsite framing solution, Metframe,
delivers considerable time and cost savings
and has been used on several construction
projects, such as Gosford Gate student
accommodation, Palmerston School and
CATS College Canterbury.

Cable management 
Metsec cable management manufactures
cable containment and support systems for
the mechanical and electrical services industry.
Products include both pre- and post-gal-
vanised cable ladders, cable trays, cable trunk-
ing and metal framing systems. As a bespoke

solutions provider, Metsec provides the
accompanying accessories, giving customers
flexibility when specifying.

“A champion of Building 
Information Modelling (BIM), 
Metsec holds BIM Level 2 
accreditation, the first tier
two designer and manufac-
turer to achieve the standard
for design and construction in
the UK.”

Engineering products 
Metsec’s engineering products division 
specialises in the bespoke manufacture of
custom roll-formed steel sections, and a 
variety of additional engineering services
including profile manipulation, drilling laser
processes and welding, enabling complete
solutions to be undertaken for a wide range
of construction, industrial and automotive
applications.

Dry lining 
Metsec’s dry lining division designs, manu-
factures and supplies light gauge, non-load
bearing cold-rolled formed metal products
for use in partitioning, dry lining and ceiling
systems. As a result of extensive research and
development, combined with high volume
advanced manufacturing techniques, all

voestalpine Metsec plc 
Tel: +44 (0)121 601 6000
metsec@metsec.com
www.metsec.com

PROFILE

Metsec dry lining systems conform to the
latest British and European standards.

Accreditations 
Metsec is accredited to ISO 9001, BS OHSAS
18001 and was the first cold roll-forming
specialist to operate an Integrated Manage-
ment System certified by BSI that complies
with the requirements of PAS 99. Metsec
acknowledges that sustainability is a respon-
sibility not a choice and in recognition of
ongoing efforts has received certifications for
BES 6001 ensuring all products are made
with material that has been responsibly
sourced. The company is also accredited 
to ISO 14001 and part of the BCSA Steel 
Construction Sustainability Charter.
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Smithfield Square, a BIM designed
project from Metsec

voestalpine Metsec plc headquarters in Oldbury



The rise of BIM: Joining up the dots
The rise of BIM is bringing major changes to how the construction industry
works. George Adams, Director of Energy and Engineering for SPIE UK,
examines the opportunities and challenges this presents, and how we join
up the dots to realise the benefits
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) has come
to play a major role in industry, not least due
to encouragement from the UK government.

Since April 2016, the government has required build-
ing procurement to be working at BIM Level 2 and
the use of BIM and BIM certification offers many
benefits. Among these are: a quicker and more effi-
cient delivery method; improved financial benefits;
better productivity and reduced programme delivery
time; reduced risks; whole-life cost management;
reduced defects; better maintainability; reduced
waste and prevention of mistakes. Fortunately, there
is a range of solutions to address the BIM Level 2
requirements.

For the uninitiated, BIM is the management of 
information through a building’s whole lifecycle: 
from design through to construction, operations,
maintenance and even decommissioning using digital
modelling. BIM is also concerned with collaboration
in a three-dimensional virtual building environment
(common data environment), sharing information
across disciplines and incorporating an asset’s 
technical information.

Change cannot be avoided. With processes improving
and new products and software tools emerging, we
will continue to alter our design methods for years to
come. The use of high-grade computers, software
and robotic machines will combine to increase the
data-driven approach to better buildings. The govern-
ment targets for Construction 2025 (33% reduction in
costs, 50% in time, 59% in emissions and a 50%
export increase) may seem ambitious, but they will
enable us to think and deliver differently.

Could BIM become a catalyst for joining up the dots
for incorporating systems into a networked commu-

nity of buildings and infrastructure? And might this
pave the way for analytics that manage urban area
systems, incorporating community energy schemes,
continuous security and access operations manage-
ment and features like joined-up street communica-
tion systems?

“We should challenge perceptions and
assumptions, such as BIM techno-babble
that clients and facilities managers cannot
be expected to understand, and put forward
a BIM business case that embraces the
lifecycle approach.”

If the technology addresses the 3D aspect of delivery
and there are processes and tools to manage infor-
mation, perhaps the real challenge is to work collab-
oratively with partners and suppliers. Or, it may be
about facing our collective uncertainty to achieve
integration on both city and local challenges. 

As the industry becomes more data-driven, we must
deal with various risks such as cybercrime, and the
concerns they pose for both BIM modelling and inte-
grated networks. As we head for greater automation,
aspiring to open and collective working, we should
understand why so many areas of the industry have
not adopted a BIM future, particularly in the facilities
management space.  

The government’s Soft Landings legislation requires
that facilities managers are a part of the entire BIM
process. We must ask why projects without adequate
FM or maintenance involvement are even in traditional
delivery methods. It appears to be seen as a cost
barrier rather than a value opportunity. However, 
we know that by far the largest cost of a buildings
lifecycle is post-construction. We should challenge
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perceptions and assumptions, such as BIM techno-
babble that clients and facilities managers cannot be
expected to understand, and put forward a BIM
business case that embraces the lifecycle approach.

Moreover, the impact of smart or intelligent building
solutions and IoT on the industry cannot yet be
determined. This comes down to the speed of 
technology development, new thinking and the real
impact of natural resource depletion (current reserves
of the precious metals on which technology depends
are in danger of running out in the next 20-25 years).

On a different scale, the ownership of delivery
models and the creation of common standards
remain a challenge, with ongoing development 
work in various areas. Therefore, the industry
requires better collaboration around how BIM will 
be implemented. 

The technical side and creation of complex building
standards are overemphasised, rather than keeping
a focus on the value proposition. With the workforce
becoming increasingly capable of using software,

networking information around the BIM model is set
to become more common and robust. Such develop-
ments will not remove the need for intelligent and
creative thinking in dealing with the huge challenges
that societies face in the effort to develop a more
effective and sustainable built environment. 

What the industry needs is to develop open 
collaboration, whereby issues can be resolved
through teamwork and risk management. We will 
see a productivity boost if all professions have an
understanding and respect for all disciplines
involved in creating joined-up BIM solutions.

“As the industry becomes more 
data-driven, we must deal with various
risks such as cybercrime, and the concerns
they pose for both BIM modelling and
integrated networks.”

Transition to digitalisation has certainly helped the
industry to improve delivery progress, but more
needs to be done to address challenges of the 
non-technical nature. The industry requires better
procurement models, improved payment terms and
an acceptance that more R&D is required to cultivate
better methods and solutions. Although the UK may
well be a leading country for digital transformation,
there remains many social and integration issues in
our sector that need to be resolved. To build a better
industry, what is paramount is that we embrace a
more collaborative way of working. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
George Adams
Director of Energy and Engineering 
SPIE UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7105 2300
www.spieuk.com
www.twitter.com/SPIEUK
www.linkedin.com/company/spie-uk
www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTyb1sbDn1g

George Adams, Director of Energy and Engineering for 
SPIE UK
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BRE and Graitec partnership resolving
the BIM capability problem
BIM certification isn’t just about a badge; it’s about making BIM business as
usual. Paul Oakley, BIM director at BRE Group, discusses a new partnership with
Graitec designed to make that a reality

From 30 years working in construction, I have
seen all sorts of marketing hype and stretches of
the truth, specifically when it comes to claiming

competencies in BIM and associated technologies.
This includes:

Being asked to view an interviewee’s BIM portfolio,•
which was brilliant because I had modelled it and
they were given my workstation while I was on
leave.

Turning up to deliver BIM software training for a•
company whose website talked about their out-
standing BIM capability, only to find I would be
training their first six software users.

Working with companies who have a great BIM A•
team, but the other thousands of users follow no
conventions whatsoever.

Having calls come into BRE stating they have just•
purchased four copies of Revit, so can they now
have their BIM certification.

When joining BRE, I was therefore intent on trying to
establish an industry benchmark against which those
who are BIM competent can be measured. 

The BIM Level 2 mandate was about changing the
way the construction industry works; about removing
waste and ensuring on-time delivery at the appropri-
ate cost. PAS 1192-2 clearly states that employers
should check the BIM capability of their supply chain
and PAS 91 Table 8, along with the CPIX documents,
attempts to establish that competency. However,
what we have seen is that the industry can tick these
boxes, but still fail to deliver the required result.

“By the two organisations joining forces,
companies can benefit from a unified, 
all-inclusive service that supports them
on their BIM journey from gap analysis
with a pre-assessment service through to
advisory, consultancy, software training
and support, right through to BIM
certification.”

What has protracted the problem is the array of BIM
badges that now have been given out by various
accreditation bodies with no clear definition of what
they all mean. The differences between verification,
kitemarks and certification, along with the require-
ments to meet specific ISO accreditation standards,
mean nothing to your average company. They just
want a BIM badge to flash around prospective clients.
And while there is lots of talk, there is no clarification
on when this will be resolved.

Unfortunately, the issue for BRE and customers of our
BIM Business Certification scheme is how do we get
companies that do want to achieve the business and
project outcomes up to the datum required? While
BRE can support with our pre-assessment and BIM

Paul Oakley BA(Hons)
Dip Arch RIBA
Director BIM
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Level 2 process training through BRE Academy, we
cannot provide all the other areas required to meet
prospective clients’ needs. 

“What we have seen is that the industry
can tick these boxes, but still fail to deliver
the required result.”

To resolve this, BRE has gone into partnership with
innovation-focused software solution provider
Graitec. This provides companies with a smooth,
end-to-end process for adopting BIM Level 2 Business
Systems Certification. 

By the two organisations joining forces, companies
can benefit from a unified, all-inclusive service that
supports them on their BIM journey from gap analysis
with a pre-assessment service through to advisory,
consultancy, software training and support, right
through to BIM certification.

BIM certification should not be about obtaining a
BIM a badge. It should be about adopting the BIM
Level 2 process so that it becomes business as
normal. This will ensure that the reduction in waste

and the delivery of information for lifecycle 
requirements can be achieved in order to build a
better world. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Oakley 
BIM Director
BRE Group
Tel: +44 (0)333 321 88 11
enquiries@bre.co.uk
www.bre.co.uk
www.twitter.com/BRE_Group



Soft Landings: Supporting collaboration
for better buildings
Soft Landings enables closer collaboration between designers and builders from
inception to completion – and beyond – to close the building performance gap.
Sustainable building consultant Dr Michelle Agha-Hossein takes a look
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Construction projects usually suffer from poor
collaboration and communication between
members of the project team. Designers and

builders are normally confident that they can deliver
a well-performing product, but they do not commu-
nicate well with each other and therefore problems
such as unbuildable designs and value engineering
lead to a gap between design and construction. On
the other hand, the commissioning and handover
period is normally squeezed due to time restrictions.

Therefore, although each component of the final
product might work well in isolation, they do not
always work well together and the final product as a
whole may not work as originally intended. This could
be described as ‘the performance gap’. To minimise
this gap, as well as produce better collaboration
between the project team, engineers and architects
should give as much attention to their design outputs
as they give to their design inputs. 

“Soft Landings projects are subjected to
an initial aftercare period (up to six weeks
after occupancy) and an extended post-
occupancy evaluation (POE) period (up to
three years after completion).”

Soft Landings is a building delivery process that
runs through a project from inception to completion
and beyond. The idea behind Soft Landings is to
enable designers and constructors to focus more on
operational performance outcomes. This approach
helps project teams to deliver buildings that achieve
their success criteria and meet the needs of their
occupants. 

Soft Landings also provides a mechanism for designers
and constructors to remain involved with their 

projects beyond practical completion, which doesn’t
happen on standard building projects. Soft Landings
projects are subjected to an initial aftercare period
(up to six weeks after occupancy) and an extended
post-occupancy evaluation (POE) period (up to three
years after completion). This can help the clients and
their design teams to make more use of performance
feedback to identify problems, if any, and solve them
by fine-tuning and debugging systems. This enables
the team to optimise the operational performance,
provide a healthier and more comfortable environment
for the occupants, and better inform their future
projects. So, Soft Landings is an ‘evolution’ not a
‘revolution’. 

Dr Michelle Agha-Hossein, Sustainable Building Consultant
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It should be borne in mind that Soft Landings cannot
solve all the problems. It provides a platform for the
team to work closely together, take ownership of the
project and eliminate the blame culture. However,
for Soft Landings to work, better planning and
integrity in the project process is needed.

“To minimise the performance gap, as
well as produce better collaboration
between the project team, engineers and
architects should give as much attention
to their design outputs as they give to
their design inputs.”

There are guides, such as those published by BSRIA,
that can help the UK construction industry to better
understand Soft Landings. We are witnessing that
the industry is gradually getting familiar with the Soft
Landings process, but there are some challenges.
Adopting Soft Landings might be seen as an expensive
process. The main challenge is to prove the cost
benefit. Another challenge is to help the industry to
fully understand how to implement Soft Landings. 

Some organisations still believe that Soft Landings is
just about handover and, consequently, they do not
start Soft Landings-related activities early enough in

their projects. One more challenge is how to prepare
Soft Landings tender packages and how to include
Soft Landings in project contracts. The main concern
here is that if contractual linkage is introduced, the
project team might not accept challenging targets. To
overcome these challenges, more trainings and case
studies are needed. ■

If you would like to know more about Soft Landings, or
would like to join BSRIA Soft Landings Network, please
contact me on michelle.agha-hossein@bsria.co.uk.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr Michelle Agha-Hossein
Sustainable Building Consultant
BSRIA Sustainable Construction Group
Tel: +44 (0)1344 465 605
Michelle.Agha-Hossein@bsria.co.uk
www.bsria.co.uk
www.twitter.com/BSRIALtd
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Collaborate to innovate: 
How could you prepare for a 
digitalised construction sector? 
In this article, Elizabeth Kavanagh, head of HR, innovation and research at Stride
Treglown, examines the shift in our roles due to the culture change required by the
move towards a digitalised construction sector and a more collaborative culture 

As we move rapidly towards a digitalised 
construction sector where we use VR with
stakeholders to engage them with design, use

wearables on site to improve safety and harness
sensor data to monitor and manage our assets, we
need to consider our roles in the industry and how
we relate to each other. 

The process of digitalisation provides a great 
opportunity to work in a transparent way with each
other, sharing data and using new ways of working
to collaborate as a team.

Digital Built Britain, the successor to the BIM Task
Group, sets out an ambitious programme to digitalise
that will change the culture of our industry. In order
to take advantage of our skills as digital construction
professionals, it seeks to establish a collaborative 
culture enabling us to continually evolve ourselves
and our ways of working.

In order to capitalise on this, each of us can begin to
prepare ourselves with the skills and behaviours
required within a digital environment. As we journey
towards a more collaborative way of working, what
success looks like for each one of us will also emerge. 

Are you seeing a move towards collaboration
within your firm? 
We are starting to see tendering processes require
us as bidders to outline our collaborative capability
and also to highlight our collaborative behaviours and
how they are developing. While this is formative at
present, we can readily anticipate a time where this is
a core requirement of us as designers.

What skills are required for collaboration? 
As we digitise, the skills most in demand will be in
common with other industries, which include for
example cognitive flexibility and adaptability in the
way we learn and approach issues, along with the
emerging priority for a greater reliance on emotional
intelligence. 

“As an individual, we know that we 
need to move towards being more open,
managing trust and communicating on a
level that others can understand.”

Emotional intelligence is particularly important when
working in a collaborative team as this requires us to
be able to raise and deal with conflict. Emotional intel-
ligence means an ability to manage my own emotions,
to recognise the emotions of others and to use social
intelligence to manage the situations this creates.

Can I develop my emotional intelligence? 
Your emotional intelligence is something you 
can reflect upon, test and ultimately grow through
conscious effort, so the good news is that we can all
develop our emotional intelligence.

If you want to get ahead, you could start this journey
using a great assessment resource book from the
Institute for Social & Emotional Intelligence. This is a
self-assessment that also gives development tips
and points you towards further resources.

What skills do I need in the AECO sector? 
My assumptions about the nature of my work change
as I move from an environment that reinforces indi-
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vidual working and towards an environment that is
team-centric. For example, I would need to abandon
my need to be right in favour of focusing on listening
to the views of others and learning from experience.
This need can be hard to defeat when we have been
schooled to respond to a question with a justification
for our reasoning; often the ‘Why’ is less important
than ‘How’ we now deal with the situation.

My behaviour as a team member changes 
As an individual, we know that we need to move
towards being more open, managing trust and com-
municating on a level that others can understand. We
also need a mindset shift about what “our work” is, as
my outputs become your inputs. This shift requires
me to work with you to define how we will approach
our work and agree the process collectively.

My behaviour as a leader changes 
We know that those who work in collaborative teams
require a different style of leadership that is charac-
terised as an “enabling rather than a directive style”.
In other words, we ask rather than tell; we empower
others and focus on the relationship as well as the
task in hand. It is also true to say that more of us use
leadership and followership throughout the course
of a collaborative relationship.

My behaviour as a client changes 
The power distance between client and team will
shift as the client organisations come to view their
relationship with their supply chain as that of a part-
ner. I have already seen this starting to occur and am
currently advising on two such relationships where
the client is seeking to build their relationships with
their supply chain in order to innovate and deliver
better results for their clients. Encouragingly, there 
is a willingness there to share the benefits of the 
collaboration so the incentives are there and the
relationship can be sustainable. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Elizabeth Kavanagh
Head of HR, Research and Innovation
Stride Treglown
ElizabethKavanagh@stridetreglown.com
www.stridetreglown.com
www.twitter.com/Beh4Coll
www.twitter.com/ElizabethKavan6

“Your emotional intelligence is something
you can reflect upon, test and ultimately
grow through conscious effort, so the good
news is that we can all develop our
emotional intelligence.”



Can structural engineering software
meet the demands of the future?
Sam Carigliano, CEO and co-founder of SkyCiv, explores the role of
structural engineering software and cloud computing
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Modern structural engineering is in a precari-
ous situation. While it is well positioned to
address several key societal issues, the indus-

try itself faces challenges that must be overcome first.

Structural engineering is one of the world’s oldest
professions, dating back to at least 2700 BC when
Egyptian engineer Imhotep designed and oversaw
construction of the first step pyramid. It was a simple
and scalable design, which meant Imhotep avoided
many of the design stress analysis headaches faced
by modern structural engineers.

A lot has changed since then, not least in terms of
why structures are designed and built. While Imhotep
simply had to build a structure that would be fit for a
pharaoh, modern structural engineers must ensure
designs are suitable for an ever-increasing population.

This poses a fundamental challenge for the structural
engineering industry and society as a whole. The
global population is growing at an unprecedented
rate. According to UN statistics, worldwide population
increased by 20% – from six billion to seven billion – in
the 12 years from 1999 to 2011 alone.

That growth would indicate that, by 2100, we might
expect to have a global population of over 14bn. By
taking other factors into consideration, the UN has
made a slightly more modest projection that 2100
will see world population peak at 11.2bn. In either
case, such a population puts a considerable strain
on resources and living space – something we are
already observing.

A growing concern 
The concept of urban swelling has been borne of
this population growth, highlighting the fact that

urban areas and cities are more densely packed than
ever before. In fact, most cities now have populations
that are several times larger than the entirety of
Imhotep’s Egypt, which historians predicted to be
about half a million, according to Simson Najovits’s
2003 book, Egypt, Trunk of the Tree. 

The growth has not gone unnoticed. In 2013, British
television presenter Sir David Attenborough stated
that there simply was not enough space to inhabit
and sustainably grow food. Structural engineers are
therefore tasked with designing buildings that safely
allow us to make best use of the space we have. 

This involves increasingly complex structures that
conform to strict design and safety regulations, which
involves extensive design analysis and testing. As
such, the industry needs a high number of talented
and qualified structural engineers who can facilitate a
future dependent on infrastructure.

Sam Carigliano, CEO and co-founder of SkyCiv
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Unfortunately, this is where the industry finds its first
big challenge. The global engineering industry is widely
reported to be in the midst of a STEM skills shortage,
which for structural engineering is reinforced by a
changing way of working. 

Software accessibility 
Younger engineers are adopting more online-based
learning methods, which is indicative of the changing
ways that young people learn. A recent survey found
that most young people prefer to read and study
using a screen, so it stands to reason that younger
engineers entering the industry have a similar 
predisposition to digital learning.

Unfortunately, most structural engineering software
is unable to effectively support this learning style.
With significant costs associated with licence pur-
chasing, engineers are limited to using educational
copies only during lesson periods. This substantially
impacts the time engineers can spend learning on,
and getting experience of, the software and design
process.

However, we are currently witnessing a paradigm
shift in structural engineering that is seeing analysis
and design software move to cloud-based platforms,

such as with SkyCiv’s software suite. This makes the
software more accessible to younger engineers as it
significantly reduces the associated cost and hard-
ware requirements, which also makes it more inviting
for experienced structural engineers to design and
electronically test designs.

“In 2013, British television presenter 
Sir David Attenborough stated that there
simply was not enough space to inhabit
and sustainably grow food. Structural
engineers are therefore tasked with
designing buildings that safely allow us
to make best use of the space we have.”

At the same time, cloud computing also opens up 
a new way of streamlining the design stages for
experienced structural engineers and consulting
engineering agencies.

Enhancing collaboration 
Just as Imhotep was instructed by the pharaoh 
to construct his pyramid, modern structures are
commissioned by individuals, companies or govern-
ments. Whether an engineer operates as a freelance
or as part of a consulting agency, projects will always
be undertaken on behalf of clients.
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The process of designing a structure to meet 
regulatory standards is one thing, but designing it 
to a standard that meets client expectations and
specifications is another. Many structural engineers
find that the back-and-forth process of design
adjustment and approval is one that adds a 
substantial amount of time to projects.

This goes hand-in-hand with the collaborative nature
of most projects, particularly those undertaken by
teams of engineers. The ability to share designs 
efficiently between various parties is one that cloud
computing can provide to a greater degree than 
traditional structural engineering software.

For example, a US-based junior engineer may design
a steel structure to regulatory standards in AISC 360-
16 design software but still needs to have the design
reviewed by their manager. The manager can easily

access the design from a browser and review it, pro-
vide feedback and make adjustments in a quick and
efficient manner. 

The same is true of clients, who can easily view the
file and suggest changes far quicker than with tradi-
tional software. With the design process streamlined,
the overall project time is reduced and the structure
can contribute towards housing the population far
sooner.

“Younger engineers are adopting more
online-based learning methods, which is
indicative of the changing ways that
young people learn. A recent survey
found that most young people prefer to
read and study using a screen, so it stands
to reason that younger engineers entering
the industry have a similar predisposition
to digital learning.”

While these solutions are now available, wider 
adoption across the structural engineering sector is
necessary to truly overcome the challenges of skills
shortages, collaborative working and software avail-
ability. Engineers must therefore embrace the cloud
and the possibilities it brings to ensure the industry
continues to meet the demands of the future. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sam Carigliano
Chief Executive
SkyCiv
Tel: +1 800 838 0899
info@skyciv.com
www.skyciv.com
www.twitter.com/SkyCivOnline
www.facebook.com/skycivengineering
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Automated technologies are making their
way into the construction industry. As
the demand for new buildings reaches

an all-time high, construction firms are looking
for ways to streamline their projects. The rise
of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning
technologies make this easier every day.
Although the fear of robots taking over is
inevitable, there are positive aspects.

A few of the short-term benefits of machine
learning and AI in construction include:
Real-time tracking of equipment, tools,•
materials, and people.
Heavy machinery monitoring in the case of•
malfunctions. 
Increase in worker safety and job site •
productivity.

Upon first glance, these benefits may seem
to matter only to GCs or owner-operators,
but the benefits reach other construction
professions. According to an article from
Construction Executive: “AI and machine
learning will also help assist project 
managers and architectural consultants in
demand forecasting and scheduling during
years-long design and planning phase
before ground is actually broken.” 

This could help professionals anticipate
market needs and eliminate simple human
errors, potentially making projects more
“thoughtfully” planned. 

Safety is one of the positive aspects of AI that
benefits everyone. During the Build Confer-
ence in Seattle this year, Microsoft showed

how AI in construction could make sites safer
and more productive.

Using onsite cameras, facial recognition and
info about objects and people, new software
is allowing project managers and businesses
to monitor jobsite work in real-time. This
would allow the auto-enforcement of 
policies and regulations. The new platform
can monitor which employees are using
equipment, and it even knows which work-
ers are certified to use it. By simple facial
recognition, AI is keeping track of any worker
who might in violation of policies or causing
danger to those around them. 

Artificial Intelligence and machine learning
are no doubt scary, but the benefits 
outweigh the fear it causes. By using AI to

AI in construction: What does
it mean for the industry?
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is on the rise in construction
as builders look to streamline delivery in order to meet
ever-growing demand
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anticipate market needs, plan projects more
efficiently and monitor working conditions,
we may start to see this fear alleviated – or
even eliminated – in the next couple of years. 

Sarah Null
Content Editor/Writer
Trimble MEP
Tel: +1 (304) 545 1624
sarah_null@trimble.com
Constructible.trimble.co.uk
www.twitter.com/TheSarahNull
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With its host of new terms and technical phrases, BIM can seem daunting.
Niraj Mistry, senior BIM assessor at Stroma Certification, argues that BIM
collaboration is the key to cutting through confusion and reaping the benefits

BIM is hardly a simple concept. It is, at its most
superficial level, an acronym that doesn’t
inspire immediate recognition or relevance to

the majority of the construction industry. Recent
studies have pointed to the lack of adoption of BIM
within the industry, giving a variety of reasons as to
why. The fear would be that there is a disconnect
between BIM as a mechanism and the industry it is
supposed to benefit, resulting in a devaluation of
BIM before it really gets started.

Of course, BIM is merely the tip of the iceberg when
it comes to the taxonomy and lexicography behind
Building Information Modelling. The proliferation of
acronyms and technical phrasing is seemingly endless:
Task Team, AIM, Cobie, PIM, TIM, PAS 1192-2, PAS
1192-3, PAS 1192-4, PAS 91, CAPEX, OPEX, MIDP, EIR,
BEP, GSL, Asset, Client, COBie, Classification – the list

goes on. It’s great if you understand BIM as a concept
and know how to apply it effectively within construc-
tion. However, the evidence suggests otherwise and
our own research has found a pervading confusion
throughout the supply chain. The common question
is ‘What does BIM mean to me?’

In reality, BIM isn’t intended to confuse and nor
should it. Perhaps the real issue is the delivery of
poor advice, misconception or misinterpretation of
the requirements and standards. There’s no escaping
the fact that there’s a lot of new terminology for the
industry to learn, but the great tragedy would be in
believing there is too much to learn and in doing so
never pursuing BIM. 

BIM collaboration is key and only through this 
collaboration can the entire construction industry

BIM: Don’t confuse, collaborate
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reap the benefits. There is no real great change to
the day-to-day functions of disciplines in the supply
chain. Instead, it should be perceived as an added
layer of protocol to facilitate the foundations of 
collaboration and transparency.

BIM is about promoting and facilitating better 
collaboration across the industry. Why collaboration?
Because it will help the supply chain to understand
and work towards a common goal, as is inherent
within its definition.

Client 
BIM is intended to ensure that the client gets what
they want and facilitate their decision making, if done
correctly. By allowing access to project data (including
a visual representation of the asset model) during
the pre-construction phase, the client will be able to
see their product and visualise the end game of their
investment. From the very initiation of the project,
you can outline clear goals and expectations for your
project managers, which can then be fed down the
rest of the supply chain. It is crucial to note that
greater visualisation of the product, along with the
longer-term promise of a data-rich output, should
hold real value to the client. 

Once the assets are there, they are then used and
owed by the client. BIM can significantly help an
organisation to achieve its ongoing organisational
and business objectives if it has been applied correctly.

Design team & lead contractor 
Using the BIM model (3D model and data), the
design team is able to communicate with the lead
contractor more effectively. Systematic plans can be
made for the transition from design to construction
activity in order to maximise cost and time efficiency,
as well as minimising environmental impact. 

There should be a consistency of project intent in
order to meet the brief. Correct detailing of design,
and problem-solving activity, in pre-construction
should lead to lower cost due to redesign or change
during the construction phase. 

Supply chain 
With a clear brief, the contractor is able to more 
effectively train and educate subcontractors and the
rest of the supply chain. It can be built into inductions,

setting rules, protocol and methods to be followed
throughout the project. Supply chain engagement is
critical. The 3D environment should be used as the
‘sandbox’ to see if things work.

Overall, collaboration in construction allows foresight
into potential issues facing the project, meaning
downtime can be avoided, health & safety can be pro-
visioned and critical skills can be identified to ensure
the project delivers to specification and budget.

The reluctance to accept BIM is understandable, 
fear of the unknown always is, it’s a common human
reaction to change. Realistically, though, the change
facing the construction industry isn’t seismic. BIM asks
the supply chain to do the same thing but in a more
structured manner, so that each role contributing to
the project lifecycle understands the expectations 
and goals. 

BIM is a process of unity, not division, and by focusing
more on mapping BIM against the jobs we do now
rather than being bamboozled by terminology, the
challenge should prove itself to be infinitely more
surmountable. As long as we face it together. Collab-
oration not isolation: It’s not him, not her, or them –
it’s US.

CPD: A more helpful acronym 
Stroma Certification’s expert BIM assessors are pro-
viding three-hour BIM CPD sessions to the construc-
tion industry to help demystify Building Information 
Modelling and what it means for your business.
Events are taking place nationwide and places can
be reserved for only £95+VAT.

To register your interest in attending an event 
and for more information on dates/locations please
email bim@stroma.com. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Niraj Mistry
Senior BIM Assessor
Stroma Certification
Tel: +44 (0)845 621 11 11
info@stroma.com
www.stroma.com
www.twitter.com/StromaGroup



Health & safety on site: 
Mitigating risk through BIM
Is BIM/virtual simulation and modelling emerging as a valuable
tool for mitigating physical risk and promoting safety on site?
Kier’s Andy Radley takes a look
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The recent release of PAS 1192-6 has certainly
sharpened the focus of the Level 2 BIM com-
munity when it comes to the potential use of

BIM to anticipate and mitigate risk. There has always
been plenty of discussion around this concept; how-
ever, there’s little evidence to support its day-to-day
application and use in the public domain.

It appears though that we may be seeing a change 
in the way BIM is viewed in regard to health and
safety, with the creation of a new suite of standards
documents focused on integrating safety regulations
into the “virtual” modelling and simulation of assets
reportedly well received and even assisted by the
Health & Safety Executive.

“One of the ways to mitigate risk is to limit
the number of essential visits made to site
and this can be achieved through BIM.”

Those familiar with the Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations (CDM) will know they are
supported by six fundamental pillars, all of which have
the potential to benefit from the virtual construction
process supported by complementary technologies:

1. Site layout, boundaries and access 
BIM models can clearly anticipate, explain and
resolve potential issues. The challenge here is 
ensuring that consultants and contractors share
models so a coordinated solution can be agreed.

2. Highlight potential hazards 
BIM models can be used in advance to effectively
plan or investigate safety equipment provision. 
Additionally, it can anticipate and plan appropriate
training requirements.

3. Explain sequences and procedures 
Using visual task sheets, sequence animations and
temporary works models can demystify complexities
on site. 

4. Emergency planning 
BIM models can be used to explain evacuation routes
and play out any other scenarios.

5. Site induction 
A BIM model can be used and animated to explain
the evolving site layout, which is typically more
engaging than the traditional 2D, marked-up CAD
drawings. This approach can be also shown to 
transition language barriers.

6. Demonstrate and manage change 
Iterations of BIM models can be compared against
one another and easily demonstrate change that
result in changes to the CDM strategy.

There is clear evidence showing that these activities
can be supported using a virtual world. However, 
the reality is that they rely largely on geometry and
collaboration, rather than the creation of structured
data and other non-graphical formats recognised 
as BIM.

Kier, like many other contractors and the construction
supply chain, are on this journey. We’re developing
best practice and capturing case studies regarding
using BIM to mitigate risk, and are sharing this with
our supply chain and JV partners. 

Practical examples of BIM improving
safety on site 
Construction sites can be, if not managed properly,



hazardous places to work. However, one of the ways
to mitigate risk is to limit the number of non-essential
visits made to site and this can be achieved through
digital technologies and BIM. This sounds counter-
intuitive but it’s also part of the rationale behind 
offsite manufacturing. 

A number of examples of the benefits of digital
processes and BIM are being used to support the
‘remote working’ approach. Fewer car journeys to
site not only reduce accident frequency, but also
increases productivity by reducing travel time. 

Digital ‘line of sight’ studies 
On linear projects such as rail and road, survey teams
have historically been sent out to work alongside
busy live transport environments. However, we are
looking at smarter ways of using Lidar surveys as a
viable alternative, where appropriate. While the use
of Lidar has been around for some years, recent
advancements in the technology market have made
our ability to handle and manipulate data outputs
both more accessible and affordable. Therefore,

we’re using desktop simulations in a virtual collabora-
tive environment to carry out this necessary work in a
more expedient, safer and sustainable way.

Digital Progress review 
Tracking progress on site is an essential part of 
any project. Accurate records are vital as they show
how a scheme has developed and give sight of the
remaining work to come. At Kier, we’ve started using
a 3D camera technology to digitally capture the con-
dition of and completion level of works. This technol-
ogy then uploads dimensionally accurate and highly
detailed modelled information into the cloud for 
the relevant stakeholders to review and comment,
reducing and in some cases negating the need to
visit the site.

Temporary works validation 
Complex temporary works are common on many
projects, as they form a key part of ensuring the 
permanent asset is built accurately and safely. While
there is no avoiding teams delivering and assembling
them on live projects, enhanced pre-planning tech-

An example of a façade retention scheme that started life as a High
Definition Laser scan. A subsequent risk assessment and design and build
methodology was developed and validated by the installation team
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niques can be used to ensure the work can be deliv-
ered without affecting the wider works programme.
Mabey Plant Hire, one of Kier’s supply chain partners,
uses VR on complex designs to show its team the
work required. 

“There is clear evidence showing that these
activities can be supported using a virtual
world. However, the reality is that they rely
largely on geometry and collaboration,
rather than the creation of structured data
and other non-graphical formats
recognised as BIM.”

Virtual real-time reporting 
As more of aspects of the modern world become
connected, so too are our sites. Increasingly (as 
illustrated) geographically accurate 3D placeholders
containing site information and activities are being
placed in project models, linking back to the project
CDE, which means that site staff have access to live
and accurate workplace information via a mobile
platform.  

These are just a few real working examples that
demonstrate how effective collaboration is being
supported and underpinned by technology.

The challenge for those working in the built environ-
ment is that True BIM is built upon open standards
that feed into a single point of truth, and this can be
challenging when using emerging and disparate
technologies. Also, True BIM focuses on the asset
information for handover and operation. These new
initiatives discussed don’t naturally contribute to that
and are therefore pretty much discretionary. 

However, with the broadening of Level 2 BIM an
exciting opportunity has arisen to see how the plat-
form can be developed further to provide an insight
of anticipated personal and environmental risk for
stakeholders throughout all stages of a project. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Andy Radley
Group BIM Director 
Kier Group
Tel: +44 (0)151 448 5200
andy.radley@kier.co.uk
www.kier.co.uk
www.twitter.com/kiergroup

Smart motorway working model
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A change in the fire detection
and alarm industry
The Fire Industry Association is evolving – and so is its training.
Chief executive Ian Moore explains
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The whole world moves forward and change
propels us. 100 years ago, you wouldn’t be
reading this blog on your phone or your laptop

– it might just be a newspaper column or, even more
likely, I’d just tell you my thoughts to your face. 

But it isn’t just technology that changes – so do people.
Think about yourself last year, five years ago, even 10
years ago… are you still 100% exactly the same?

The fact is, the fire industry itself is changing.  It is
changing because of the needs of society and
changes in technology and the attitudes and values
of everyone involved.  

The rise in Health and Safety being a subject – a
whole sector in and of itself, in fact – has led to the
UK leading the way in putting a huge emphasis on
being accountable for others. And while other coun-
tries around the world may not hold this as a value,
the vast majority do. Society is driven by legislative
change, and by the need for high standards.

People change. Attitudes change. And so do industries
and the way they operate.

The fire industry is changing – and perhaps that really
is a good thing. Companies are setting their standards
even higher than before; they want to offer the highest
possible level of customer service; gain a competitive
advantage over others in the marketplace; build a
brand that is known for being reliable. 

As a result, the change those companies asked the
FIA for was qualifications. “We need qualifications for
fire detection and alarm engineers,” they said. “We
want a robust and formalised education system for

our technicians. We want to offer the highest skilled
technicians in the marketplace.”

“Let’s see what we can do,” we said, scratching our
heads with a brew in one hand and a pen in the other.

So yes, the FIA is changing. We’ve now successfully
added four new qualifications to our already 
well-known and much-trusted training portfolio.

“We want these qualifications to be suitable for
beginners joining the industry and for people with a
bit of experience who want to have proof of their
competence,” said the voices of the fire industry.

And that is exactly what we’ve done.  

Our new qualifications are for everyone, offered
nationwide through the same experienced and well-
trusted trainers that we’ve had for years. You can get
qualified to be an Advanced Designer, an Advanced
Installer, Advanced Maintainer, or Advanced Com-
missioner in fire detection and alarm systems.

That does mean that, yes, we have had to do some
shaking up of our own. Some of our old courses will
be ending and the new qualification courses will take
their place in January 2018.  

Our training has just… evolved. We moved forward,
changed, developed something that was more suitable
for the environment facing 2018 where standards are
extremely high. The landscape, as they say, has shifted
– and so businesses need to shift with it. The environ-
ment we are in today is different to 10 years ago when
the FIA as we know it today was formed from a merger
of our two ancestor trade associations.  
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Q&A 
What’s the difference between doing training
and doing this qualification? 
You’ve pretty much just said it. Training is, well, just
training. You get the knowledge you need and can
effectively carry out what you’ve learned. 

Ian Gurling, the FIA Awarding Organisation Manager,
said: “The difference between training and the quali-
fications can be boiled down to quality assurance.
The qualifications have the gravitas offered through
external quality assurance in the processes of devel-
opment, ensuring that qualifications are developed
to serve the needs of the industry. 

“I usually describe training with the analogy that you
can train a dog to sit: they don’t know why they are
sitting, just that they have to. The qualifications pro-
vide learning, you understand the knowledge being
imparted, how to use that knowledge and why.”

A qualification carries prestige with it. It’s like a badge
to prove your achievements. In addition, it is fully

backed by an Ofqual-recognised Awarding Body
(Ofqual is the government authority for exams and
qualifications in England. We’re also recognised in
Wales and Northern Ireland through their respective
government education authorities).

Are the old FIA training courses really ending? 
Yes. We’re retiring the old fire detection and alarm
courses in favour of the qualifications. From January
2018, only the qualifications will be offered and the
old fire detection and alarm units will be enjoying
their retirement.

But seriously – no worries. We consulted with 
industry bodies, employers, and learners to figure
out what they wanted on the new courses and used
all of that research to develop something new and
relevant to 2017 and beyond.  

So what you’re learning isn’t ‘gone’; just different!
We’ve supersized everything and beefed it up with
lots of juicy extras to get everything you could 
possibly want to know into one qualification. 
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What can I expect when studying the 
qualification pathway? 
As you can imagine, the subject of fire detection and
alarm systems is a technical one. So naturally, the
things you will be studying will be highly technical in
nature - and you will be studying some of it to an 
A-Level standard. This is what sets them apart from
any other training available – because without that
high level of knowledge involved, they wouldn’t be as
valuable to you once you’d left the classroom.

However, we will expect that you will have good 
reading and writing skills, and be prepared to study a
high level of technical information in order to prepare
for the examinations.

What are the exams like? 
Unlike our other courses, the qualification examina-
tions are a formal process. You will not be allowed to
refer to any other reference material other than your
own test and it will be fully invigilated to prevent any
cheating. So you really do need to know your stuff!
Trust us when we say you’ll be grateful for memoris-

ing it all once you’re out installing or commissioning
something at work.

But don’t panic. The qualifications are achievable and
we will help you get there. If you decide to join us,
you’ll get all the support you need: comprehensive
face-to-face classes, the benefit of a trainer with years
of experience and a free resit in the unlikely event
that you don’t pass the first time.

Visit www.fia.uk.com to find out more. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ian Moore
CEO
Fire Industry Association (FIA)
Tel: +44 (0)203 166 5002
info@fia.uk.com
www.fia.uk.com
www.twitter.com/FireIndustry





As a New Year gets underway, Secured
by Design (SBD), the national police
crime prevention initiative, takes a look

at four developments around the country
where SBD-trained police officers and staff
have been working with local authority build-
ing control officers and approved inspectors
to design out crime at the planning stage.

Based at police stations or embedded with
local authority planning or community safety
teams, these Designing Out Crime Officers
also liaise closely with architects and devel-
opers on new build developments and refur-
bishments in sectors including housing,
commercial, retail, mixed-use, transport,
health, education, leisure and others.

We seek to incorporate proven crime preven-
tion techniques into the layout and landscap-
ing, such as to increase natural surveillance,
limit excessive through movement and create
defensible space. Also, we want the key fea-
tures that make up the physical security of
buildings, such as doors, windows and locks,
to be to our Police Preferred Specification
standard, which requires regular re-testing
and production audits over time and goes
beyond the one-off testing required by the
Building Regulation in England.

Fife, Scotland
Over the last 20 years, Kingdom Housing
Association, a registered social landlord, has
had 3,000 homes designed and built to
incorporate SBD crime prevention techniques
on more than 150 developments in the 
Fife area. 

A study by Police Scotland has revealed 
that these developments have experienced
87% fewer reported crimes compared to
properties not similarly designed and pro-
tected. The crimes included housebreaking
and attempted housebreaking (the Scottish
equivalent of burglary and attempted 
burglary in England); sneak-in thefts (access
through an insecure door to steal); and
opening of Lockfast Places (usually vehicles,
sheds or outbuildings/garages where the
locking mechanisms are overcome to gain
entry for theft). 

Bill Banks, Group Chief Executive at KHA,
said: “I feel all developers and providers of
new housing projects should be adopting 
the SBD standards of increased safety and
security to enhance the wellbeing of resi-
dents in their respective developments.”

Secured by Design: Tackling crime
through the built environment
Secured by Design is a national police initiative that works in
partnership with local authorities, architects and developers
to incorporate crime prevention into the built environment
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Great Kneighton,
Cambridgeshire
More than 1,800 homes built near the 
Cambridge Biomedical Campus in areas
known as Great Kneighton, Clay Farm and
Trumpington Meadows, have been signed
off by Designing Out Crime Officers to SBD
standards. 

Figures produced by Cambridgeshire Con-
stabulary show that over the last five years,
these developments had just one burglary
(where a brick was thrown through a patio
door window) and five attempted burglaries
by forcing garage doors, but all failed. 

A further 2,000 homes are being built in the
area – all to SBD standards. 

Police and Crime Commissioner for Cam-

Dunlin, Fife, Scotland



bridgeshire, Jason Ablewhite, commented:
“At a time of high demand for the Police 
Service, techniques such as these are great
examples of how partnership working 
can help prevent crime. I hope to see more
new builds benefit from this initiative.”

North Prospect, Plymouth
When Plymouth City Council transferred its
housing stock of 14,000 homes to Plymouth
Community Homes (PCH) in 2009, part of
the deal was that the regeneration of North
Prospect, two miles north of Plymouth City
Centre, would be a high priority. 

The regeneration of the estate was long 
overdue, with building surveys highlighting
structural cracking, wall tie failure and exten-
sive and untreatable damp. Nearly 60% of
homes failed even the basic Decent Homes
Standard. The estate also had a reputation
for crime and anti-social behaviour going
back over many decades. 

SBD was involved at the outset of this 11-year
regeneration, which started 2011 and
involves demolishing 800 homes, building
1,100 new ones and refurbishing a further
300. In 2017, figures released by Devon &
Cornwall Police showed that recorded crime

in North Prospect had fallen by an average
of 62% across four crime categories – 
burglary, criminal damage, vehicle offences
and violence against the person – between
2007 and 2016. 

The Designing Out Crime Officer, who is
embedded with Plymouth City Council, said:
“It was great to have our improvements and
crime prevention suggestions incorporated
at the same time as all the building consid-
erations.”

Elephant Park, central London
Global developer Lendlease took SBD crime
prevention guidance on board at its 3,000-
home regeneration at Elephant Park. 

Ed Mayes, Lendlease Development Director,
explained that getting SBD involved from the
outset was critical to the success of Elephant
Park, ensuring the masterplan layouts were
inherently safe and would provide secure
streets, public spaces and homes. 

“Having those officers involved in the design
teams from the early stages avoided abortive
work and ensured we were reducing our
costs and, more importantly, leaving a legacy
which is truly safe for years to come,” he said.

Secured by Design
Tel: 0203 8623 999
enquiries@police-cpi.co.uk
www.securedbydesign.com
https://youtu.be/jZ7oeAQcHmc
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SBD’s many benefits
Independent academic research shows
that new builds with SBD crime preven-
tion measures incorporated into the built
environment and building security are up
to 75% less likely to experience a burglary
than comparable non-SBD properties. 

All the evidence suggests that this figure
is sustainable year-on-year and repre-
sents a significant reduction, especially as
the vast majority of SBD developments
are in social housing, some of which are
in deprived areas. 

Less crime helps free up police resources
for other priorities, while Police Preferred
Specification-accredited products can
reduce repair and maintenance costs –
making money and services go further to
improve the lives of local residents at a
time of continued financial austerity. 

Our aim is to achieve sustainable reduc-
tions in crime through design and other
approaches to enable people to live in 
a safer society. With nearly 30 years’
experience, we have adapted our advice
to keep pace with changing patterns of
criminal behaviour.
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Over a decade ago, Bowater Doors,
which is now part of the Birtley
Group, were producing over-rebated

doors and wanted to extend their range to
include composite flush doors. At that time,
SFS were supplying them with the Dynamic
2D hinge for heavy over-rebated doors and
since this hinge ticked all the boxes for tech-
nical abilities, reliability and aesthetics since
it could be manufactured in a range of
colours to match other hardware, SFS were
asked to develop and produce a new hinge
for Bowater’s extended door range.

Nigel Wood, Director of Sales – Hinge and
Fastening Technology at SFS, commented:
“As a manufacturer of high-performance
hinges, we were delighted to have the
opportunity to collaborate with Bowater to
develop a new hinge. We worked closely
with Bowater’s Technical Manager, which
included making several prototypes to test at
Bowater’s testing facilities. This enabled us
to run several tests to check hinge perfor-
mance and ease of installation. 

“This testing revealed that offsetting the
screws, rather than aligning them, increased
the stability and durability of the hinge signif-
icantly. Despite it being a development project
that wasn’t without its challenges, it took just
a matter of a few weeks to test our prototypes
and then finalise designs to start manufactur-
ing the Dynamic 2DF as the perfect solution
for Bowater’s composite flush door range with
Veka-Halo profiles. With its optimum perfor-
mance, which included meeting all PAS24 
regulations, the development of Dynamic 2DF
in conjunction with Bowater allowed us to

improve the performance, quality and 
reliability of the door and hinges.”

Ian Glenister, Door Technical Manager at
Birtley Group, said: “The new range of doors
from Bowater by Birtley provides options for
all budgets, all styles of properties and all
building requirements, but the thing they all
have in common is quality. Every element of
the doors’ design is tailored to give end users
the very best and hardware is an important
part of the mix. 

“The development of SFS Dynamic 2DF hinge
was key to evolving Bowater’s products and
introducing the new range of composite
doors. Not only were SFS very open to dis-
cussing solutions and coordinating prototypes
with their factory in Italy but once we launched
our new range, they provided all the aftermar-
ket support needed to ensure an excellent
supply and customer service level.”

The Birtley Group recently relaunched the
Bowater brand at the FIT Show in May 2017,
highlighting their brand colours to maximum
effect on their stand with all doors showing
SFS hinges.

Nigel Wood remarks: “The Bowater brand is
renowned in the industry for representing
superb quality and SFS also has a great 
reputation for durable, high performance
hinges. These synergies between the two
companies can only be advantageous for 
further development projects. 

“SFS is keen to partner with customers to
develop and evolve other innovative prod-

Innovation through partnership: SFS
collaboration with Bowater by Birtley
A partnership between SFS and the Birtley Group has improved the
performance, quality and reliability of the company’s doors and hinges
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ucts, in particular to explore the develop-
ment of our Dynamic 2D-C hinge for a flush
application. We firmly believe that working
in partnership with customers helps us to
evolve our product range and provide the
best solutions possible.”

Find out more at www.sfsintec.co.uk

Joanna Chew
Marketing Manager
SFS 
Tel: +44 (0)113 2085 500
uk.info@sfsintec.biz
www.sfsintec.co.uk
www.twitter.com/SFSintec

Bowater door with SFS hinges
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Implementing sprinkler systems
for the modern age
Sprinkler technology is moving forwards and in the wake of the Grenfell Tower
disaster, controls are rightly getting stricter. How can companies ensure their
buildings and employees are protected, and their sprinkler systems are fully
compliant? Paul Berry, director at Johnson Controls, takes a look

Following the Grenfell Tower disaster, the fire
and building management industries have seen
an increased focus on sprinklers, their role in

fire suppression and the importance of regular main-
tenance. The London Fire Brigade has recommended
that all high-rise residential buildings should be fitted
with them, and the commercial sector is not far
behind in its assessment of the situation. 

The Grenfell Inquiry, due to publish its initial findings
by Easter, is planning to look into current practices and
legislation in order to advise on changes and actions
that will help to improve safety across the board.

In the wake of this renewed effort to get fire 
suppression right, building managers need to be
able to demonstrate that their safety programme
and sprinkler system are up to scratch and able to
provide comprehensive protection.

But for all the new discussion of sprinklers, the 
technology behind them has remained relatively
untouched for decades – temperatures of more than
68 degrees causes a bulb in the nozzle to fracture,
discharging water through the sprinkler. The quicker
the response, the better, and the hardware has been
proven to work, controlling or extinguishing a fire as
soon as possible. A well-maintained sprinkler system
should prevent fires from ever growing larger than a
small fire in a bin, and these basic components do
prevent further damage. 

The question is, what measures can fire safety and
suppression teams put in place to ensure that their
sprinkler systems are up to scratch? There are four
key areas for consideration: integration, intelligence,

regulatory compliance and choosing the right tech-
nology partner to help you with an install or upgrade.

Effective integration 
One prime way to improve the effectiveness of 
sprinkler systems is to integrate them into a wider
network of fire and safety systems across a building.
With the rise of IP-enabled devices that can commu-
nicate with one another, from smoke detectors to
CCTV cameras, there is a whole host of new opportu-
nities opening up to safety teams both in terms of
efficiency and available services. 

By managing your whole fire and security landscape
through a single, centralised platform or control
system, you can widen your insight into what’s going
on around the site and help decrease the admin
load on frontline staff. The integration of smart 
systems can provide facilities managers with deeper
insights, faster situational judgement and reduced
administration workloads, which carry the dual 
benefit of an improved health and safety regime and
a better bottom line. Building management systems
can also be monitored offsite, often in groups, to
consolidate administration and reduce outlay while
maintaining an overview of a site.

Using intelligent devices 
Alongside better efficiency, one great benefit of 
IP-connected safety devices is the data that comes
with them. By connecting sprinkler systems to intelli-
gent devices throughout the building, safety teams
can gain access to monitoring data from offsite and
receive regular updates on any anomalies or alerts.
This has multiple benefits: the obvious increased
safety for people and assets in the building, a reduced



need for on-site teams to physically investigate 
incidents and improved convenience for on-duty
safety personnel. 

Current incarnations can incorporate intelligent alert
systems, which are particularly useful for security
managers’ night rotations. Take a warehouse that is
manned by operational staff – during the day, an
alarm sounding or a sprinkler activating will be quickly
noticed, but during unmanned hours, an alarm may
not be noticed for a much longer period of time,
increasing the chance of a fire getting out of control. 

Connected and intelligent sprinkler systems can
send signals out to responsible persons’ iPads or
phones, via text message, app alerts or whichever
method is most useful. That in turn helps to provide
the earliest possible warning, enabling site teams to
catch a potential fire before it develops into a large
or uncontrollable blaze.

Compliance challenges 
No amount of technology, however, is enough on its

own. It’s essential that fire safety teams and building
managers carefully consider how equipment and
installations will help them achieve regulatory com-
pliance. Regulatory compliance should never be a
box-ticking exercise, concerned only with the letter
of the law. The ultimate aim, after all, is to reduce
health and safety risk to the lowest possible level. 

“The integration of smart systems can
provide facilities managers with deeper
insights, faster situational judgement and
reduced administration workloads…”

As a result, those responsible for fire safety must
make sure that they are aware of all areas of respon-
sibility covered by the relevant regulations. It’s not
just a matter of installing sprinkler systems; servicing,
maintenance, system design and operation must all
be properly attended to. Safety teams must ensure
that all sprinkler systems are kept in full working
order, checking components on a regular basis and
running simulations where possible. Regular hazard
reviews and testing carried out by certificated 
companies are essential, and your systems must be
checked by qualified engineers.

There should also be an attitude of honesty when it
comes to upgrades and change – if a system fails to
meet regulations or has degraded over time, then
cost worries must come second to compliance. 

Paul Berry, director at
Johnson Controls
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Partnering up 
That doesn’t have to mean that there is a black 
and white choice between safety and a satisfactory
balance sheet. By working with an expert fire sup-
pression provider, businesses can achieve regulatory
compliance at a workable price point through a com-
bination of intelligent integration, admin reduction
and personalisation. 

In the rush to avoid repeating the mistakes of 
Grenfell, there is certainly a risk that some fire safety
teams may settle for less well-resourced suppliers,
or those without the expertise required to sufficiently
future-proof essential sprinkler systems. To avoid
this, companies should be looking for professional
organisations with a proven track record of successful
installation – who can be product agnostic if needs
be – to install and service the correct equipment for
the job. 

A full-service offering is a positive sign that points to
a good provider – a consultative organisation that
can assess needs and create solutions accordingly,
specific to particular environments and systems, is
key to achieving compliance and reducing risk. Com-
panies who can provide installation, servicing and
long-term maintenance across an entire site or facil-
ity are most likely to provide the right solutions.

Conclusion 
It’s no longer up for discussion whether buildings
should install sprinkler systems for optimum safety.
Building teams must take action now to ensure they
have reliable, intelligent and integrated systems in
place to protect occupants and assets. New technol-
ogy is becoming available that can help with that, so
the right provider is a must. But at the heart of this
issue is an honest approach to maintenance and
installation – companies must not cut corners when
it comes to fire suppression. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Berry
Director
Johnson Controls
www.johnsoncontrols.co.uk
www.twitter.com/tyco_ifs_UKI



Asbestos seems to be a forbidden topic
of discussion when it comes to trades-
men and the construction industry in

general, and could consequently be the
reason for the dramatic uplift in fly-tipping
instances – in excess of 3,222 occurrences
this year alone, costing more than £1m
to clear.  

Possible motives behind such ‘intrigue’ could
be multifaceted, but most likely a result of
the cost implications, practicalities and legal
requirements in handling and disposing of
the substance, or even just a negligence in
visual recognition that a material contains
asbestos. Either way, all who come in to
contact with the material would be
urged not to be naïve and err on the
side of caution. 

It is for good reason that there are such 
stringent regulations in place when it comes
to all things asbestos, most notably the esca-
lating awareness of the fatal diseases
associated with the material, which
subsequently contributed to a ban on its use
in 1999.

Its commonality owes largely to its stabilising,
sound absorbent and heat-resistant capabil-
ities, which historically made it a popular
choice in residential and commercial devel-
opments for a whole range of products,
ranging from decorative ceilings to vinyl floor
tiles, and much more. 

Although asbestos has technically become

redundant since its ban, domestic and
commercial properties that were built
prior to 2000 still contain one of six
types of asbestos that exist from the vari-
ous components used in their construction.
Ultimately, this situation needs urgently
assessing, which will see continued activity
in this area.

To prevent any further negative coverage, one
company looking to rectify the cause is Mick
George Ltd, who specialise in all aspects of
asbestos management. The business has
vowed to offer advice, support and
solutions to those seeking assistance,
via a dedicated helpline, which is
available to all. 

Accredited by the Health & Safety Executive
(HSE), Mick George Ltd is qualified to 
complete surveys, analysis, removal and 
carriage of contaminated materials, as well
as more complex requests to encapsulate,
repair or cleanse, so are particularly well
placed to help. 

The provision could also be helpful to
councils, housing associations and/or
public landlords, to offer a manned
response service, which will assist with the
filtering of related calls. Many of whom have
publicly received scrutiny for their failure to
meet the stipulated five-day turnaround for
asbestos site clearance.  

Michael George, Contracts Director at Mick
George Ltd, commented: “There are many

Asbestos management:
Who you gonna call? 
The use of asbestos has been banned since 1999 but many buildings
predating the change still contain this potentially deadly material.
Mick George Ltd, a specialist in all forms of asbestos management, is
on the case with a new helpline to offer advice, support and solutions
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complicated logistics involved with asbestos
management that many are fearful of facing
up to, are unaware of or simply just ignore.
We’re anticipating that the helpline will over-
come such issues and will be a welcomed
service that many can benefit from.”

“Accredited by the Health &
Safety Executive (HSE), Mick
George Ltd is qualified to
complete surveys, analysis,
removal and carriage of 
contaminated materials, as
well as more complex requests
to encapsulate, repair or
cleanse, so are particularly
well placed to help.” 

George continued: “Our industry experience,
as well as the partnership with Mesothelioma
UK, gives us a strong insight on the subject
matter from a medical and working perspec-
tive, which we wish to pass on to others.’’

Sean Feeley
Communications Manager
Mick George Limited
Tel: 01480 499158
news@mickgeorge.co.uk 
www.mickgeorge.co.uk 
www.twitter.com/mickgeorgeltd
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Vehicles have become the weapon of
choice for terrorists. Stripped down to
the bare-bones of an individual with

motivation, intent and access to a car, van or
lorry, the attacks we’ve seen across Europe
over the last few years have cut the time
between planning an attack and execution to
a matter of hours. 

This new threat is far more difficult to predict
and has so far prompted a primitive and
unsophisticated response, which has become
a blanket reaction across our towns and cities.
According to the 2017 EU Terrorism Situation
& Trends report, the increase in the number
of anti-terror barrier installations around
landmarks, key infrastructure and public
spaces with high footfall has reflected the
sharp rise in vehicle attacks.

But fortifying urban areas in this way can
convey mixed signals. Yes, concrete barricades
send a clear message that threats are taken
seriously, but in doing so they remind the
public of the need for protection and creates
an environment of fear. In a recent Guardian
article, columnist Simon Jenkins noted: “Parts
of central London already look cowed and
afraid, as ugly barriers go up around tourist
sites.”

Reducing the perception of risk 
It’s clear that such Hostile Vehicle Mitigation
(HVM) measures can unnerve the public and
feed the feeling of imminent threat. And
while the battle is primarily against terror,

addressing this perception should be just as
key a priority for those designing and secur-
ing cities from terrorist or criminal activity. It’s
a vicious circle: the higher the perception of
risk, the greater threat individuals feel. This
applies directly to the presence of visible
anti-terror security measures, which have
been found to increase levels of suspicion,
tension and fear among the public. 

It’s a reaction that is hardwired into the
human brain. Anxiety worsens cognitive func-
tioning as our attention is drawn away from
day-to-day life and towards the threatening
stimuli that confronts us. In seeking to protect
places, the very action of fortifying our town
and city centres is increasing the fear that
people feel. This can all too easily translate

A new frontline
against terrorism
Terrorist organisations are now increasingly focused on using vehicles to kill,
maim and cause panic. But rather than erecting concrete barricades in
defence, Jaz Vilkhu, Managing Director of Landscape Protection at Marshalls,
argues that urban planners must consider a holistic approach focusing on
protection and design to ensure people don’t feel a continual threat
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into action, with falling footfall severely hitting
businesses and urban areas.

Tackling the issue through
aesthetic design 
Installing protective measures can change
the nature of these urban spaces and
addressing this presents a new challenge. In
her study, Invisible Security: The Impact of
Counter-Terrorism on the Built Environment,
Rachel Briggs writes: “It has been argued that
‘security’ has become the justification for
measures that threaten the core of urban
social and political life – from the physical
barricading of space to the social barricading
of democratic society – that rising levels of
security in cities will reduce the public use of
public space.”



To allay this, urban designers should look to
adopt a holistic approach to ensure that 
protection is integrated in a way that doesn’t
change how people feel about and use their
town and city centres. In essence, using 
measures that are unobtrusive and can be
hidden in plain sight.

It’s pleasing to see that these considerations
are increasingly forming part of urban security
planning. Architects, city planners and security
experts are less willing to compromise on
aesthetics when it comes to security. Accord-
ing to a recent report we produced with IFSEC
Global, 79% of these professionals have seen
the number of projects requiring aesthetically
focused perimeter protection increase over
the last three years. In addition, 94% believe
that demand will ramp up across both the UK
and EU.  

Deter, deflect and defend 
One option is a multi-layered strategy that is
designed to reduce the threat long before a

vehicle can reach its target, while in keeping
with an environment’s aesthetics. As a first
step, designers could look at limiting the
speed or mitigate the angle of approaching
traffic. This could include changes to the
layout of the road network, the addition of
traffic calming features, such as chicanes,
speed bumps, restricted-width lanes, and
the creation of pedestrianised areas and
‘buffer zones’, which demarcate traffic from
pedestrian areas. Secondly, new kerbing sys-
tems can be installed to deflect oncoming
vehicles back on the carriageway and away
from vulnerable areas.

Rather than using concrete blocks or metal
barriers as a defensive line to implement a
high level of HVM, architects should consider
reinforced landscape furniture such as
planters, seating, litter bins, lighting columns,
cycle stands and bollards. Although these
products look like regular landscape furni-
ture, they are built with fortified PAS 68/IWA
14.1 certified cores. This is the latest Publicly

Abigail Kellett
Product Manager
Marshalls PLC
Tel: 01422 312000
Abigail.kellett@marshalls.co.uk
www.marshalls.co.uk/
landscapeprotection
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Available Specification for products used to
assist in terrorism prevention, which specify
a classification for vehicle security barriers
and their foundations when subjected to
impact. The foundations can be built to 
varying depths and using the strongest 
specification, a single piece of furniture can
stop a 7.5-tonne articulated lorry travelling at
50mph.

“This new threat is far more
difficult to predict and has 
so far prompted a primitive
and unsophisticated response,
which has become a blanket
reaction across our towns and
cities.” 

From shopping centres and sports stadia to
rail stations, leisure venues and our high
streets, any space where people gather is
now considered to be at risk. But protecting
those spaces is a complex balance between
making people feel safe and like they’re not
living in a controlled, militarised environment.
Given the potential social and commercial
impacts that metal barriers and concrete 
barricades can have, it’s vital that future risk
assessments on infrastructure and public
spaces focus on aesthetics, keeping protective
measures out of sight and out of mind. 
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Planning for an air quality assessment
Joanna Peacock, Sustainability Associate at Eight Associates, explains why your
development may need an air quality assessment before you submit a planning
proposal and what mitigation actions may be required
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Air pollution is at crisis levels. According to the
Royal College of Physicians, 40,000 deaths a
year in the UK are attributable to outdoor air

pollution, while recent research shows that every
person in London is breathing air that exceeds World
Health Organisation (WHO) limits for a damaging
type of particle known as PM2.5.  

Air quality standards are concentrations recorded
over a given time period that are considered to be
acceptable in terms of the effects of each pollutant
on health and on the environment. These pollutants,
measured in µg/m3, include particulate matter
PM10 and PM2.5, nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone and
sulphur dioxide. The UK has National Air Quality
Objectives (NAQOs) and an EU limit with which to
comply, but these are frequently – and in London,
constantly – exceeded. 

A main factor causing this air pollution is diesel
combustion, from cars and also diesel-powered
machines, such as diggers used on construction
sites. In 2015 in London, it was estimated that up to
12% of NO2 and 15% of PM pollution came from
construction and demolition activity. 

Planning policies promote compliance with or con-
tribute towards achievement of EU limit values and
NAQOs, taking into account the presence of Air Quality
Management Areas and the cumulative impact on air
quality from individual sites in local areas. Where a
local authority’s review and assessment of its air quality
identifies that air quality is likely to exceed the NAQOs,
it designates these areas as Air Quality Management
Areas and draws up an Air Quality Action Plan. Devel-
opers should be aware that planning decisions will
reflect compliance with the Local Air Quality Action Plan.
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An air quality assessment establishes the baseline
air quality, including sensitive receptors (locations
that may be affected by dust emissions during 
demolition and construction or emissions during
operation). Detailed calculations are undertaken to
establish the likely emissions with consideration of
weather conditions and topography to determine
the resulting concentration of pollutants at the 
proposed development. 

Dust impacts during the construction phase and air
quality impacts expected during the operation of the
new development are assessed and a mitigation
strategy to limit residents’ and local community
exposure to elevated concentrations of air pollutants
is provided, along with a consideration of whether
the proposals would meet the Air Quality Neutral
benchmark emissions.

The overall sensitivity of the development area to
dust soiling, human health impacts and ecological
receptors is determined by reviewing the sensitivity
of the receptors and distance from the source. 

“In 2015 in London, it was estimated 
that up to 12% of NO2 and 15% of PM
pollution came from construction and
demolition activity.”

A ‘human receptor’ refers to any location where a
person or property may experience the adverse
effects of airborne dust or dust soiling, or exposure
to PM10 over a time period relevant to the air quality
objectives. An air quality assessment will normally be
required where there is a human receptor within
350m of the boundary of the site or if there is an
‘ecological receptor’, such as a waterway, within 50m
of the boundary of the site. In both cases, an air
quality assessment is likely to be required if receptors
are within 50m of the route used by construction
vehicles on the public highway, up to 500m from the
site entrance. 

A review of potential industrial pollution sources
should also be undertaken to identify any significant
industrial or waste management sources of air 
pollution that are likely to affect the proposed 
development.  

Mitigation measures start at the design stage, 
including green infrastructure design, such as green
roofs and walls, has a significant role in air pollution
mitigation in addition to other benefits including
reducing energy consumption, managing water
runoff and improving biodiversity.

Landscaping with hedges is effective in improving
air quality by capturing pollutant particles in 
‘street canyon’ settings, while vegetation barriers
are important in an open road context. 

How to control and limit dust dispersion during
the construction phase will be set out in the 
Dust Management Plan, including a stakeholder
communications plan. This is where all dust and air
quality inspections and complaints should be
recorded, along with the source and action taken.

Joanna Peacock, Sustainability Associate
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Before demolition, measures might include soft
stripping inside buildings to provide a screen against
dust and ensuring effective water suppression is
used during demolition operations. 

During the earthworks phase, earthworks and soil
stockpiles should be re-vegetated to stabilise surfaces
as soon as practicable. Other measures could include
erecting solid screens or barriers around dusty
activities or the site boundary that are at least as
high as any stockpiles on site. 

All vehicles should switch off engines when stationary,
and there should be an adequate water supply on
the site for effective dust and particulate matter

suppression. Water-assisted dust sweepers should
be used on the access roads and hard surfaced haul
routes should be installed and regularly cleaned.  

“Undertaking an air quality assessment is
often a requirement of the planning
process, and essential for developers
concerned with public health and
wellbeing.”

The site’s parking spaces and proximity to road and
rail links influences the transport impacts on air
quality. For example, if there will be road humps
used to limit traffic speeds and improve safety, these
can increase emissions through vehicles braking
and then accelerating. Developing a detailed travel
plan that encourages sustainable means of transport
mitigates the impact of increased traffic. 

An efficient plant specification, as part of the
development’s energy strategy, can have a positive
impact on air quality. Low NOx gas condensing
boilers, air handling units with separate supply and
extract fans or heat recovery units to reduce energy
demand all have an impact in protecting future
building users from poor air quality.    

Undertaking an air quality assessment is often a
requirement of the planning process, and essential
for developers concerned with public health and
wellbeing. Having this intelligence as early as possible
means the most effective set of mitigation measures
can be developed and implemented. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Joanna Peacock
Sustainability Associate
Eight Associates
Tel: +44 (0)20 7043 0418
info@eightassociates.co.uk
www.eightassociates.co.uk
www.twitter.com/eightassociates
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Devon Building Control Partnership
provides Building Control Services
across three Local Authorities, 

consisting of Teignbridge and South Hams
District Councils and West Devon Borough
Council. The area covered also includes the
Dartmoor National Park Authority.

As well as serving these Districts the Partner-
ship works in close collaboration with 
Plymouth, Cornwall, Torbay and other Local
Authorities in the South West to deliver a
consistent and coordinated service.

Building control services in Devon
collaborate to ensure efficiency
Working with local authorities across the county allows Devon Building Control
Partnership to offer more choice and higher quality services to its clients
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selection of building materials and through
our inspection programme to ensure that
construction work meets the necessary stan-
dards of conservation, health and safety.

With our depth of knowledge and our 
in-house expertise, we can advise on a
whole range of building activities, from soil
contamination, sustainability, accessibility,
fire engineering and local geology as well as
the normal building control subjects.

The Partnership offers a comprehensive
range of services, giving our clients more
choice and a high-quality service which suits
your individual needs. We add value to 
the building project and are an essential
member of the ‘Design Team’.

The Partnership will provide a packaged 
service allowing easy and necessary access
and contact with the site team.  A records log
or inspection regime will then be agreed for
each stage of work requiring inspection.
Records will then be kept by Building Control
of each stage of work allowing a continuity
and understanding of all parties in the 
construction process.

We are a not-for-profit organisation providing
excellent value for money.

What we can do for you:

We offer a fast, reliable service for plan•
checking and inspections
We have a highly experienced team with•
vast local knowledge
We work with you to find solutions to your•
problems

Okehampton

Dartmoor 
National ParkTavistock

Newton 
Abbot

TotnesPlymouth

Crediton

Tiverton

Exeter

Dartmouth

Salcombe

Teignmouth

The partnership encompasses Dartmoor
National Park, covers an area of 1,068 square
miles, with over 82 miles of coastline and
services a population of 257,000 people. 

Highly experienced
The Partnership is made up of a team of 18
experienced Surveyors including Chartered
Surveyors, Building Engineers, Fire Engineers
and Energy Assessors. By working closely
with the building industry, our professional
surveyors and engineers ensure that ‘build-
ings are designed to comply’, through careful



We can offer FREE pre-application advice•
to assist your project to run smoothly
We will design our inspection programme•
around your needs

Want help on how to start your application?

Email us at
mail@devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk
or call us on
01626 215793

Through Local Authority Building Control we
can also provide:

LABC Home Warranty•
Air Pressure Testing•
Sound Testing•
SAP calculations•
Fire engineering consultancy•
Fire Risk Assessments•
SBEM Calculations•
Access audits•

Devon Building Control Partnership
Tel: 01626 215793
mail@devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk 
www.devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk
www.labc.co.uk
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LABC Excellence Awards•
Access to useful information for house-•
holders

Introduced in 1965, building regulations are
there to assure the built environment in
which we all live, work and play is safe and
healthy – Devon Building Control is one of the
longest established and most experienced
building control provider in the country.

DBCp manages more than 2700 projects a
year with a team of 18 surveyors with a com-
bined total of more than 355 years’ expertise.
We work day in day out with architects,
builders, consultants and homeowners and
understand the challenges around building
design and the day to day pressures on site. 

Further information on the building control
process can be found on our website.

www.devonbuildingcontrol.gov.uk
www.labc.co.uk
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Asbestos and fire: A guide to
the risks for builders
Asbestos can present many risks for builders, particularly in a fire. Here,
Neil Munro of Acorn Analytical Services offers a guide on what to expect
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As a builder, it is very likely that you will 
eventually come into contact with a site 
containing asbestos. 

What is asbestos? 
Before we go any further, we should look at what
asbestos is so we can accurately identify the risks that
come with it. The term is given to a group of fibres
that are extremely durable when in large clumps, as
well as very resistant to heat. At one point, this design
made them a trendy choice for building materials
because they can help strengthen the internal struc-
ture of the buildings. This was prevalent years ago
before the dangers were discovered, and asbestos
was in a lot of buildings for a very long time.

However, once the dangers were discovered regard-
ing asbestos, the government sprang into action. Any
building that had asbestos in it was deemed to be
unsafe and was either knocked down completely or
had the asbestos removed in its entirety and then
the building was modernised. However, there are still
buildings to this day that have asbestos in them, with
a lot of hospitals in London being known to contain
the substance still. 

So what are the risks for builders? 
Now we’re going to look at the risks that are present
for builders. The problem with asbestos is that it is,
in fact, toxic to the human circulatory system. This
means that it can and often does kill people. 

When you move the fibres or disturb them, you’re
causing them to become airborne and then they can
be inhaled and sit in the human system for years at a
time. The problem is that there is no way to detect
these fibres once they’re inside you, so you won’t
know something is wrong until nearly a decade later

when the threads manifest as a serious condition
that is usually life threatening and almost impossible
to recover from. 

As a builder, you are putting yourself at risk when
you build on a site that is known to have asbestos in.
The very act of demolishing a building, for example,
is disturbing asbestos, so you’re then putting your-
self at risk of being exposed to the fibres and thus
inhaling them. You can always be at risk of disturbing
the fibres and this, in turn, will put you at risk, so you
need to be careful. 

“Overall, the risks that are associated
with asbestos in a fire and in general are
mostly to do with the chance of inhaling
the fibres. The substance is completely
toxic to the human system and once you
inhale the fibres, there is very little
chance of them being detected until it is
too late, so be aware of that when you’re
going on to a site that has been known to
contain asbestos fibres.”

If you are involved in the demolition or if you are 
carrying out building work on a particular building
you believe could contain asbestos, make sure you
get an asbestos survey beforehand.

Asbestos and fire 
When asbestos is exposed to fire, it becomes even
more of a problem. Exposure to the intense heat can
cause the fibres to dry up and become brittle, which
in turn promotes an increased distribution of them
into the air. If there’s been a fire in a building with
asbestos, it is suggested that you order in specialist
clothing to protect you. There are certain face masks
that have filters designed to block out the fibres;

Continued on page 166…
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you’ll be reducing the risk of inhaling them signifi-
cantly. As well as this, asbestos fibres mixed in with
the already toxic fumes from smoke can do serious
damage to your lungs, so be prepared for that, as it
can take some time for smoke to clear from the site
of a fire. 

“When you move the fibres or disturb
them, you’re causing them to become
airborne and then they can be inhaled
and sit in the human system for years 
at a time.”

If a building you are working on carries a fire risk, it is
important to get a fire risk assessment beforehand.

Overall, the risks that are associated with asbestos in
a fire and in general are mostly to do with the
chance of inhaling the fibres. The substance is 
completely toxic to the human system and once you
inhale the fibres, there is very little chance of them
being detected until it is too late, so be aware of that
when you’re going on to a site that has been known
to contain asbestos fibres. 

If there is protective clothing available then it is well
worth using it to ensure your safety. 

When it comes to asbestos, the risks are already
there, but when combined with the carbon dioxide
which is in the smoke from a fire the chances of
damage to the lungs is increased. Take care to wear
any protection you can get access to, and also avoid
taking massively deep breaths in, and spending a
prolonged period within the site if possible, so as to
reduce the number of fibres you’re exposed to. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Neil Munro
Director
Acorn Analytical Services
Tel: +44 (0)844 818 0895
info@acorn-as.com
www.acorn-as.com
www.twitter.com/acornas

Continued from page 164…
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Whether you are a large commercial
contractor who tenders for multi-
million pound contracts or a 

contractor building a new house for a private
customer, it is essential the waterproofing
elements of your project are given just as
much consideration as the foundations your
building sits on or the type of walls needed
to support the roof. A failure of the water-
proofing system can be damaging and costly.

In our experience, the main cause of system
failure is when the waterproofing specification
has been added as a later requirement,
rather than being designed with the project.
This can be for various reasons: the building
may have had a design change and is now
partially below ground, the architect may
have provided a basic specification to be
awarded as a contractor design portion or
potentially there may have been some 
confusion at design stage because the building
was not considered below ground initially
but has elements that are more than 500mm
below ground, such as lift shafts and stairwells.

The risk associated with not considering the
waterproofing at an early stage is ensuring
continuity through the below ground areas.
Areas of incomplete waterproofing will
potentially allow water to ingress the area,
defeating the purpose of the system and
leading to costly remedial measures. 

Another example of the failures we come
across is where the designer or installer has
not sealed the waterproofing to the damp
proof course. This may allow rainwater to
track below the DPC but above the external
waterproofing.

So how do you prevent waterproofing 
failures?

We would always recommend engaging
a waterproofing design specialist, who
will consider, among other things:

The history of the building
• Has the building had waterproofing works
carried out previously? 

• Has the building flooded in the past?
• Is there evidence of water ingress or salt
contamination?

Ground conditions
• Where is the water table? Will our system
offer protection if this changes?

• What is the ground make-up?
• How can we futureproof the building?

Environment Grade – BS8102:2009
• Is Grade 1, 2, or 3 applicable as defined in
BS8102:2009?

• How can we achieve this Grade?
• Is atmospheric moisture a potential issue?

Systems for consideration
• Is a Type A, B or C system going to offer the
best protection?

• Is a dual system required? The answer is
normally yes.

A waterproofing design specialist could be
an independent consultant or a below
ground waterproofing contractor with CSSW-
qualified surveyors who can design the
system.

Contracting a specialist to design and oversee
the works not only ensures that one party is

Structural waterproofing:
It’s built into the detail…
Whether your project is large or small, getting the
structural waterproofing right is an absolute must

responsible for the waterproofing element,
rather than four or five, but also that the
specification is produced to give best protec-
tion to the building. Suppliers generally only
design the system using their own products;
a design specialist will pick the products that
best reflect the conditions onsite. They will
ensure the waterproofing products are 
suitable for the construction type and site
conditions, and that they are compatible with
the other building products in the immediate
area. 

Having a specialist involved at the initial
design meetings ensures that your water-
proofing system is incorporated in the archi-
tects’ and engineers’ drawings from the
onset, rather than being an afterthought.
This should ensure an effective installation,
delivering your project on time and budget,
while also – ensuring costly variation and 
last-minute design changes are minimised,
if not removed, from your project. 

Peter Cox Ltd
Tel: 0808 1208737
www.petercox.com



Just as standard household
insurance protects the
contents of your home, a
structural warranty, also
known as a latent defects
warranty, protects the
building structure against
damage caused by defects
in design, workmanship or
materials to the structure or
the waterproof envelope.

This type of insurance is not only a

mortgage lender requirement, but it also

gives you peace of mind as your project

progresses. This article details some of

the common areas of claims to watch

out for.

Building conversions, as we know, are

often difficult to complete, with costs

frequently spiralling as unknown defects

surface. Good and correct investigation

can reduce the unknown; however, we

often see work proposed with minimal

investigation or inappropriate

investigations employed based on a

standard approach. 

Refurbishments and conversions can

come with their own problems, which

may result in claims being made. This

can include issues of damp, mould

growth, water ingress and failing roof

coverings. CIRIA 111 (Structural

Renovation of Traditional Buildings)

provides guidance on the level of

investigation, as well as typical

construction methods used and issues

frequently encountered; it is applicable

to most low-rise buildings of the 18th,

19th and 20th centuries.

However, even with these fairly well

understood buildings, issues occur, we

often see remedial Damp Proof Courses

(DPCs) injected of inappropriate type for

the wall construction - and increasingly

at the wrong height (eg above structural

floor joists) - inadequate investigation of

embedded timbers or a reluctance to

recover a roof that may initially appear to

be in good order but in reality has never

performed to modern requirements and

importantly modern expectation. 

Unfortunately, planning conditions and

conservation control can reduce the

appropriateness of a building for

conversion to residential use. It is not 

the case that we don’t agree with these

controls; it’s more that, unfortunately,

new home purchasers have expectations

that their new home will perform in the

same way as a newly built property and

often this isn’t the case, from single-

glazed windows causing condensation

to appear during colder months to

ongoing maintenance requirements and

increased sensitivity to a changing

climate, the pitfalls can be huge.

WHAT CAN GO WRONG
ON A CONVERSION OR 
REFURBISHMENT PROJECT?
Rob Clay-Parker, Managing Director for Premier
Guarantee Surveyors, details some of the common
issues with conversions or refurbishments



BUILDING CHECKLIST: HOW TO MEET OUR RECOMMENDED REQUIREMENTS
We want your building to stand the test of time, which is why we check that the original elements must meet the life 

expectancy of 60 years for structure and 15 years for non-structure. To help we have put together a quick checklist which

you can use to check if your elements match our requirements.

The fact is that most properties built 

in the last 150 years are robust.

Unfortunately, unsympathetic use, poor

maintenance and simple issues such as

increasing ground levels can introduce

the enemy of most buildings – moisture.

By far and away the greatest defect 

we see in buildings proposed for

conversion is water ingress through

failed roofing and gutters/downpipes

(usually as a result of poor maintenance)

and moisture rising, not through a failed

DPC but usually a bridged perfectly

good DPC with resultant rot to timbers

both visible and invisible behind wall

coverings and other finishes. 

More recent buildings are not devoid of

these issues; they contain less timber

and were built to more modern

standards. However, these present

other problems such as concrete

defects, cladding issues and, in some

cases, structural issues. 

There is a lot of guidance to assist in the

process of conversion. However, the

aforementioned CIRIA document is an

excellent start, but reference to British

Standards and even some historic

association documents can provide an

excellent source of further guidance. 

As a warranty provider, Premier

Guarantee can recommend the type

and level of investigation so that when

you start, hopefully there won’t be so

many unknowns and, where practical,

we will agree the retention of elements

or make clear where replacement is the

only realistic approach. 

For more information, go to www.premierguarantee.co.uk

Existing Building Element Requirements Tick

Foundations and load-bearing structures, including
floors, walls and roof

Any areas of cracking or suspected movement are to be assessed and remedial measures 
provided. Any additional loads must be catered for.

Basement water proofing, damp-proof courses and
membranes

All walls, floors and basements should include a DPC. Any remedial DPC treatments need to be appro-
priate to the type of construction, independently tested/approved and provided with a 10 year insurance
backed guarantee. The construction of any existing ground floor will need to be assessed and details
provided to the Risk Management Surveyor for consideration. Any assessment or choice of waterproof-
ing works should be based upon location, ground conditions and factor in the height of floors and the
affect that any work may have on other building elements. Any treatment must be provided with a 10
year insurance backed guarantee and undertaken by a member of the Property Care Association.

Timber treatment against insect and fungal attack All retained timbers will need to be assessed, logged and remedial treatment noted. Timbers which are
embedded should be removed and replaced with masonry. Where this is not possible core samples
should be taken to assess the moisture content and remedial works considered. Any treatment must
be provided with a 10 year insurance backed guarantee and undertaken by a member of the Property
Care Association.

Roof coverings Coverings and support systems should be replaced unless a specialist report compiled by an independent
RICS surveyor concludes that the system can provide a life span of at least 15 years. This should include
the covering, battens, felt, flat roof decking, fascia, soffits, flashings, nails and clips etc.

Water resistance of walls including claddings,
render, re-pointing etc.

The remedial works for the external walls must have regard for the exposure rating provided in
BS5628. Any retained cladding system must be surveyed to determine a minimum 15 year life
expectancy. Provision of additional thermal insulation must also be considered.

External doors and windows A condition survey should be provided by an independent RICS surveyor to confirm life expectancy of 15
years. Consideration to be given to improving the thermal characteristics. Thermal improvement work will
often be necessary and on more historic properties this can prove difficult. Reveal detailing and head/cill
issues can also be problematic. We will often require specialist assessment and undertaking of works to
ensure windows and doors can operate effectively having regard to other works being undertaken
throughout the property.

External and internal services Any services to be retained should be suitably tested and reported by a specialist.

Drainage A CCTV survey should be undertaken to ensure the integrity and design of the retained system.



Structural warranty market review:
New NHBC undertakings in full effect
for Christmas 
Following a major review, the Competition & Markets Authority has
published its final decision on the operation of the market for new home
structural warranties. Geoff Wilkinson, managing director of Wilkinson
Construction Consultants, examines the outcome
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As I discussed in Planning & Building Control
Today back in October, the Competition &
Markets Authority (CMA) has published its final

decision on the National House-Building Council
(NHBC) and the market for new home structural 
warranties. 

In case you haven’t been following the story, the
structural warranty market has been dominated for
many years by the NHBC, which currently provides
policies for over 1.6m homes in the UK commonly
known as Buildmark. 

Until the 1990s, the NHBC was the only supplier of
new home structural warranties on newly built
homes and in 1989, it held over 90% of the market
share. The forerunner to the CMA, known as the
Monopolies & Mergers Commission, concluded that
the NHBC was in a monopoly situation in the supply
of new home warranty services in the UK.

The MMC found that the NHBC rules restricted the
ability of a new competitor to attract housebuilders
away from the NHBC as housebuilders were required
to submit all their new homes to the NHBC. Therefore,
if they wanted to try an alternative scheme, they had
to leave the NHBC or pay a fee for both schemes. 

In addition, if a housebuilder was to leave, they
risked losing cover on any unsold homes registered
within the NHBC scheme. As a result, the NHBC was
required to give certain undertakings, which have
remained in place ever since, including a requirement
for the NHBC to approve competitors’ products as
offering equivalent cover. 

The review by the CMA was commenced in March
2017 at the request of the NHBC itself, which argued
that there is now far more competition in the market-
place and that housebuilders have a wide choice of
structural warranties available to them. As competition
from other warranty providers has grown, they felt that
restrictions on the NHBC could now be lifted. 

Following the review and two consultations (see
timetable), the CMA concluded that although compe-
tition in the structural warranties market has grown
and housebuilders are now purchasing policies from
a range of providers, the NHBC still has a very high
market share compared with its competitors. 

Continued on page 172…

Geoff Wilkinson



Whether you agree, disagree, or have another
viewpoint with any news and features on our 
website, we want to hear from you.

Leaving a comment on any item on our website is
easy, so please engage and join the debate today.

YOUR OPINION
MATTERS

www.pbctoday.co.uk
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On 5 December, the CMA finally accepted new
undertakings from the NHBC on structural warranties,
which replace the previous legally binding assurances
that were originally given in 1995. 

The new revisions bring the undertakings up-to-date
and protect – and encourage – growing competition
in the structural warranties market. 

The new undertakings will remain in force for 15 years
and require that:  

NHBC will not make rules of membership that have•
the objective or effect of preventing or discouraging
registered builders from dual sourcing from or
switching to structural warranties provided by 
alternative providers.  

NHBC will notify the CMA of any amendments or•
additions to the rules of membership before or at
the same time as notification of such amendments
or additions is made to registered builders.  

NHBC will place an announcement on its website•
confirming that all registered builders are entirely
free to dual source from or switch to alternative
providers.

“…the structural warranty market has
been dominated for many years by the
National House-Building Council
(NHBC), which currently provides
policies for over 1.6m homes in the UK
commonly known as Buildmark.”

These changes also remove the rather bizarre
requirement that the NHBC oversee and approve 
the scope and nature of warranties provided by its
competitors. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Geoff Wilkinson
Managing Director
Wilkinson Construction Consultants
www.thebuildinginspector.org
www.twitter.com/geoffwilkinson

Sequence of Events

Date Action

March 2017 Review launched and initial request for evidence

March to June 2017 Evidence gathering

June 2017 Publish and consult on provisional decision

October 2017 Publish final decision

18 October to 1 November 2017 Consultation on proposed undertakings

December 2017 Notice of acceptance of superseding undertakings

Continued from page 170…



Creating a better future in the built environment is about innovating for 
sustainable communities. BLP Insurance supports vision and creativity 
in the housing industry. Our residential housing warranty insurance 
policies do not involve a technical manual as we undertake a bespoke 
risk management approach to ensure compliance with recognised 
technical standards. Our expertise is the provision of insurance 
together with the support for your developments that goes with it.

BLP Insurance – helping you to build a better future

Find out how at blpinsurance.com

Look at things differently

Building LifePlans Ltd (BLP).
Registered Office 90 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4ST.  
Registered in England No.3871048
BLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) ref: 311894

Building LifePlans Ltd (BLP).
Registered Office 90 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4ST.  
Registered in England No.3871048
BLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) ref: 311894



LABC Warranty works in partnership with Local Authority Building Control to
provide structural warranties. Here, Matt Dearden details what a structural
warranty entails and what it protects

Astructural warranty is, in its simplest terms,
insurance for the structure of a new home
that lasts around 10 years, depending on

policy and provider. A home will only hold a structural
warranty if, during its construction, it is regularly
inspected by surveyors and meets the technical
standards of the structural warranty provider. 

Generally, a structural warranty is split into two periods
of time. Those are: 

Defects Insurance Period: Normally the first two
years of a policy, the defects insurance period is 
the time in which the developer is responsible for
rectifying any defects (which are deemed to be a 
failure to comply with the provider’s standards). 

Structural Insurance Period: Generally the eight
years after the Defects Insurance Period in which the
structural warranty provider will be responsible for
dealing directly with valid claims. During this period,
any defects should be reported directly to the
provider. Providing the defect is valid, the provider
should then organise any necessary repair work, or
pay for such repairs. 

What is covered by a structural warranty? 
With different sections of cover and types of 
insurance it can sometimes be tricky to work out just
where and with whom you should be attempting to
claim for any issue you may have. On the next page
you will find a breakdown of some of the potential
issues and some suggestions on who could be

Structural warranty: What is it? When
do you need it? What does it cover? 
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responsible. This is only intended as a guide and
whether any issue is covered by a particular insurance
will depend upon the policy cover and the specific
circumstances.

Who to refer to 
Developer Warranty Period (DWP): During 
the first year (social housing) or two years of the 
warranty, defects will likely be covered by the DWP.
This means the developer will generally repair the
defects. 

Structural Insurance Period (SIP): During the
later years of the warranty (after the first two), the
warranty provider should repair defects.

Household Insurance (HI): Sometimes damage is
nothing to do with the structure of the building or
the developer. Weather damage, for example, or
accidental damage is likely to be covered by the
household insurance.

General Maintenance (GM): Minor blemishes 
or chips are generally a pretty normal sign of wear
and tear and are unlikely to be covered by any 
insurance. They are generally easy to take care of
with maintenance, though. 

Example defects and actions to take 
Please note the above list is by no means 
comprehensive and full details of what is covered 
by any insurance will be included in a policy and 
certificate of insurance. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Matt Dearden 
Marketing Assistant 
LABC Warranty
Tel: +44 (0)800 183 1755
info@labcwarranty.co.uk
www.labcwarranty.co.uk
www.twitter.com/LABC_Warranty

Defect Description Likely cause Refer to?

Fitted furniture Cupboard doors sticky or
loose

• Accidental damage

• Poorly fitted

HI

DWP

Worktop damaged/loose • Accidental damage

• Poorly fitted

HI

DWP

Damp proofing Damp penetration • Improper ventilation DWP/SIP

Damp penetration • Damp proof membrane
fitted improperly

DWP/SIP

Damp penetration • Damp proof course has
been bridged

DWP/SIP

Finishes Render coming away
from external masonry
walls

• Render poorly applied

• Incorrect render used

• Inappropriate product
placed

DWP/SIP

DWP/SIP

DWP/SIP

Paint flaking • Poor surface prep

• Inappropriate paint
used

• Damp penetration

DWP

DWP

DWP

Click here to see the full table



Providing Building Defects Insurance
for your peace of mind

Advantage structural defects insurance is a
national company with offices in London,
Warrington, Birmingham, and Dublin

We specialise in providing building defects
insurance (10-12 years); commercial insurance
£50m+; road bonds; sewer bonds and
performance bonds to property developers;
building contractors; Housing Associations and
self-builders.

With a flexible and commercial approach,
underwritten by industry leading Rated and AA
Rated insurers, Advantage can cover the whole
spectrum of schemes – from an individual one-off
house, to developments with a build cost up to
£50m – covering both residential and commercial
developments.

Providing fast turnaround and highly competitive
quotes through a dedicated relationship manager.
Advantage offer ease of use and responsiveness,
supplying bespoke quotes for every development.

“From quote to final certificate, 
just one point of contact”

With Council of Mortgage Lenders approval,
Advantage bring over 40 years of industry
experience to deliver a comprehensive structural
defects insurance solution for all of your current
and future developments.

How to claim on your building defects insurance
In the unfortunate and unlikely event that you will
need to call upon it though, know this – we’ll be at
your side every step of the way. Quickly, efficiently
and effectively. Here to assist you at every stage
of your claim. The first thing we’ll do is to help you
check your policy in detail. To identify clearly
what is and isn’t covered.

How do you claim?
Through us. We’ll allocate our specialist team to
quickly assess the claim on your Structural
Defects Insurance policy and determine the
appropriate steps to take.

We assist you through the claims process
working with our insurance provider.

To notify us of a claim call Advantage on 
0845 900 3969. Quote your policy number,
detail the nature of your claim and we’ll take
things from there.

Protection when you
need it, peace of mind
when you don’t.



WHO ARE WE?
We’re the people to set things to right.

We’ve been in the industry for years – boots on
the ground. Working with some of the leading
Structural Defects Insurance providers we’ve
seen the worst of practices, we’ve seen the best.
We know exactly what homeowners, builders
and housing associations both need and deserve
from their insurer.

We understand Inspectors too; how important it
is for your credibility to have a strong insurer to
recommend to your clients. An insurer who will
properly reciprocate that support. So we’ve taken
that experience and we’ve turned it into the
speediest, smartest inspection matched by 
the very best insurance available anywhere.
Structural Defects Insurance singularly focused
on delivering you the very best products and the
very best support.

• a new, improved insurance product

• a level of service that genuinely knows no
equal – personal, professional. partnership

• a team of trained, accredited, independent
inspectors

Time for a better types of insurance and
inspection? Your new best Structural Defects
Insurance option. It’s here. Get started today. 
Call 0845 900 3969.

Advantage House, 4B Birchwood One, Birchwood, Warrington WA3 7GB. Tel: 0845 900 3969  sales@ahci.co.uk

www.ahci.co.uk



The Urban Bio-Loop report from engineering giant Arup argues that organic waste
could be turned into useful, valuable construction materials, producing economic,
technical and environmental benefits. Lead author Guglielmo Carra explains

It is widely acknowledged that the so-called 
“business as usual” scenario does not represent a
viable option for a sustainable future and different

development models must be identified for our soci-
ety to prosper in the future. The construction industry
should reflect the urgency for change – probably more
than other sectors. It is still permeated by a number
of detrimental practices, such as the use of high
impact materials, non-reversible building solutions,
and low efficiency processes and manufacturing. It is
astonishing to see that the construction sector alone
consumes about 60% of the raw materials available
in the UK overall and that it generated about 30% of
the total waste produced in the EU in 2014.

For these reasons, the development and use of 
alternative materials to improve the sustainability

and the quality of construction materials is central 
to the current debate. The use of natural materials
would trigger a different approach in construction,
benefiting from the lower CO2 content of traditional
materials, reducing health risks and cost. 

Intercepting current low value organic waste streams
– both from the countryside and our cities – would
reveal organic waste streams as presenting an
opportunity rather than a costly problem in both
economic and environmental terms.

The principles of the Circular Economy currently pro-
vide the rationale for a shift from a linear – disposal –
model towards a circular value chain where natural
waste is the main resource. In this context, new busi-
ness models could be identified and developed to

The Urban Bio-Loop: Could city waste
become construction products?
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enable alternative use of organic waste streams as
opposed to the current value chain. This approach
could also help supporting local and rural economies
with benefits for both existing and new stakeholders.

The recent Arup publication The Urban Bio-loop:
Growing, Making and Regenerating aims to demon-
strate that a different paradigm for the construction
sector is possible. Organic waste from our cities and
the countryside, traditionally managed through land-
fill, incineration and composting, could be diverted –
at least in part. It could become a resource for the
creation of construction, engineering and architecture
products before being fed back in the biological cycle
at the end of their service life. 

The use of organic construction materials would 
possibly allow the exploitation of its untapped value,
with a positive impact not only from an environmental
perspective but also from a technical, social and 
economic standpoint. In this document, a number of
organic waste streams have been identified, together
with their applications as products in building con-
struction. Some of them are already certified products
used in some markets at global level. Others need 
further research and investment before being ready
for the market.

In the short term, these examples are a guideline for
designers and practitioners for replacing some of the
traditional architectural products with equivalents
made with organic waste as a resource. For the long
term, we explored to what extent our cities and
urban districts could become self-sustaining – at
least partially – from a feedstock point of view. This
would be through the active implementation of
organic waste streams into the supply chain of build-
ing products. This vision envisages on the one side
cities and urban districts implementing more effective
recovery systems and processes to turn organic waste
into a source of value, while on the other side 
planning for growing natural construction materials.
All this could have an impact and contribute to the
development of local economies.

The analysis of the current amount of organic waste
produced at both European level, and specifically for

the city of Milan, demonstrated that a significant
feedstock could be available, triggering a significant
production of construction products. Considering the
case of thin cladding boards for interior, it has been
estimated that one kilogram of waste would generate
a square metre of final product. Interestingly, the
commercial value of one kilogram of organic waste
processed for construction purposes would be from
five to six times higher in respect to the value realised
with current disposal processes – such as energy
recovery. 

As a consequence of this increase in value, there
would be a number of cascade effects, such as addi-
tional financial value for companies managing and
processing organic waste streams. It would also allow
the creation of new enterprises – both start-ups and
SMEs – to develop new technologies to implement the
use and increase the quality of bio-based products.
The full Urban Bio-Loop report can be found here:
https://www.arup.com/publications/research/section/t
he-urban-bio-loop

Guglielmo Carra is a senior engineer and materials 
scientist with a strong background in developing new
technologies and managing innovation across sectors in
the built environment, ranging from construction systems
to new materials, automation and robotics. Currently
based in Milan, he is Arup´s Europe Leader for Materials
Consulting. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Guglielmo Carra
Europe Leader for Materials Consulting
Arup 
Tel: +44 (0)20 7636 1531
london@arup.com
www.arup.com
www.twitter.com/ArupGroup
www.facebook.com/ArupGroup
www.instagram.com/arupgroup/
www.linkedin.com/company/arup/
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The official UK smart meter network was
switched on in November 2016 and since then
smart meter devices have been installed in

millions of homes across the UK. The government
wants one in every household by 2020, which will
cost several billion pounds to achieve. The question
is, are they using the right technology or something
way out of date?

A typical smart meter isn’t so smart; it simply shows
the amount of energy you are currently using and how
much you have used over the past week. This will be
presented in energy and money units. And that’s
about it. The device will not tell you what this energy
is being used for or what actions you might take to
reduce it. One thing is certainly doesn’t try and do is
make you understand your energy consumption.

A team of engineers and psychologists led by Professor
David Coley at the University of Bath, in partnership
with Exeter City Council, has spent the last three years
designing a meter to do just that. 

The device,
named ibert,
monitors
your gas and
electricity
consump-
tion and the
temperature
in your
home then
offers advice

in plain English sentences sent to your phone. Some
of these are simple statements of fact, much like a
normal smart meter; others go far deeper. For
example: “I notice that your heating system turns off
at 10am each morning, yet the house would seem to
be unoccupied from 8am. Resetting the time clock
might save you £89 per annum”. 

The first sentence in this example is potentially useful,
but might well not engender change. The second
sentence is the clever bit, in that it gives a direct

Creating a smarter 
smart meter
Most smart meters tell households how much energy they’ve used but do nothing to
help them actually reduce that use. A new project led by Professor David Coley of the
University of Bath aims to make smart meters smarter by providing practical advice
on cutting consumption
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personal message. The message really is personal;
it is not based on typical rates of heat loss from UK
homes but on a mathematical model of the house
in question, which the device generates for itself –
including a prediction of what the home is made of.
This model is very similar to the thermal model used
by engineers when designing a large commercial
building, expect rather than the engineer entering
the dimensions and constructions of the building,
the device uses the data from its sensors and a lot
of mathematics to reverse engineer the model.

The team tested the device in 47 homes and achieved
an unprecedented 22% saving in gas consumption.
In addition, a survey showed the occupants became
better consumers of energy by being more educated
about where energy was being wasted in their homes.
It can even spot if windows have been left open far

beyond that needed to provide good air quality, and
tell you have much it is costing you to leave them open.

The researchers concluded that the whole smart
metering project needs to be changed and tech-
nologies introduced that work with consumers, use
up-to-date technology and a dash of psychology.

The findings of this study have been published in
Building & Environment and was part of the
ENLITEN project, funded by the Engineering & Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). The team’s
most recent paper from the work ‘How smart do
smart meters need to be?’ can be accessed at
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S03
60132317304225 ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Prof David Coley
Professor of Low Carbon Design and Head of the
Centre for Energy and the Design of Environments
University of Bath
Tel: +44 (0)1225 385531
d.a.coley@bath.ac.uk
www.bath.ac.uk/ace/research/eden/
www.twitter.com/UniofBath



Design and architecture trends can
lead to a number of challenges for
professionals specifying heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning systems as
traditional ceiling-based systems are typically
fixed and inflexible due to associated duct
and pipework. Making use of the plenum
beneath a raised access floor as the ventila-
tion zone for air conditioning can overcome
a number of these challenges and, by adopt-
ing an air conditioning system that can both
supply and return air via the floor plenum,
designers are free to make use of ceiling
space and features in a very different way, as
well as attracting significant savings.

“As well as maximising floor-
to-ceiling height, plenum air
conditioning also allows archi-
tects to retain structural 
features. Many older buildings
have beautiful ceilings, some
of which have listed classifica-
tion and must be preserved;
for example, the stunning
plasterwork at 8 Waterloo
Place, London.”

The trendy feature of exposing ceilings in 
commercial offices lends itself to spacious,
open interiors. Structures and beams become
interior features and are often left unfinished.
Current new build designs incorporate large
floor plates, high ceilings and large windows
to maximise available light and enhance nat-
ural ventilation. In refurbishments, space and
access is often restricted. However, there could
be scope to add a further floor with dormer

windows, often referred to in the industry as
a dormer floor. 

Underfloor air conditioning has been suc-
cessfully retrofitted to a number of buildings
with said dormer floors. For example, 196
Deansgate in Manchester, 76-88 Wardour
Street, London and Network House in
Hampton Hill amongst others. Older build-
ings, even those without add-on floors with
dormer windows can also benefit from
adopting underfloor air conditioning, conse-
quently eliminating ceiling-based services
altogether, maximising the available floor-
to-ceiling space and often achieving the
British Council for Offices recommended 2.5
meters internal height. The height savings
calculated in refurbishments can offer a sig-
nificant amount of extra available space and
subsequently can lead to overall building
height savings.

Exposed ceilings and underfloor air
conditioning: A perfect partnership
Underfloor air conditioning uses the space beneath a raised access
floor as the ventilation zone, promoting interior design freedom
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Architects can adopt underfloor air condi-
tioning to achieve their design goals. Jersey
Energy undertook a complete refurbishment
of the 10,000 sq m Powerhouse building in
the early 2000s. The ceiling was a lattice of
riveted steel ribs and architects Manser Asso-
ciates achieved pleasing results with up-light-
ing and underfloor air conditioning. At the
Weighbridge Building in Marlow, designers
were able to retain the existing beams by
adopting underfloor air conditioning as part
of a full refurbishment. 

As well as maximising floor-to-ceiling height,
plenum air conditioning also allows architects
to retain structural features. Many older
buildings have beautiful ceilings, some of
which have listed classification and must be
preserved; for example, the stunning plaster-
work at 8 Waterloo Place, London. Modern
buildings may have a lightweight structure in



the form of a building envelope, such as the
Arup designed Parkview Green building in
Beijing. New and older buildings may have
an atrium incorporated into the design and,
again, underfloor air conditioning systems
can satisfy cooling and heating requirements
within these expansive areas.

The options for providing comfortable heat-
ing and cooling in these modern spaces can
be limiting and create a number of airflow
challenges. Yes, traditional ceiling-based air
conditioning systems can be installed; expos-
ing the ductwork can be considered artistic
in an industrial way and some will look more
aesthetically pleasing than others, but adopt-
ing a fully underfloor system allows architects
to eliminate pipe and ductwork and experi-
ence total design freedom with regards to
the ceiling and other high-level features. This
option is especially suitable for historical and
listed buildings where it simply may not be
possible to introduce ceiling-based systems
such as chilled beams, VAV systems and fan
coils, as they virtually eliminate the possibility
of retaining the architectural detail.

Further benefits include excellent indoor air
quality and the ability to introduce fresh air

into a building without any loss before it is
adequately mixed into the space. The partial
loss of fresh air directly affects the ability of
the selected system to dilute pollutants and
minimise cross contamination, whereas
underfloor supply systems introduce 100% of
the fresh air without loss, creating exceptional
quality indoor environments. 

Combined with the above is the enhanced
user control of such systems. Ceiling-based
systems deliver cold air from high level, often
causing uncomfortable draughts; they are
typically static with fixed, centralised control
and users are unlikely to be able to adjust
temperature or airflow to suit their optimum
conditions. Individual personal control of
simple settings can enhance user comfort
and satisfaction of the individual’s working
environment, and the inherent flexibility of
underfloor systems means that fan terminals
can easily be relocated to adapt to changing
use of the space, as well as reducing fit-out
costs.

Considering the above, one must ask
whether using a traditional ceiling-based
HVAC system as part of an exposed design is
the best option for providing comfort cooling

Lucy Bonsall
Marketing Manager
AET Flexible Space
Tel: +44 (0)1342 310400 
lucy@flexiblespace.com
www.flexiblespace.com
www.twitter.com/AET_FSS

to the occupants of the space? Plenum-based
systems can offer the best of both, and can
easily be adapted and reconfigured for
future changes in the use of space and occu-
pant density. Underfloor air conditioning
technology can help designers overcome
structural and height restrictions, as well as
design challenges associated with both new
build and refurbishment projects.
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Achieving the shift to a low carbon future without sacrificing major projects
is a huge challenge facing the construction industry. Brian Worrall, Director
of Corporate Affairs at Certas Energy, looks at the role of alternative fuels
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The government has outlined its long-awaited
plans to achieve a low carbon future in its
recently published Clean Growth Strategy. The

plan outlines recommendations to accelerate the shift
towards low carbon transport and reduce emissions
with measures to encourage the take-up of electric
vehicles, shifting more freight from road to rail and
investment in innovation around low carbon transport 
technology and fuels. 

The vast majority of construction-related emissions
come from diesel diggers, generators and non-road
mobile machinery (NRMM), some of which are in
operation 24-hours a day. The transportation of con-
struction materials and waste via HGVs using diesel
engines, as well as dust generated from construction
activity, also contributes to construction-related
emissions. According to the London Atmospheric
Emissions Inventory, diesel diggers, generators and
other off-road plant machinery are responsible for
approximately 7.5% of NOx emissions, 8% of large

particle emissions (PM10) and 14.5% of emissions of
the most dangerous fine particles. Clearly, we need
to take action now to deliver cleaner growth through
construction. 

Construction emissions are not just a matter for
environmental or regulatory concern. Data from the
HSE estimates that 230 construction workers die
each year from cancers related to exposure to diesel
exhaust emissions. That’s 6.5% of construction-related
cancer deaths. 

The new Clean Growth Strategy, combined with the
imminent introduction of Ultra Low Emission Zones
and the increasing backlash against ‘dirty diesel’,
means construction businesses will need to innovate
and invest to find smarter, greener ways of working.
But at what cost? The construction industry already
operates at low margins, so any increases in costs
will have a significant impact across the supply 
chain. Solutions that don’t require huge levels of

Supporting clean growth for
the construction industry
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investment or cause disruption to activity are the
way forward.

However, the move towards cleaner energy cannot
happen overnight so how can the construction
industry strike a balance between delivering major
projects efficiently and cost-effectively while working
in a cleaner, greener and more sustainable way?  

Alternative fuels offer a pragmatic solution to help
construction companies reduce their reliance on
diesel. Shell GTL Fuel, exclusively available in the UK
from Certas Energy, is a readily available, cleaner
burning alternative to conventional diesel and has
been proven to have a positive impact on air quality
and local emissions. 

There are three main types of paraffinic fuels:
hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO), gas-to-liquid (GTL)
and biomass-to-liquid (BTL). Part of this family, Shell
GTL Fuel has been officially recognised since April
2016 under the EN15940 standard. Its technical
properties mean it has improved combustion prop-
erties inside standard diesel engines, helping to
reduce emissions of harmful air pollutants, including
NOx and PM. Trials have shown NOx emissions can
be reduced by up to 37%, and PM by up to 90% with
Shell GTL Fuel compared with conventional diesel,
supporting the drive to reduce local emissions. 

It is important to note that expected NOx benefits
vary according to sector and engine technology, but
are typically in the region of 10-20%. Although this
does not sound that high, because emissions are
released in concentrated area, paraffinic fuels can
help reduce emissions exceedance areas by more
than a proportional amount. 

A major benefit for construction companies is that
the fuel can be used as a direct replacement for con-
ventional diesel in both heavy and light-duty engines
without the need for investment in infrastructure or
modification to existing diesel engines. 

Not only does Shell GTL Fuel help tackle the air 
quality issue, but it also offers other benefits to con-
struction plant machinery and vehicles. It can help
reduce noise levels from engines – a major benefit
for construction sites looking to reduce the impact of
their activity on local communities. 

The fuel is also classified as having health and 
environmental benefits as it is non-toxic so harmless
if inhaled and has a low risk of skin and eye irritation
and is readily biodegradable. If there is a spill, GTL
will naturally disperse. 

In addition, Shell GTL provides improved starting
performance in cold conditions due to its higher
cetane number and a low cold filter plugging point
(which is the temperature at which diesel starts 
to wax).

Proven success has already been seen in Europe,
where The Hague municipality in the Netherlands
and its partner, BAM Construction, swapped its
entire diesel fleet to Shell GTL Fuel for all its heavy
equipment used in large city construction projects 
in a bid to reduce local emissions and improve air
quality. They have experienced a reduction in 
emissions of PM and NOx.

There is no preordained solution to energy and air
quality issues; it is likely to take longer and be more
complex than we think to make progress in all areas.
However, an effective fuel management strategy and
the use of cleaner burning fuels, like Shell GTL, not
only helps reduce emissions, improve the environ-
ment and the health and wellbeing of the workforce
and public, but also improves efficiency and reduces
costs. Making cleaner, safer and healthier fuel choices
is a must, as well as a no-brainer, for the construction
industry. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Brian Worrall
Director of Corporate Affairs
Certas Energy
Tel: +44 (0)1925 858 500
construction@certasenergy.co.uk
www.certasenergy.co.uk
www.twitter.com/CertasBusiness



Any person carrying out a building project that aims to create
something new, or extend an existing building, has to comply
with the following Building Regulations.

Building Regulations

CLICK on the links below for the full documents:

Part A – Structure
Building regulation in England covering the structural elements of a building.
This edition covers the loadings on a building, and the construction of the structural elements including the
foundations, walls, floors, roofs and chimneys.

Part B – Fire safety
Building regulation in England covering fire safety matters within and around buildings.
Building regulations for fire safety in residential homes, including new and existing dwellings, flats, residential
accommodation, schools, colleges and offices.

Part C – Site preparation and resistance to contaminates and moisture
Building regulation in England for the condition of the ground upon which a building is to be built.
The current edition covers the clearance or treatment of unsuitable material, resistance to contaminants and
sub-soil drainage. Information on the resistance to moisture of floors, walls and roofs is included, with examples
of damp proofing and ventilation provisions.

Part D – Toxic substances
Building regulation in England covering the prevention of toxic substances in buildings.
This edition covers toxic substances with the use of insulating materials in cavity walls and the prevention of
toxic fumes entering the building.

Part E – Resistance to sound
Building regulation in England for the resistance to the passage of sound and sound insulation.
This edition covers sound insulation requirements in dwelling-houses, flats, rooms for residential use and schools.

Part F – Ventilation
Building regulation in England for the ventilation requirements to maintain indoor air quality.
This edition covers new dwellings, new buildings other than dwellings and existing buildings. The types of 
ventilation covered includes, mechanical, passive stack, background and purge (rapid).
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Part G – Sanitation, hot water safety and water efficiency
Building regulation for England addressing hot water safety and efficiency of water in buildings.
The current edition covers the standards required for cold water supply, water efficiency, hot water supply and
systems, sanitary conveniences and washing faclities, bathrooms and kitchens and food preparation areas.

This amended approved document took effect on 1 March 2016 for use in England. It does not apply to work
started before 1 March 2016, or work subject to a building notice, full plans application or initial notice submitted
before that date provided the work is started on site before 1 March 2016.

It also applies to building work carried out on excepted energy buildings in Wales as defined in the Welsh 
Ministers (Transfer of Functions (No. 2) Order 2009.

Part H – Drainage and waste disposal
Building regulation in England for foul water drainage and disposal.
The current edition covers details of foul water drainage, both above and below ground, pipe sizes, protection of
pipes, manholes and inspection chambers.

Part J – Combustion appliances and fuel storage systems
Building regulation in England for the storage of fuel systems and combustion products.
This edition covers the air supply, discharge of combustion products and protection of the building for solid fuel,
gas and oil appliances, along with the provision of information for heaths, fireplaces, flues and chimneys.

Part K – Protection from falling, collision and impact
Building regulation in England covering the buildings users protection from falling, collision and 
impact in and around the building.
This edition covers protection from falling, collision and impact and includes designing staircases, ladders,
ramps, guarding and vehicle barriers in and around all types of buildings.

This edition was also updated by combining Approved Document N: glazing and also some overlapping 
guidance that is in Approved Document M: access to and use of buildings respectively.
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Part L – Conservation of fuel and power
Building regulation in England setting standards for the energy performance of new and existing buildings.
This current edition covers the energy efficiency requirements of the building regulations as set out in Part L 
of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations and in a number of specific building regulations. Technical guidance is
contained in 4 Part L Approved Documents and 2 building services compliance guides.

Please see the addendum to the non-domestic building services compliance guide – 2013 edition.

Amendments to Approved Document L
An amendment document which lists the 2016 changes made to the previous edition of all the Approved 
Document Ls has also been published.

Part M – Access to and use of buildings
Building regulation in England to ensure people are able to access and use buildings and their facilities.
Building regulations for access to and use of buildings in dwellings and buildings other than dwellings and provides
a baseline for accessibility in the built environment.

Volume 1
The 2015 edition with 2016 amendments of ‘Approved Document M: access to and use of buildings Volume 1:
dwellings’ only covers dwellings and contains updated guidance. In particular, it introduces 3 categories of dwellings:

• category 1: visitable dwellings

• category 2: accessible and adaptable dwellings

• category 3: wheelchair user dwellings

• categories 2 and 3 apply only where required by planning permission.

The 2015 edition with 2016 amendments took effect on 1 March 2016 for use in England.

Correction to previous edition
A correction document which lists the 2016 changes made to the previous edition of ‘Approved Document M:
access to and use of buildings Volume 1: dwellings’ 2015 edition has also been published

Volume 2
This 2015 edition amendments of ‘Approved Document M: access to and use of buildings Volume 2: buildings other
than dwellings’ only covers buildings other than dwellings.

The 2015 edition took effect on 1 October 2015 for use in England.

These approved documents give guidance for compliance with the Building Regulations for building work carried
out in England. It also applies to building work carried out on excepted energy buildings in Wales as defined in the
Welsh Ministers (Transfer of Functions) (No. 2) Order 2009.
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Part N – Glazing safety (Withdrawn)

Part P – Electrical safety
Building Regulation in England covering electrical safety in dwellings.
The current edition explains when notification of work is required. Information on the design, installation,
inspection, testing and provision of information is explained.

Part Q – Security in dwellings
Building regulation for England covering security in dwellings.
This edition covers the standards for doors and windows to resist physical attack by a burglar. It includes 
standards on being both sufficiently robust and fitted with appropriate hardware.

This also supports requirement Q1 of schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010. Requirement Q 1 applies
only in relation to new dwellings and provides that reasonable provision must be made to resist unauthorised
access to any dwelling; and any part of a building from which access can be gained to a flat within the building.

Part R – High speed electronic communications networks
Building regulation for England covering requirements for high-speed electronic communications
networks in buildings.
This edition introduces a new requirement for in-building physical infrastructure which enables connections to
broadband networks.

The requirement applies in England to new buildings and to existing buildings that are subject to major 
renovation works. The requirement applies both to dwellings and to buildings other than dwellings.

Approved Document R takes effect on 1 January 2017 for use in England. It does not apply to work subject to a
building notice, full plans application or initial notice submitted before 1 January 2017.

Reg. 7 – Material and workmanship
Building regulation for England setting out the standards of the building materials and skills used.
The requirement for carrying out building work using the proper materials and in a workmanlike manner.
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Helping you manage  
and mitigate your risk
BCIS houses independent data  
that can help control your cost  
and building performance

BCIS data helps our customers:
•  Make better-informed investment decisions  
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•  Control project costs pre-, during and  
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minimising inflated costs

•  Benchmark project costs to help reduce 
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Rathmore Range
A stylish, low-profile concrete tile with a smooth finish, which achieves a slate-like 

appearance thanks to its leading edge and hidden interlocking features.

Build it Better with Quinn

Available In

Graphite  |  Slate Grey  |  Blue Black  |  Matt Black

Non-stock colours available on request.

Contact our Technical Team for more information

028 67748866  |  technical@quinn-buildingproducts.com

Weight (approx.)

5 tonne per 1,000

Standard Size

420 x 334mm

Pitched Roof Suitability

17.5° to 90°
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